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Abstract
This thesis envisions how new mobility can contribute to making cities more sustainable
and connected. It investigates a methodology for designing the physical, virtual, urban
realms in tandem, across a dynamic timeline. It contributes to ideas on redesigning
public spaces to be responsive to real-time use and demand and digitally connected.

The thesis contributes to the design of a framework from which to visualize and
understand the Digital Twin of the urban realm. Through the lens of the virtual realm,
the urban Mobility Hub Network is explored as an Urban Mobility Digital Twin, while
geocoded public space is looked at through the lens of ‘Virtual Curb Space’.

This thesis explores, through speculative design, how cities can start reimagining the
curb space – the part of the road typically dedicated to on-street parking – as a valuable
physical public space and virtual real-estate that can be leveraged to create a more
sustainable city-wide mobility network. Highlighting the role of the curb space as a
building block of the network and the process of digital transformation of public space is
a key contribution of this thesis. The research identifies opportunities to leverage new
technologies in order to achieve the sustainability targets of municipalities and transit
authorities regarding urban mobility.

Design solutions are explored for the concept of Mobility Hubs, in different scales and
typologies, anchored around transit. Mobility Hub components are broken down into
different curb-space uses and looked at both in the physical, as in the virtual realms,
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through a phased approach. Seven case studies of locations in the Metro Vancouver
area are explored as proof-of-concept of the speculative design proposal and its
transitioning strategy.

The transitioning strategy (Transitional Design Methodology) explored in the thesis
allows for the incremental evolution of design solutions through experimentation.
Tactical Urbanism is used to reduce speed of street reconfiguration with agility, aligning
with the piloting of digital innovations and services which respond to real-time use. The
thesis identifies that the unpredictable and uncertain outcomes of the deployment of
new technologies requires design solutions that leave room for trial-and-error, and that
allow for constant adaptation to digital innovations.

v

Lay Summary
This thesis looks at how new mobility can contribute to making cities more sustainable
and connected. It looks at the ‘physical’ and ‘digital’ through the concept of the city’s
‘Digital Twin’. It investigates a network of ‘Mobility Hubs’ that are digitally connected
public spaces designated to promote more efficient and sustainable movement of
passengers and goods.

The network is built upon the idea of repurposing ‘curb space’, the part of the road
typically dedicated to on-street parking. The research argues that through innovative
curb space design and the concept of ‘Virtual Curb Space’, it is possible to
accommodate the increasing demands of ‘new mobility’ services such as car-share,
bike-share, ride-hail and delivery services.

Design solutions are explored through the ‘Transitional Design Methodology’, a strategic
incremental phasing approach, which takes into account both physical and digital
infrastructures. Locations in Metro Vancouver are explored as case studies, serving as
‘proof of concept’.
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Preface
This thesis is original, unpublished, independent work by the author, Yuval Fogelson.

A more visually compelling, less academic, adapted version of this thesis was prepared
for TransLink in the format of a research report titled: “TIPSLAB - Transitioning into
New Mobility – Future Curb Space Design - prepared for TransLink - April 2021”. The
report is made available for the general public at TIPSLAB website.1

All the graphics in this thesis are adapted versions from the graphics prepared for the
above-mentioned report. The graphic material was produced collaboratively at
TIPSLAB, under my guidance, following my concepts and ideas and iteration decisions.
The Undergraduate Research Assistants which produced these graphics are: Zhenyi
(Willy) Zhou, Lukas Ewing, Kertty Guo, and Yiguan Liu. AnnaLisa Meyboom, head of
the lab, also participated in some of the iteration process for creating the graphics. The
TIPSLAB students produced graphics including 2D diagrams, 3D models, graphic layout
and composition. This was done in a process of many iterations and collaborative
design.

Chapter 5 required a workshop (July 7 & 14, 2020) which I was leading its presentation,
contents and organization, it was co-organized with TransLink. TransLink’s role was to
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Fogelson, Yuval, and AnnaLisa Meyboom. Transitioning into New Mobility - Future Curb Space Design.
TIPSLAB Prepared for TransLink. Apr. 2021, https://blogs.ubc.ca/tipslab/transitioning-into-new-mobility/.
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select the participant list and accompany and support the workshop. This was followed
by individual consultations with the following municipalities: City of New Westminster
(November 17, 2020); City of Burnaby (November 24, 2020); City of North Vancouver
and District of North Vancouver (November 24, 2020); City of Coquitlam (December 3,
2020); City of Vancouver (December 3, 2020); City of Surrey (December 10, 2020);
UBC Campus and Community Planning (December 10, 2020). The feedback from the
municipalities provided the site selection and helped with the definition of some design
aspects of the case studies explored in Chapter 5. The consultations also helped to
produce the recommendations explored in Chapter 6. The interaction with municipalities
in Chapter 5 was covered under the approval of UBC Behavioural Research Ethics
Board, certificate number H20-01965 (Future Curbs).

The research participated in the Urbanism Next Virtual Forum 20212 of the University of
Oregon (March18, 2021), as a poster presentation titled “Transitioning into New Mobility
– Future Curb Space Design”, I was invited as a presenter.
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Foreword
My focus on public space transformations and street redesign in my previous
professional activity and research have influenced this body of research. This activity
led to a genuine curiosity to better understand the anticipated urban transformation of
the second quarter of the 21st century. In turn, this led to a broadening of the spectrum
of interdisciplinary fields to better understand how cities are being shaped. Above all I
was intrigued about the design of cities, as they are being (re)shaped by advances in
the technology of automation and disruptive innovations. I did not want to be merely an
observer, I wanted to delve in and understand its nature.

This thesis gave me the chance to go beyond urban design and urban planning and
learn about: transport planning, shared mobility services, economics of disruptive
innovation, surveillance capitalism, Digital Twins and geofences, and above all provided
a new lens from which to make sense of the digital transformation that is anticipated to
reshape cities.

In the years leading up to conducting this research, I have been involved and engaged
with strategic temporal public space transformations through urban interventions. These
interventions followed the ‘Tactical Urbanism’ methodology which takes an experimental
and incremental approach. Deepening knowledge and hands-on trial-and-error
experiences have convinced me that this methodology may be used for more complex
tasks that require the testing of public space use to achieve urban transformation goals.
Moreover, I believe tactical urbanism is appropriate for use with new technologies to
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test digital infrastructure, that inherently requires piloting and pivoting as its modus
operandi, and I wanted to ground these ideas in a more structured approach.

This research gave me the opportunity to further explore tactical urbanism
methodologies and make them an intrinsic design feature in the investigated transition
strategy. It also allowed me to consider how tactical urbanism can serve as a bridge
between the digital and the physical, by speeding up physical transformations relating to
the implementation of digital solutions within the urban realm.

Finally, I was provided the opportunity to test out and share my ideas at a credible
academic institution, and at the same time in a non-academic context, together with
local authorities and the regional transit authority. I am grateful for this experience and
hope that the findings of my research help, in any way, cities to become more peopleoriented and more sustainable.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Chapter 1 elaborates on the context of this thesis. It begins in section 1.1. by
introducing the research objectives and problem statement, as well as referring to the
grant proposal. It is followed by a literature review on the most relevant areas of
research including the physical and digital transformation of public space, this is
explored in section 1.2. The research framework, explored in section 1.3, discusses the
importance of the curb space, its different uses and contention between its users, as
well as digital disruption.

1.1

Research Objectives

The research problem and the objectives of the research are laid out in this section.

1.1.1 Problem Statement & Research Objectives
One of the motivations for initiating this thesis was to start a conversation around
transitioning into ‘new mobility’ and urban design. New Mobility includes connected and
shared transportation services, typically available on-demand, including ride hailing, car
share, bike share, and others.

As cities transition into new mobility, the use and design of the public realm will need to
adjust in response to anticipating disruptive changes associated with the digitization of
cities and new mobility services with new business models. Disruptive innovation
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associated with digitization and automation causes unpredictable and uncertain
outcomes regarding the deployment of new technologies. In such a scenario it is difficult
to create a lasting long-term framework vision that can be followed. It is also
increasingly difficult to adapt to changes in the short term or in real-time, as planning
processes traditionally take time to implement.

The scholarly objective of this thesis is first of all to better understand the digital
transformation of public space. Secondly, to test a design methodology that
allows for a process of transitioning into automation and digital transformation in
the urban realm. This could be applied to different complex urban networks;
however, this thesis focuses on the urban mobility network. More specifically it
focuses on the ‘Transition into New Mobility’ which is associated with mobility
networks in the urban realm.

Objectives regarding the urban mobility network are divided into three categories:
Sustainability, Transition, and Innovation.

Sustainability



Design an urban mobility network that prioritizes sustainable modes of
transportation and is anchored around transit.



Leverage new technologies and advances in automation in order to help
achieve the cities’ sustainability targets.
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Transition



Design an urban mobility network that is adaptable to rapid changes and
uncertain outcomes associated with digital innovation and disruption.



Design an urban mobility network that can be reconfigured frequently and
respond to real-time demand of movement of people and goods across the
city.

Innovation



Increase collaboration in innovation between the public and private sectors
with regards to infrastructure, shared mobility, and civic entrepreneurship.

The objectives above are revisited in the conclusions, section 6.1.1 discusses how
objectives were met in the research outcomes.

In a more focused sense, this thesis narrows in on a specific public space type, namely
the ‘curb space’. The ‘curb’ separates the sidewalk and the road space, the curb ‘space’
is the lane of the road adjacent to the curb. It is most commonly associated with onstreet parking. This space is in increasingly high demand by different uses and users
such as bike-share, parklets, loading zones, and space to drop off passengers.

How does one design and manage the curb space in a way that benefits its uses and
users, while at the same time helping achieve a more sustainable modal split,
prioritizing transit and more sustainable mobility modes?

4

1.1.2 Proposal for New Mobility Research Grant
The focus on the curb space is largely related to the need to research the implications
and possibilities of future curb space design and management, a need expressed in the
research grant. The following description was posed as a 2019 priority research topic
for TransLink’s New Mobility Research Grant (NMRG), which initiated this research:

“Curb management and infrastructure for new modes: With the rise of
new forms of mobility (electric, automated and shared), along with
growing e-commerce, management of curb space is critical. As such,
there is need for research on policy measures to allocate, regulate and
value curb space and on design of future curbspace and other
infrastructure based on anticipated changing needs.“ (One of the 2019
priority research topics on TransLink New Mobility Research Grant –
July 17,2019)
NMRG proposal title (December 2019): “Transitioning into new mobility,
redesigning public space in the context of curbspace dispute”

Below an excerpt from the proposal including the executive summary and initial
Statement of Problem:

As we transition into new mobility, the use and design of the public
realm will need to adjust in response to anticipating disruptive changes
associated with new mobility operators and service providers, as well
as new curbside management and enforcement technologies. Cities are
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already experiencing a spatial dispute over the curb space, caused by
the plentitude of its uses and users, often with conflicting needs and
benefits. The proposed research sets to first map out this dispute by
analyzing the existing and anticipated future curbspace uses and users,
as well as their interconnected relationships. Design solutions will be
tested in seven3 different locations in municipalities across the Metro
Vancouver area, served by TransLink. These studies will serve as a
base for urban design and implementation strategies and tactics for
new mobility, which will be assessed by their adaptability to rapid and
unpredictable transformation of cities and development in technologies.
Ideally, transitional design solutions for future curbspace allocation and
use, should correspond to anticipated changing needs generated by the
disruption associated with new mobility, which is set to further impact
the existing spatial dispute over the curbspace.
In the absence of a holistic approach for the allocation of space
between the different parties disputing the public realm, different new
mobility operators and new entrants may push their own agenda.
Additionally, on-ground design solutions and enforcement require clear

3

The location selection process has narrowed down from eight locations (as mentioned in the original
proposal) to seven locations as theoretical case studies responding to different typologies (chapter 5).
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policies regarding management and monetization of the curbspace use
in the context of a Mobility-as-a-Service related platform.
While there is some discussion around autonomous urbanism, there is
less focus on design solutions for the transition period prior to
automation, responding to the highly dynamic new mobility landscape.
As new mobility diffuses into the city space, inadequate permanent
designs may be costly to reconfigure and may impair the sustainability
objectives of cities.
The initial proposal emphasized new mobility and innovative technology, however, at
the time the significance of the digital infrastructure and the design possibilities it brings
with it was not yet understood. Finally, this digital infrastructure and the ‘virtual urban
realm’ gained prominence and was incorporated in every design and phasing aspect
investigated throughout this thesis.

1.2

Research Context

This thesis situates itself across two realms of urban transformations: the realm of
‘physical’ urban design and the ‘virtual’ digitally connected realm.

This thesis identifies a knowledge gap at the intersection of these two worlds. It argues
that knowledge in the realm of physical urban planning and design does not consider
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the digital or virtual realm in a holistic way, while at the same time knowledge and
advancement in developing digital infrastructure and services in the virtual realm, do not
sufficiently consider the physical urban realm in a holistic way. This thesis sets on a
journey between these two worlds, to identify the gaps between them and to investigate
design methodologies and solutions which encompass both realms. Sharpening the
distinction between these two worlds allows for a better understanding and investigation
of the dichotomy, the relationship, and connection of the two realms within the design
process.

A literature review, explored in section 1.2.1, looks into topics which relate to the ‘Digital
Transformation of Public Space’. Following this, a literature review focusing on the
‘Physical Transformation of Public Space’ is explored in section 1.2.2. The intersection
of the physical and the virtual realms is further explored in section 1.2.3. Finally,
contribution of knowledge in the form of new terminology will be discussed in section
1.2.4.

1.2.1 The Digital Transformation of the Urban Realm
This thesis looks into the spatial (tangible and intangible) aspects of the ‘Smart City’
which are relevant to urban transformation of the public space. The idea of the ‘Virtual
Urban Realm’ and the ‘Digital Twin’ which are explored further in Chapter 2, stem from
the insights outlined in this section. The foundation for understanding the scale of
transformations that may come with digital disruption, lays in understanding disruptive
innovation.
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Disruptive Innovation, Data Economy, Surveillance Capitalism

The concept of disruptive innovation explains how some new technologies
become disruptive, while others do not. This is relevant to this thesis because it
enables the identification the disruptive innovation at hand. The standpoint of this
thesis is that the disruptive innovation at play is the ‘digital disruption’ rather than
a specific stand-alone technology like the Autonomous Vehicle. This can be
explained through the ideas of Clayton Christensen, an acclaimed Harvard
professor who developed the theory of "disruptive innovation", which has been
called the most influential business idea of the early 21st century.4 In The
Innovator’s Dilemma, he explains that the nature of disruption is less associated
with the novelty of a specific new technology. Rather, it is associated with the
increased access by a large group of the population to new technology (product
or service) to which they previously had less access.5 According to Christensen a
‘disruptive innovation’ is “a process by which a product or service takes root
initially in simple applications at the bottom of a market and then relentlessly
moves up market, eventually displacing established competitors.”6 In an analogy
to automobiles in the 20th century, the technology of the automobile did not cause
the major disruption, but the mass manufacturing which enabled access to

4
‘Clayton Christensen’. Wikipedia, 7 Jan. 2021. Wikipedia,
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Clayton_Christensen.
5
Christensen, C. M. The Innovator’s Dilemma: When New Technologies Cause Great Firms to Fail.
Harvard Business School Press, 1997.
6
Disruptive Innovation. https://claytonchristensen.com/key-concepts/
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ownership of a car possible to a wider segment of the population. This thesis
discusses this further in section 1.3.6 on the ‘digital disruption’.

The question of adoption of innovation is explored in Everett Rogers’ Diffusion of
Innovations7. Rogers was a communication theorist and sociologist, who
originated the diffusion of innovations theory and introduced the term ‘early
adopter’.8 Innovation and technology are often used interchangeably, however,
Roger states that a technology is a design for instrumental action that reduces
uncertainty and is composed of Hardware and Software. He argues that the
innovation decision process is essentially an “information seeking and processing
activity where the individual is motivated to reduce uncertainty about the
advantages and disadvantages of an innovation”9. Rogers looks at the bell curve
of adoption of innovations into segments of the population (innovators, early
adopters, early majority, late majority, laggards). He also looks at the ‘S’ curve of
the rate of adoption for an innovation, where critical mass is reached when
enough individuals have adopted an innovation, that the further rate of adoption
becomes self-sustaining.10 Rogers helps to understand the role of
communication and design in the process of adoption, focusing on the idea of
‘diffusion’. From the many case studies explored by Rogers, one can see that the
adoption of an innovation is not dependent on the ingenuity or novelty of the idea
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or the technology, but rather on the diffusion required to reach a larger segment
of the population.

Relevant to this thesis is challenging the assumption of new mobility having the
potential to be a disruptive innovation, with ideas like Mobility as a Service
(MaaS) being widely adopted. This thesis recognizes the fact that the adoption of
products and services relevant to the sharing economy and new mobility will
require successful diffusion of these innovations.

Disruption happens when technologies converge, according to Jeremy Rifkin11.
Rifkin is an economic and social theorist, writer, public speaker, political advisor,
and activist.12 In ‘The Third Industrial Revolution’ he explains that the
convergence of different technologies can cause a major economic paradigm
shift at a certain moment in history as three defining technologies emerge and
converge. “New communication technologies to more efficiently manage the
economic activity; New sources of energy to more efficiently power the economic
activity; and New modes of mobility, transportation logistics, to more efficiently
move the economic activity.”13 Rifkin’s ideas are discussed further in section
1.3.6 to show how the 21st century revolution follows a repeated pattern from the
20th and 19th centuries, this is explored through a diagram (Figure 6). Rifkin sees
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the importance of the Data Economy as the ‘glue’ keeping these revolutions of
innovation in place.

What Rifkin refers to as The Third Industrial Revolution, K. Schwab refers to as
The Fourth Industrial Revolution, in this case, the ‘third’ industrial revolution
included the era of the PC and internet, while the ‘fourth’ is based on big data,
artificial intelligence, automation, sensors and robotics. Both authors refer to the
same revolution, only number them differently. Schwab believes that it is possible
to collectively control this revolution through collaboration across geographies,
sectors and disciplines.14

This thesis builds upon these ideas and appreciates that a widespread change is
anticipated to accompany every convergence of technological innovations. It
helps with the conception that the design speculation is built upon these new
fundamentals of the ‘three Internets’ (discussed in section 1.3.6) rather than the
previous fundamentals of mass production, mass broadcasting, and fossil fuelbased economy of the 20th century.
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The Data Economy is at the heart of the digitization process, as such the
possible effects it may have on the urban form and the use of public space
demand further exploration.

One of the most urgent concerns cities are increasingly facing, is dealing with
data privacy and the use of data of individuals by private entities. This is
discussed later in this section with reference to Sidewalk Labs project which did
not succeed in satisfying the public regarding data privacy concerns.

The governance of data is a crucial topic in the context of the digital
transformation of public space. This thesis focuses on the use of data within the
public space. It adds to the current discussion (on data privacy concerns) by
looking at the ‘physical urban realm’ versus the ‘virtual urban realm’. It
hypothesizes on the idea that the public ‘virtual urban realm’ is not completely
‘public’ as the virtual realm can always be traced down to a private entity, an idea
that is explored in section 2.2.

The Data Economy is becoming a dominant economic drive in the global
market.15 Here, value from accumulated information is derived through the
gathering, organization and exchange of data. The mechanisms of the Data
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Economy are dynamic and in constant development, and reward potential
disruptive new business models.

In the context of the urban realm, it is significant that data analytics have the
potential to manage systems of transportation and any transaction made online.
In addition, IoT (Internet of Things) technologies, sensors and cameras, enable
the management and monitoring of the public space. Through data analytics, and
by using artificial intelligence (AI), it is possible to make predictions related to a
service, or product; predictions related to a human behaviour, or in the context of
mobility - predictions related to a journey, time of arrival, future location,
transportation services availability, or usage of a service. The value of data in this
economic model is not linear, as “an individual data point can carry little value,
but its value can multiply manifold when aggregated and analysed with other
relevant data.”16

This discussion leads to the idea of ‘Digital Exhaust’ discussed by Shoshana
Zuboff in ‘The Age of Surveillance Capitalism’17. Zuboff argues that a fraction of
the users’ data is used for improving digital services, while the bulk of it is used to
create behavioural prediction products to be traded in the market for profit by
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private corporation, she calls the ‘Surveillance Capitalists’. This idea is further
explored in section 2.2.

This thesis is interested in looking at examples of private and public spaces and
how people using different apps or services may be manipulated remotely (or
‘nudged’) to cause change in their behaviour (often bypassing their awareness,
according to Zuboff). In the context of public space, one can look at Pokémon
Go, which Zuboff cites and criticizes, that raises concerns about privacy and free
will.18 This is looked at in section 2.2.

As a private space that is automated, the research looks at Amazon Go
convenience stores where every move of every product and customer is
monitored through a vast array of sensors and cameras.19 This is made possible
through the legal contract accepted by the user to utilize the Amazon App which
is required in order to enter the store and consume. This is looked at in section
2.2.

The contribution of this thesis in this context is the questioning of how these
ideas of automation and digitalization of space, both public and private, can lead

18
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to a privatization of the ‘Virtual Urban Realm’. This may be of particular concern
regarding mobility services offered in public space by private corporations.

Future Cities

Michael Batty’s work is the most influential on the theories and ideas developed
in this thesis. Batty is interested in urban planning and data, is an urban planner,
geographer and spatial data scientist, and Bartlett Professor of Planning in The
Bartlett at University College London.20 A key literature piece for this thesis is
‘Inventing Future Cities’. Here Batty asserts that although one cannot predict the
future, one can shape it through ‘invention’. As one cannot always anticipate
future inventions and extraneous events, it is necessary to focus on innovative
processes to shape cities in the present. 21 This can be understood also as a key
role for designers in the exercise of speculative design, which is also supported
by Dunne and Raby. Batty lays out different principles which can be used to
speculate on inventing, or designing future cities. While plans and proposals can
try to illustrate what future cities will look like, the future is unpredictable and
largely unknown. Cities are largely unpredictable because they are complex
systems that are more like organisms than machines. 22
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One of Batty’s main contributions is to understand how cities work through the
aggregate data and information that is being produced in real time. His analysis
of data related to transport systems, which is prone to an inevitable process of
automation, can be seen in the case of the visualization of data from big data
retrieved from the Oyster Card in London’s transport system23. Visualization of
aggregate data of the use of the system over time is shown as temporal cycles
and flows caused by digital information which he calls “The Pulse of the City”.24
These temporal aspects are key to understanding how cities grow over time,
ultimately affecting their physical form. By focusing on time, Batty shifts the
traditional spatial and geographic focus of thinking about cities dominating
planning research, which is an underlining concept in this thesis.

Batty explores the ideas of frequencies of the real-time city. More specifically, he
describes how the city is prone to greater change and disruption as the waves of
innovation become more frequent and more intense with higher spikes in the
“pulses”. He argues that the traditional city is a ‘Low Frequency City’ where
change happens over years and does not happen in real-time. In contrast, the
real-time city uses data created by the city to adjust and change in real time, in
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seconds and minutes. Batty introduces the idea of the “High Frequency City" and
the process of switching ‘Urban Thinking’ from the long-term to the short-term.25

The ‘High Frequency City’ leads to the idea of the ‘Digital Twin’ which is a realtime representation of the working model of the city. “In strict terms, a digital twin
is a mirror image of a physical process that is articulated alongside the process in
question, usually matching exactly the operation of the physical process which
takes place in real time”.26

In the past, computer models or simulations of the city were used to analyze,
simulate and test different assumptions of the city, in order to inform decision
making on data. The computer models did not directly affect the city itself,
however, the actions of decision makers using these models did. In contrast, the
Digital Twin is both the model and the decision maker in one. It crosses the line
from being a model or simulation of reality, into being an indistinguishable part of
reality. As sensors are embedded in the physical fabric of the city, the physical
city can respond in real-time to the algorithms of its virtual model.

This thesis is influenced by Batty’s ideas on real-time data shaping the future of
the planning profession. It takes this idea further into the realm of urban design
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by incorporating the idea of the ‘Digital Twin’ in the urban realm. This is explored
in this thesis as the ‘Urban Mobility Digital Twin’ in sections 2.3 and 4.2, where it
is visualized in the speculative design proposal.

In the larger global context, in Inventing Future Cities Batty talks about what he
calls “he great transition” into a planet of cities and dominant urban population.
Batty believes that the 21st century will be an era where the super-exponential
growth of information becomes the major game changer, and along with it all the
consequences that this kind of automation will bring at the global scale.27

In contrast, this thesis did not look at the global scale and the relations between
cities. However, it does explore a ‘Transition Strategy’ in Chapter 3, with respect
to transitioning into automation.

Concepts from Inventing Future Cities are also used in Chapter 3 to support the
understanding around the traditional city that operated in ‘low frequency’, versus
the digitally connected city that operates in a high frequency, in real-time. This is
one of the main foundations upon which this thesis builds and is the basis
underlying the concept of ‘Matching Physical : Virtual’ updates speeds, which is
discussed in section 3.3.
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While ‘Inventing Future Cities’ does not address the implementation process, this
thesis looks at the development of a strategy for implementation. This thesis
proposes to use tactical urbanism in order to speed up the frequency and velocity
with which the physical infrastructure in public space can be reconfigured and
updated, this further discussed in section 3.4.

Carlo Ratti is an architect, engineer, inventor, and professor at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology. He directs the MIT Senseable City Lab, a
research group that explores how new technologies are changing the way we
understand, design and live in cities.28 He takes a ‘techno-optimistic’ perspective
of future of design. In the book ‘The City of Tomorrow: Sensors, Networks,
Hackers, and the Future of Urban Life’ 29 C. Ratti and M. Claudel ask how
designers can accelerate positive technological change. They believe in future
cities that are human-centric and not over planned, cities that leave room for
adaptation and exploration. Cities that “respond to real-time human needs by
integrating systems and citizens, digital and physical networks, infrastructural
and social innovations.”30
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Ratti and Claudel’s book explores the concept of ‘Futurecraft’ to collectively
shape the desired future of cities through design, systems and collaboration. It is
not about fixing the present or predicting the future, rather it is about influencing it
positively and ‘crafting’ it accordingly.

Ratti and Claudel state that the choice made is influenced by what is trying to be
optimized, whether it’s the movement of cars or the wellbeing of people: "A
traffic system of autonomous cars could be optimized for maximum throughput,
or maximum sharing within social networks, or for maximum novelty and
surprise."31

This thesis agrees with the ideas explored in Ratti and Claudel’s book,
specifically about leaving room for adaptation and exploration. This thesis tries to
implement its spirit within the macro concepts that it investigates, such as the
‘Mobility Hub Network’ (4.2), described in the speculative design proposal. It
designs a system that is only achievable and made possible through
‘futurecrafting’ and collaboration of all its different working parts and functions a
system.
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Smart Cities

In the first two decades of the 21st century, the idea of Smart Cities is being used
as an overarching umbrella for any digital innovation related to urban
infrastructure or its use. The term ‘Smart City’ refers to an urban area that is
embedded with communication technology digital infrastructure, such as sensors
and cameras, which is then used to manage and optimize its assets. These
include transportation systems, energy, law enforcement, public services, and
others. The term is used mainly by the tech industry and by government, and can
be found in works such as Anthony Townsend’s Smart Cities: Big Data, Civic
Hackers, and the Quest for a New Utopia. 32 Townsend, an urban planner and
forecaster, is interested in the future of cities and information technology. He
says that problems in the city that are currently addressed by technology, have
been typically in the areas of: urban security; reduction of carbon emissions;
saving energy; optimization and management of processes to achieve greater
efficiency. The ‘problems’ are often thought of by companies or the technology
industry and not by the general public. Therefore, Townsend believes that the
biggest challenge of the Smart City ‘movement’ is identifying which problems
should be addressed by technology. He believes that positive outcomes of the
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Smart City concept, i.e. answering the ‘right’ questions, could be achieved if the
creativity of grassroots and the robustness of industry can work in alignment.

In reflection to the term ‘smart’, Batty writes in ‘Inventing Future Cities’, "The
kinds of automation that currently characterize the smart city are only intelligent
or smart insofar as we, ourselves, use them intelligently. It is we who must
potentially be smart rather than the devices we use."33

By contrast, a critic of Smart Cities, Adam Greenfield, a writer and urbanist,
warns of the consequences of Smart Cities and questions the motives of industry
and corporations behind these initiatives. The process of connecting the city can
be summarized as “the embedding of a digital network of information processing
system in every object, surface and relation of the city”.34 This can be used for
excessive surveillance. He believes the Smart City discourse treats the city as an
abstraction, a notion that can undermine the processes that create meaning and
value for the city, by over weighing the importance to technology, thereby not
focusing on people.
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Instead of ‘smart cities’ the term ‘Senseable cities’ is used at the ‘Senseable City
Lab’35 of Carlo Ratti and colleagues at MIT, this idea was explored in the
previous section.

The focus on digital infrastructure and the virtual realm often does not take into
account the physical infrastructure which is needed in order for it minimize
disruption and reverberate regulatory counter-measures by municipalities.

As physical infrastructure is public and the technology development is private,
conflict can arise. Smart City technologies are often led by industry—giant tech
corporations, entrepreneurs, the startup world, etc. Sidewalk Labs’ Toronto plan36
had difficulties convincing citizens (and therefore constituencies) that their
personal user data will not be tapped into for increased control over information
by Sidewalk’s sister company Google, under Alphabet’s umbrella.

The governmental bodies should clearly delineate the roles of private companies
and their relationship with the public sector. This may not have been clear in the
case of Toronto, as there was the perception that Sidewalk Labs "overstepped
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the boundaries of what a private company should be doing"37 which caused a
techlash.

Eventually, Sidewalk decided to discontinue the project in 2020, showing that any
future endeavours of this scale or type face great challenges regarding the
definition of the role of a tech company in collective city building. One of Sidewalk
Labs’ greatest critics, Bianca Wylie, sho is concerned with the handling of data
and privacy of future residents and people passing by in this futuristic district, a
concern that is overlooked by the tech corporation using public sector rhetoric, as
argued by Wylie.

“If a company is taking that data and using it to build products and
services to then sell back to us, why isn’t that intellectual property and the
value of that data ours as residents of the city?” She pointed out that tech
companies’ plans for data collection in public space far outpaced citizens’
ability to comprehend the implications, much less governments’ ability to
regulate the fast-growing smart city industry. [Bianca Wylie] 38

While the Sidewalk Labs project was ultimately discontinued, this could perhaps
be the start of a new challenge to shape the discussion around city building of
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the 21st century, in the same way that Jacobs did for the 20th century. More on
the comparison with Jane Jacobs is in section 1.2.3.

What this thesis does differently, is that it proposes an approach that uses the
existing infrastructure in the public domain and transforms it through an
incremental process of trial- and- error. Sidewalk Labs, as a precedent, does not
leave room for trial- and- error in its design. Its ‘masterplan’ approach means that
a finished ‘product’ is designed and built, as a permanent design feature that has
to be thought of and fully functioning from the start. For example, Sidewalk
proposes curb space that is flexible and changes during the day, however, there
is no room for testing ideal locations throughout the plan and altering its
functionality with the time and when demand changes. The tactical approach
proposed by this thesis aims to respond to this gap in the design approach. This
is also discussed in section 4.1.

One can debate whether the Smart City is beneficial or not, whether it should be
applauded or met with suspicion, there are strong arguments for both sides.
While support for the idea is often done with a blind eye to critical concerns that
may arise, criticism of the Smart City concept is often done by negating it. The
standpoint of this thesis is to assume that rapid technological advance is
inevitable. As such, rather than debating how to protect the city from undesirable
outcomes of new technologies and disruptive innovation, the thesis focuses on
asking how new technologies can be leveraged to increase positive outcomes
related to sustainability and making cities more people-centric.
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Autonomous Vehicles and Urbanism

Design is an integral part of the digital transformation of cities particularly
concerning public space. Of particular relevance to the future design of streets is
the Blueprint for Autonomous Urbanism (BAU)39 by the National Association of
City Transportation Officials (NACTO), a coalition of the Departments of
Transportation in North American cities.

The BAU looks at shaping the autonomous future based on design principles as
well as policies. This document should be read as complementary to this thesis,
as it explores different design solutions for ‘a livable autonomous future’ reflected
in novel street design that can benefit from AVs while staying human-centered.

The BAU document is particularly relevant to this thesis in that it alludes to a
gradual process of urban transformation bridging between today and the future.
However, this is not explored in-depth in the document and as a result, this thesis
explores this idea further, as investigated in Chapters 3 and 4.

The driver behind the visioning in the BAU document is the anticipated shift to
autonomous vehicle technology. With this comes the understanding that the
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‘disruptive innovative’ which may be responsible for or justify the physical
transformation of urban infrastructure is AV technology itself.

In contrast, this thesis investigation assumes that disruptive innovation is the
process of digitization, which is associated with the possibility to connect a
variety of mobility services with a large part of the population.

Similar to BAU, in the Driverless Urban Futures, A Speculative Atlas for
Autonomous Vehicles by AnnaLisa Meyboom, the driver behind the visioning is
the anticipated shift to autonomous vehicle technology.40 Meyboom is Director of
the Transportation Infrastructure and Public Space Lab (TIPSlab) at the
University of British Columbia in the School of Architecture and Landscape
Architecture (SALA).41 This book introduces another approach to designing future
cities, through speculative design. Here, scenario assumptions lead to two
explored alternatives of ‘pro-transit’ or ‘pro-AV’. Speculations on how AVs may
affect the design of cities at different scales and for different uses are explored.
Meyboom’s approach inspired the design speculation in this thesis explored in
Chapter 4: the difference being that only one scenario vision alternative is
investigated, namely the ‘pro-transit’ one.
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Driverless Urban Futures compares today’s logic with a future design vision;
however, it is not clear how to get from the current situation to the future situation
with a spatial configuration based on a logic that accommodates AVs. This
inspired further complimentary research into exploring a transition strategy that
describes a possible path to follow from today to the future vision. The future
vision explored as ‘phase 3’ (4.3) is a version of an autonomous future, however,
the design solutions differ in that they detail the virtual infrastructure and focus on
the curb space as its catalyzer.

In Driverless Urban Futures, future visioning methodologies are used to assess
possible scenarios. A scenario-building methodology, attributed to the company
Shell, is being used by large corporations to create visions for their future goals,
which can also be used for any innovation. The book uses speculative design, or
as the subtitle suggests “Speculative Atlas”, to imagine the future.

The idea of speculative design was incorporated in this thesis in Chapter 4. Yet
what it was it does different to Meyboom is that it proposes speculation over
different time spans and looks at the digital infrastructure with more depth. To
better understand speculative design, further literature was explored below.
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Speculative Design

The importance of design as a tool for speculation, along with the inclusion of
designers in visionary processes, is highlighted in ‘Speculative Everything’42 by
Anthony Dunne and Fiona Raby. Their studio ‘Dunne & Raby’ “uses design as a
medium to stimulate discussion and debate amongst designers, industry, and the
public about the social, cultural, and ethical implications of current and emerging
technologies.”43 They believe that speculative design can help achieve a
desirable future. Dunne and Raby argue that speculation over what should be the
‘preferable future’ is being primarily speculated on by the industry. They believe
that design can play a more prominent role in promoting discussions on what
kind of futures the populations would like to see. For this, the designer can look
beyond the ‘preferable and probable futures’ and into the ‘possible and utopian’
futures. They believe that design is good at taking abstract scientific research
and turning it into tangible, concrete and imaginable speculative design solutions
for the public to discuss.

This thesis builds upon this notion of speculation—discussed in section 3.1—
explaining the scenario building for a desirable future. It is then explored as the
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centerpiece of this thesis, specifically the speculative design proposal of Chapter
4.

A complementary approach to speculative design, is thinking of a timeline of how
to get from ‘now’ (which they refer to as ‘A’) to a possible future. Ruecker and
Radzikowska highlight the persuasive role of a future design vision based on a
remarkable unlikely future, which they refer to as ‘Z’. In such a way, a speculative
design can entice decision makers (or clients) to think further ahead than moving
from A to A (+1) and venture further to B. Therefore, the presentation of a
hypothetical long term ‘Z’, can have a role in shaping the short-term actions.
They call this notion of speculative design ‘A to B through Z’44.

In this thesis, this concept is built upon to become a foundation of the
‘Transitional Design Mythology’ investigated in section 3.1. The design phases of
the speculative design proposal in Chapter 4 are based upon A, A (+1), B, and Z
(3.1.2), with ‘Z’ being ‘phase 3’ which is visionary and non-binding. The visionary
phase has an important role in the shaping of the direction in which the shortterm phases are designed.
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1.2.2 The Physical Transformation of Public Space
This section outlines current best practices and trends that progressive cities across the
world are adopting regarding the design of public space. The research focuses on
activities that promote healthier and livelier cities, safe and more inclusive environments
for pedestrians of all ages. Current ideals and goals of progressive cities are the
prioritization of transit and active transportation such as walking or cycling. Cities are
giving more attention to the activation of public spaces for communal activities or as
places of gathering and socializing.

The limitations of the works described in this section of the literature review are their
lack of in-depth considerations relating to the virtual realm concerning the usage or
design of public space. The exception to this is the BAU document (Blueprint for
Autonomous Urbanism) by NACTO (National Association of City Transportation Officials
which is discussed in 1.2.2

Cities for People

The target of cities to achieve these goals is referred to as ‘Cities for People’
throughout this thesis. The ‘Cities for People’ can be seen as a movement, as a
school of thought, as a target, or as ideals and concepts that establish design
guidelines and best practices. It is a reference to Jan Gehl’s book with the same
title.
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Jan Gehl’s books on public space include ‘Life Between Buildings’ (1987)45
‘Cities for People’ (2010)46 and ‘How to Study Public Life’ (2013)47. These books
advocate an approach to improving public space by focusing on a design that is
centered around the human scale rather than ‘bird’s eye view’-style planning
characterizing many contemporary projects which neglect the small scale. Jan
According to Gehl, focusing on the human-scale makes it possible to address
design issues that promote more lively, safe, sustainable, and healthy cities.
Gehl argues that the urban realm should be experienced at walking speed, rather
than at driving speed. In doing so, attention is given to the human senses and
how we perceive and interact in the urban environment. Systematic and
methodical observation and documentation of people using public spaces is a
key methodology that is used to study and understand how different design
solutions impact the usage of space. This thesis takes on this approach and
incorporates design solutions used by cities in projects to reconfigure public
space according to Gehl’s ‘Toolbox’ and ideas.

Other authors accredited with the observation of people in public space and
studying street life are William Whyte and Jane Jacobs. Whyte’s ‘The Social Life
of Small Urban Spaces’ (1980)48 documents the social interaction of people in
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different urban spaces at different times of day over different time periods, which
was then analyzed spatially to better understand what design features promote
or discourage different types of interaction. This method of documentation, later
used by Gehl, led to defining the concepts that underpin ‘successful’ peoplecentric urban design which this thesis also advocates.

This thesis understands that interaction with digital content and services may
have a great influence on human behaviour in public space, the speculative
design proposal in Chapter 4 considers this. However, this thesis does not
comprehensively discuss human behaviour in the design solutions.

Jane Jacobs also observes the city from the human-scale, from city life on ‘the
streets’, and in particular, the small-scale activities happening on the sidewalk.
Here she looks at the tension and interaction between the public space and
private space, crucial to urban design theory. This aspect of the interaction
between the public and the private inspired this thesis to revisit this assumption
once the ‘Virtual realm’ is also taken into account.

Section 2.2 shows how the private and public division does not necessarily apply
to the virtual realm, where virtual ‘public’ space is under private control. This may
require reconsidering our assumptions on public life and private life moving
forward.
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Jacob’s most influential work ‘The Life and Death of Great American Cities’
(1962)49 strongly criticizes the urban renewal policies in New York at the time
(1950s-1960s), which seek to destroy established mixed-use neighbourhoods
and replace them with expressways and monotonous projects that don’t respect
fine-grain urban patterns. A modern-day analogy to a similar situation can be
seen in Sidewalk Lab’s Toronto project where the futuristic data-driven
neighbourhood has been met with a backlash from the population. One
prominent voice of opposition comes from Bianca Wylie who has been referred to
as ‘The Jane Jacobs of the Smart Cities Age’ 50. This time the backlash is not
about the physical design of the new project, which arguably incorporated many
of the successful ‘city for people’ design principles. Instead, the next fight is
about the virtual realm, specifically the data and privacy of future residents and
people passing by in this futuristic district, which is overlooked by the tech
corporation using public sector rhetoric, as argued by Wylie.

Gehl advocated gradual incremental improvement to space under constant
testing, reconfiguring ‘unworkable’ urban spaces into ‘cities for people’. This
gradual approach is internalized and embedded in this thesis and is its
underlying theme: adding the need to adapt to new circumstances and new
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technologies related to new mobility and the digital transformation of public
space.

The authors mentioned above have been influencing designers and planners
since the late 20th century, and with greater consensus extending to more
decision makers in major cities in the early 21st century. In Gehl’s approach to
reimagining and designing cities, positive public space transformations of cardominated cities and their spaces into pedestrian-oriented spaces are advocated.
An early (1960’s) example that stems from Gehl’s work of a car-free zone is the
Strøget pedestrian zone51 in Copenhagen, Denmark. This example is frequently
cited and was emulated in many cities.

At the time of writing this thesis, guidelines built around these ideals and ideas of
the ‘City for People’ school of thought are becoming more commonplace in many
municipalities across the world. Evidence for this can be found for example in the
‘Before-After project’52 showing examples of similar typologies of public space
transformations across the world.
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Challenging the Automobile Status Quo

Challenging the ‘Automobile Status Quo’ refers to activities or policies related to
the reduction of dedicating public space to private automobile use through
reallocation of use or redesign of the physical configuration of the public space.

In the area of street redesign and public space transformations, previous
research by the author includes: ‘Urb-i – Urban Ideas - Before-After Project’53
(2015-2018). In this project more than 3000 images of public space
transformations worldwide were documented. These show street reconfigurations
where car-oriented design had been given less priority in favour of pedestrians or
cyclists. This was done through the usage of images mainly collected from
Google Streetview over different years. From this, it was possible to learn design
solutions, categorization, and design concepts that repeat themselves in different
cities to tackle similar problems.

This thesis focused on the physical (re)design and spatial reconfiguration. It did
not look at the processes which led to these changes and how they were
implemented. The author’s interest in the visual documentation of urban
transformations led to the curiosity of imagining the future of public space as
trends of transformation were identified by the ‘Before-After project’.
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What the ‘Before After’ project doesn’t tell is the political struggle or stories and
efforts that were necessary to make these transformations a reality. However, a
book that connects the political struggle with the necessary design and
operational ingredients needed to challenge the Automobile Status Quo is
Streetfight 54 by J. Sadik-Khan and S. Solomonow. This book depicts the
challenge, or ‘fight’ to reclaim street space, which took place in New York City in
the years 2007-2013 when Sadik-Khan was New York City’s Transportation
Commissioner. It describes the efforts needed to transform car-oriented places
into people-centric places. Whether it is plazas—like the example of Times
Square being transformed with a substantial reduction in space for cars—or
examples of bike lanes and bus lanes to replace lanes for traffic or parking.
These methodologies used in New York are associated with tactical urbanism.
The learnings from these policies and experimentations in New York are
internalized in the design solutions proposed in Chapter 4 and case studies of
Chapter 5.

Donald Shoup is a research professor of urban planning at UCLA, sometimes
referred to as the ‘parking guru’.55 He argues that challenging the Automobile
Status Quo can be done through tackling the problem of parking. In his book The
High Cost of Free Parking, he looks at how off-street parking requirements have
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negative repercussions and relates this to land use and planning. 56 Shoup
criticizes the minimum parking mandated by planners and the planning
profession, which create an urban environment that favour cars over peoplecentric urban design. He suggests eliminating zoning related minimum parking
requirements for off-street parking. He argues that free parking is associated with
suburban sprawl, it has contributed to car dependence and unnecessary
increase in energy use. He is focusing in particular on the North American
dominant car culture and expectance of ubiquitous free parking which has been
promoted by 20th century style urban planning. In light of this, Shoup suggests
that cities should regulate parking by charging fair market prices for curb parking.
In turn, they can use the resulting revenue to pay for services in the
neighborhoods, such as public space improvements. Indeed, many progressive
cities are implementing some of his ideas, even if only in pockets or near transit.

This study is relevant to the discussion on the contented curb space which sets
the context for the research questions (explored in section 1.3). Dynamic market
pricing, which Shoup supports, makes sense in a virtual environment that
responds to automated charging based on time of day, duration of curb space
occupation, and other factors such as the vehicle’s passenger number, size or
levels of emission. The nature of electronic payment which is becoming
increasingly automated and digitized, may influence the way that ‘parking’ is
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perceived in the future. The way that the curb space is designed and managed
may be completely disrupted, as this thesis speculates. This is discussed in
section 2.4.

AVs may reduce dramatically the need for on-street parking as vehicles can pick
up or drop off passengers at different locations to where AVs are stored. BAU57
and Driverless Urban Futures58 explore possible future street designs which take
into account a wide spread adoption of AVs. This thesis responds to this, in the
visionary design phase, phase 3 in the proposal to reduce dramatically the space
for ‘e-fleet ‘and dedicate most of the space for transit, pick-up, drop off and
micromobility. This is expanded further in section 4.3.

Tactical Urbanism & Placemaking

Tactical Urbanism refers to a city, organizational, and/or citizen-led approach to
neighborhood building using short-term, low-cost, and scalable interventions to
catalyze long-term change.59 In recent years, it has been a growing force as an
approach to tactical and agile improvements relating to public space
transformation. Some cities, such as New York, deployed it more than others,
however, with the onset of the Covid-19 pandemic crisis, many cities in North
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America and worldwide have been taking tactical urbanism from the fringes of
planning to the mainstream—deploying temporary uses of public space, and in
particular curb space use. This is discussed in this thesis in sections 3.1 and 3.4,
in the phase 0 design 4.3.2, and in the case studies in Chapter 5.

The history, theory, methodologies and examples of tactical urbanism are
discussed in ‘Tactical Urbanism: Short-term Action for Long-term Change’60 by
Mike Lydon and Anthony Garcia. Tactical Urbanism provides an incremental
approach of testing design solutions in phases. It helps understand the phasing
approach that goes from demonstration testing projects, or event-like Park(ing)
Day6162 of Car-Free63 Day style events. These can strategically lead to an interim
phase where temporary material such as paint, planters and movable street
furniture is used. Finally, once the transformation has been tested and accepted
by the population and officials, a traditional planning building process can be
initiated for heavier permanent infrastructural change. A guide by the same
authors, ‘Tactical Urbanism Guide’64, goes into the detailing of the materials and
phasing.
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This thesis builds upon the tactical urbanism methodology as a basis for the
‘Transitional Design Methodology’ (section 3.1). It is apparent through the thesis
and comes to fruition in Chapters 4 and 5, in particular in the design solutions
discussed in phase 0 and phase 1 throughout these chapters. This thesis
expands on the tactical urbanism methodology to support the digital
transformation and shows how it can help reduce the update time of the physical
infrastructure to better match the virtual infrastructure update rate, discussed in
sections 3.3 and 3.4. Section 3.4 focuses on piloting and expands further on the
idea of how tactical urbanism can be used to allow for more experimentation and
trial and error in the area of public space transformations.

The interventions are light and temporary and designed to advocate for a more
holistic and equitable use of space. This view focuses on designing spaces for
people to walk with greater safety and space, or as places of gathering. Such
interventions are achieved through the deployment of ‘Placemaking’ concepts
associated with the ‘activation’ of public space. The hypothesis in this thesis is
that tactical urbanism methodologies can be used on a larger scale, as a public
policy. This thesis will argue that these methodologies can better respond to
adapting the public space towards to enable it to face rapid changes anticipated
by the process of digitalization and automation. This is argued in Chapter 3.

‘Project for Public Spaces’ (PPS) is an organization found by Fred Kent under
mentorship of William Whyte. It is frequently associated with the term
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‘Placemaking’ which states it as its focus and mission.65 It advocates for a
community-led, bottom-up approach to changing and improving spaces through
co-creation.

Critique of the use of the term Placemaking often comes from multiple definitions
of the term by different people.66 For example, landscape architects also ‘make
places’, however, this refers to primarily the designing aspects of making. This
was not the intended meaning by the placemaking movement described
previously.

Creative placemaking is often associated with gentrification, as “it is difficult to
deny the relationship between the improvement or development of an area’s
public spaces and increasing value of the surrounding environment as a result.”67

With regards to equity concerns, placemakers need to add to the debate a focus
on equity by asking who ultimately benefits from their investments, activities and
strategies.68

‘Activation’ of the public space is associated with ‘Placemaking’. In Chapter 4 of
this thesis, the ‘Yellow’ group (discussed in sections 4.1, 4.4) uses the term
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‘activation’ for pop-up plazas, food trucks, patios and activities led by the
community in these spaces.

‘Programming’ of public space69 refers to planning and scheduling cultural and
other activities by and for the public. Currently events and activities are becoming
increasingly supported by digital technologies70 and the social media. A
webpage, Facebook or Twitter page of a public place (for example Jim Deva
Plaza71, which is used as reference in 4.4.2) may be used to schedule and apply
to events, while creating a channel with the residents and groups of interest. This
is explored in the design solution of civic space in sections 4.4.2 and 2.4.

When relating to life in public space around transit, such as neighbourhoodoriented bus stops, one can refer to PPS’s ‘Portals to Places Initiative’72. The
initiative advocates applying a placemaking approach to the immediate vicinity of
transit hubs and transfer points. It talks about the amenities and activities that
help bring a station to life, including daily local commercial needs.

This concept is further explored in section 4.1, supporting the main concept of
the speculative design proposal (Chapter 4) whose design is anchored around
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transit. It is the basis for the ‘Community Mobility Hub’ (4.1, 4.2, 4.3) typology
which is explored in the speculative design proposal. This typology integrates a
plaza with commercial activity anchored around transit and micromobility.

Transit can also benefit from tactical urbanism, this is evident from the
publication ‘Fast-Tracked: A Tactical Transit Study’73, which was produced by
The Street Plans Collaborative (Lydon, Garcia) for the Transportation Research
Board of The National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine. It
looks at projects that use low-cost materials and accelerated timelines to expand
transit options, improve existing service, transit speed, access, and increase
ridership. From it, one can learn that tactical urbanism can be used in a more
systemic, strategic city-wide approach. This approach inspired the design
proposal and implementation strategy for the Mobility Hub Network proposed in
this thesis. ‘Fast Tracked’ also provides the basis for experimentation with
temporal iterations of public space which is at the heart of this thesis. It includes
ideas such as quick-build transformation of a lane into a bus lane, or curb
platform extensions (‘bus bulbs’) to increase bus flow and boarding. This work is
of high relevance to this thesis and supports the design solutions for transit
shown in the speculative design proposal, (see 4.4.1 for more detail).
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Urban Design Best Practice and Policy

Urban Design best practice is progressively incorporated into policy which lends
to a process of standardization in urban design solutions. Complete Streets is a
policy and at the same time a design approach. In order to guide the design of
the speculative design explored in this thesis, the concept of “Complete Streets”
and “Vision Zero” were looked at.

“Complete Streets are streets that are designed to be safe for everyone: people
who walk, bicycle, take transit, or drive, and people of all ages and abilities. A
Complete Streets policy ensures that transportation planners and engineers
consistently design and operate the entire street network for all road users, not
only motorists.”74

“Vision Zero is a strategy to eliminate all traffic fatalities and severe injuries, while
increasing safe, healthy, equitable mobility for all.”75 The Vision Zero initiative
believes that infrastructure designers and policy makers share the responsibility
to ensure a secure and safe environment for pedestrians. The term Vision Zero
was used as a term for one of the important design components of the
speculative design proposal explored in section 4.4.2.
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The National Association of City Transportation Officials (NACTO) is a coalition
of the Departments of Transportation in North American cities. It has been
producing design guides which are meant to help cities and designers redesign
existing urban infrastructure and the public space. These guides may be
considered the standard for current design best practices, in North America and
internationally. This thesis is inspired by the methodical presentation and
categorization of these guides. It follows guidelines in the speculative design
proposal in Chapter 4, as well as in the case studies of Chapter 5. Some of
NACTO’s guides titles include: ‘Transit Street Design’76, ‘Urban Street Design
Guide’77 ‘Urban Bikeway Design Guide’78, ‘Global Street Design Guide’79,
Blueprint for Autonomous Urbanism (BAU)80 and others.

1.2.3 The ‘Virtual World’ vs. the ‘Physical World’
While section 1.2.2 and 1.2.3 looked at the physical and virtual realms as separate
entities, this section looks at the tension and the intersection between these two realms.
How does the virtual manifest in the physical? What is the ‘power struggle’ between the
virtual and the physical? The section discusses the shift of power from the geographical
physical world to the virtual world. It sets the stage for a philosophical debate or further
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investigation on the role that the ‘virtual realm’ plays in the 21st Century. This section
also discusses some of the terminology used to describe these two ‘worlds’.

Exploring the Virtual Realm within the Physical realm

This section tries to investigate how virtual realm manifests itself in the physical
world and how it is researched, explored, perceived and visualized.

Regarding research on the geographical-physical context of the virtual realm, we
can look at what Mattern refers to ‘field guides’ in her article Cloud and Field 81.
She explores different guides that were produced to help us navigate the
documentation of internet infrastructure and the cloud in its physical form. She
asserts that ultimately these ‘guides’ have the biases of its creators which were
used to collect, document and categorize specimens. This she argues,
resembles past methods of field explorations associated with colonialization.

A research project, arguably resembling Mattern’s ‘field guide’ idea, is explored in
Rem Koolhaas and Samir Bantal (AMO) in their ‘Countryside, The Future‘
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Guggenheim exhibition (2020). This exhibition discusses the new frontiers of
power in the countryside where the future is happening, as for example the
Tahoe Reno Industrial Center in the Nevada desert, which as the world’s largest
industrial park, has become the backroom for Silicon Valley’s big tech
companies.82 Here one can find “vast industrial sheds housing the technology
behind the blockchain, the cloud, and the future of electric vehicles.”83 Koolhaas
asserts that the architecture of these industrial sheds is “based strictly on codes,
algorithms, technologies, engineering and performance, not intention.”84

In another research, LeCavalier looks at the architecture of fulfilment centers in
the ‘The Rule of Logistics’85, here there is mapping of the processes that occur in
these warehouses which serve as Walmart’s and Amazon’s fulfilment and
distribution centers. According to LeCavalier: “Underlying this investigation is
also an interest in the future forms that architecture might take when confronted
with systems that exceed its current capacities.”86
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LeCavalier presents a map87 which he calls a “Portrait of our own idea of
fulfillment at the moment”. 88 This map of the distribution center, was created by
modelling the frequency of retrieval of goods by the automated ‘Kiva’ system
(Amazon Robotics) which moves products for distribution within the warehouse.
The products sold more frequently appear on the exteriors, closer to the
packaging areas which are sent out for shipping, while the products sold less are
situated often in the middle where they are accessed less. This organization is a
result of complete automation reflecting the desire of the consumer. LeCavalier
asserts that such a map or portrait cannot be ‘read’ by ‘us’ as it was not made to
be ‘read’ by humans but rather the machines which organize this process. “And
yet we cannot read it, as it is not written for us; it is written for all the machines
that are organizing this process”89

As the examples of Koolhaas and LeCavalier have demonstrated, the new
frontier of 21st century architecture manifests itself in the most complex ways, not
in our cities where centuries of forefront innovation could be found, but rather
away from the public’s eye (Koolhaas) in an organization that is illegible to us
(LeCavalier). As it becomes figuratively detached from our imaginaries and
realities, so it becomes invisible and ubiquitous. It can be argued that a new
logistical, machine-organized architecture, that at times may appear ‘alien-like’ to
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humans, is enabling the increase in power of the virtual realm, away from our
collective awareness.

This idea of visualizing and documenting the ‘virtual’ or the ‘automated’ has
inspired this thesis to find a visual way to portray the ‘virtual realm’ as a
counterpart to the ‘physical realm’. This has been replicated in most diagrams
and maps through-out the entire research in the labels ‘Physical’ and ‘Virtual’.

Virtual ‘Territories’ & Shift in Power

How does the virtual realm affect the physical realm? According to Yandell90,
even in its ‘primitive’ early form, the virtual realm already challenged conceptions
about life. The nineteenth century telegraph can be seen as an early version, the
‘progenitor virtual realm’. “The possibilities afforded by the telegraphic virtual
realm inspired numerous authors to explore how this seemingly instantaneous,
disembodied, nationwide speech, its accompanying truncated and coded
telegram form, and the physical web of copper wires it spread over the American
continent challenged American conceptions of self, text, place, nation, and
God.”91
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One can argue that in the 21st century, the physical realm has become largely
co-dependent on the virtual for daily routine functioning, depicted amongst others
by communications and electronic commerce. The virtual realm has such a
profound effect on the physical realm, precisely because it connects humans'
non-physical communication of the classical form of virtual realm, namely the
spoken words and ideas and imagined thoughts and feelings.

In today’s virtual landscape, we can see the virtual overpowering the physical in
the social media context. Tristan Harris, co-founder of the Center for Humane
Technology, challenges the thought of virtual geographies and geopolitics,
saying that: “… our physical world, our world of atoms, is all protected under our
national boundaries. If Russia or China tried to fly a plane into the United States,
the Department of Defense is going to shoot it down and make sure that that
never happens. But when the digital eats the physical and you move up away
from the physical to the virtual — and Russia is trying to fly a plane into
Facebook — they’re not met by the of Defense. … We have no digital borders.
While we’ve been so paranoid about our physical borders and building the wall,
we’ve left the digital borders wide open...”92

The idea of digital borders cannot therefore be understood in a geographical
sense, or in a built environment sense of ‘space’. However, we can use these as
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analogies to mentally construct imaginary of the virtual realm. This thesis uses
the idea of analogy and comparison of the physical and virtual realms and uses
the analogy throughout the research as a tool to consider both realms.

In the early years of the internet, the term ‘Cyberspace’ was widely used, it refers
to the establishment of a geographical connection of a ‘space’ which is virtual,
namely the ‘cyberspace’ which is “the online world of computer networks and
especially the Internet”93. Although there are references to its use in the 1960s, it
became popular through the use of the term in science fiction in the 1980s by
author William Gibson known for cyberpunk culture. What is intriguing in the term
‘cyberspace’ is that it evokes the idea of an imaginary intangible ‘space’, alluding
towards geography or the creation of alternate geographies.

We can debate on what the relation is between cyberspace and the real physical
space. In Neale Mark’s 2000 documentary ‘No Maps for These Territories’,94
Gibson talks about the post-geographic and “cyberspace colonizing the real
space”95. This can be understood as the cyberspace gaining increasing
importance and reaching into more aspects of our real life to such a degree that it
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is erasing or suppressing the real. The choice of the word ‘colonizing’ is of
particular interest as it evokes questions relating to geography, history,
population and culture. It also implies a power structure, prompting the
questioning if the virtual realm now has increasingly more power over the
physical realm. This shift in power is considered in this thesis in section 3.2 about
the levels of transition into automation.

The geography of the internet is that it exists in any or every place at the same
time, on the level of a website or a screen, the geography is still largely an
imaginary conceptual one, however, with the increased use of GPS and the
connection of real-world urban infrastructure to a geographical context, the virtual
and physical geographies merge into one. In this context, the ‘colonialization’ can
be seen in a more literal sense.

The term ‘colonization’ has also been used in the criticism of Sidewalk Labs
project in Toronto, called a “colonizing experiment in surveillance capitalism
attempting to bulldoze important urban, civic and political issues.”96
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The blur between geography and cyberspace or ‘the virtual’ is of interest to this
thesis. It would require further research and defining clear terminology, it opens
up a discussion about the perceived need for a body of knowledge, for a start in
the built environment, urban, geographical and spatial related professions.

In terms of the architectural profession, Keller Easterling, an architect, writer and
professor at Yale, suggests there is a need for change in the role that architects
can play regarding the design of the infrastructure of the city. She argues that
architects focus heavily on buildings’ shapes and forms, but instead she directs
the attention to looking at space as an information system. In her book
Extrastatecraft97, she describes the city as an “infrastructural matrix space in
which buildings are suspended”98 However, she refers to this infrastructure as an
operating system for shaping the city, which is coded with laws, informatics and
global standards, arguing that these and are largely hidden from the general
public, as a sort of secret weapon of powerful global players.

This thesis agrees with the ideas put forward by Easterling regarding the
invisibility of the infrastructure, which is largely made possible through the
process of digitization. The shift in power towards the virtual is largely supported
by this type of apparatus which Easterling describes and criticizes. Mostly this
thesis agrees that the role of the architect or designer needs to shift towards
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better understanding the virtual realm, in order to shape it towards visible and
desirable outcomes.

Simulation & Singularity

The ‘simulation’ in the book ‘Simulacra and Simulation’99 Baudrillard would define
a simulation as an imitation of how a real-world process or system operates over
time. He talks about a society where symbols and visual images are consumed
through a process of imitations. He sees a postmodern media driven simulation
where we no longer make a distinction between representations of reality and
reality itself, the representations become the real, whereafter the media creates
representations of those representations.

This forms a ‘Hyper real’ postmodern society, where the hyperreal becomes the
reality. In the same logic, we can look at the virtual and physical and think about
how much of our daily information we receive and perceive through screens or
representations of reality. We could debate whether as increasingly our lives
become more dependent on the virtual, the more the ‘physical’ becomes
subservient to the ‘virtual’. The philosophical questions raised by Baudrillard of
the simulation put the human in the center of the perception of the simulation.
What happens if we look beyond the humans and focus on objects? In a
connected world, these objects (connected devices, screens, vehicles of all
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sizes, sensors and cameras, etc.) respond directly to algorithms, which in turn
may be generated by AI and where the human decision or interaction happens in
a very distant way. Objects which change the physical arrangement,
management and optimization of the physical space, may also become
subservient to the virtual and, in contrast to humans, perform exactly the tasks
which they are programmed to do. This process likely adds to the blurring of the
perceived (by humans) boundaries between the ‘virtual’ and the ‘real’, inevitably
causing a sort of ‘virtual singularity’.

A ‘technological singularity’ is a hypothetical point in time at which technological
growth becomes uncontrollable and irreversible, resulting in unforeseeable
changes to human civilization.100 In The Singularity Is Near: When Humans
Transcend Biology 101 Ray Kurzweil, an inventor and futurist, describes a future
situation where biological and technological systems merge, blurring the
distinctions between physical and virtual reality, which is known as the concept of
the singularity.

For the purpose of this thesis, the term ‘virtual physical singularity’ is be used.
Unlike ‘the singularity’ that Kurzweil talks about in The Singularity is Near, it
doesn't deal with the transcendency of the human condition, but rather, it deals
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with a point in time when the ‘virtual’ transcends the ‘real’. At the moment of this
‘virtual physical singularity’, which is a point in time, the relationship between how
perception and value between the virtual and the real shifts. This shift is towards
the perception of the ‘virtual’ as ‘real’, whereas until this point, we already are
accustomed to perceiving the real in virtual form (i.e. on our screens), but not the
other way around.

The idea of the ‘Virtual-Physical Singularity’ may be seen as the extreme end of
the ‘Physical-Virtual Spectrum’ which is discussed in this thesis in section 3.1, in
the discussion on transitioning into automation.

In ‘Inventing Future Cities’, Michael Batty also talks of a number of different
singularities which are happening due to exponential growth in various
technologies: “Indeed, growth in these technologies appears to be accelerating,
and various other singularities might occur based on artificial intelligence and
medical advances such as those suggested by Ray Kurzweil, the prophet of the
“singularity.”102

Terminology

For this thesis the decision was made to use the word ‘Virtual’ when referring to
the digitally connected and intangible ‘Realm’ as a counterpart of the word
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‘Physical’ referring to the physical, material and tangible ’Realm’. The focus is on
the ‘Urban’ physical realm, referring to the designed built environment, rather
than to the urban-rural dichotomy.

The digitizing of public space refers to a “process of converting something to
digital form”103 which is the meaning of ‘Digitization’ or ‘Digitalization’. While
‘Digital’ is “composed of data in the form of especially binary digits”.104

To understand what is meant by ‘digitization’, we can look at the non-digitized
state, which is often analogue. To illustrate this, in digital technology, the
information (for example a wave of sound) is sampled and then turned into
numbers which are stored in a digital device.105 An important difference between
analogue and digital is therefore in the storage of this data, which is an important
aspect of digitization, as data is created, this data can then be accessed at later
time other than the real-time.

The word ‘Digital’ was used in this thesis for infrastructures and network related
services or products. The following review includes some interesting angles on
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terminology and representation of the intangible world relevant to the discussion
on the ‘Virtual Realm’ in the context of this thesis.

Further exploring the two realms, one can find a set of antonyms which are
related and are relevant to this discussion:



Virtual / Physical



Virtual / Real



Digital / Analog



Online / Offline



Software / Hardware



Simulation / Reality



Cyber Space / Real Space

The word ‘Virtual’ refers to “being on or simulated on a computer or computer
network; occurring or existing primarily online; of, relating to, or existing within a
virtual reality”106. Whereas ‘Virtual Reality’ is “an artificial environment which is
experienced through sensory stimuli (such as sights and sounds) provided by a
computer and in which one's actions partially determine what happens in the
environment”107.
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1.2.4 Contribution to Knowledge & New Terminology
This thesis pieces together knowledge from different fields and looks at the intersection
between the physical and virtual realm. As such, it identified a “body of knowledge” gap,
meaning that the particular intersection of city building and digital transformation has the
potential to be explored as a new set of knowledge. It also has the potential to lead to
the creation of new specializations in specific knowledge. The formation of a new body
of knowledge would require further study towards setting the definition of new
terminology, new theories and new methods.

Language is important because it helps cement the use of ideas which are repeatedly
dealt with. Following is a list of terms that are used in this thesis in a novel way. They
are shown in the order of the chapters that the specific concepts are dealt with (in
parenthesis).



Virtual Urban Realm (2.1) – A term used to describe the virtual realm of digital
connectivity in relations to the urban realm.



Urban Digital Twin (2.1) – The concept of ‘Digital Twin; applied to the logic of
the city and the urban realm.



Privatization of The Virtual Public Realm (2.2) - The notion that the Virtual
Urban Realm of physical public space may be under private control or ownership.



Airportization (2.3) - A term relating to the creation of a closed (automated)
mobility system which has an urban interface, analogous to an airport. This
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analogy is used to conceptualize a connected, automated urban mobility
network.


Virtual Curb Space Real Estate (2.4) –A rental system of curb space based on
use and duration; whose monetization system can be derived from the realestate logic. The transactions can be derived from the ‘Digital Twin’ of particular
physical curb space.



Transitional Design Methodology (3.1) – An incremental strategy to designing
in a scenario of unpredictable outcomes. It is a phased approach which allows for
trial and error and piloting of new technologies and infrastructure. The
methodology sets a vision as a desired scenario, yet acknowledges this vision
needs to be updated frequently.



Virtual - Physical Automation Spectrum (3.2) – A spectrum of the level of
automation on the (power and communications) relationship between the
physical and virtual realms. No relationship meaning automation has no
interference with physical activity, human or device. Full automation means full
remote control of the physical from the virtual, whether through AI or regulation.



Virtual – Physical Singularity (1.2.3) - A hypothetical moment in time at the
extreme end of the ‘Virtual- Physical Automation Spectrum’ (3.1), when power
shifts from the physical realm to the virtual realm. The virtual realm controls
remotely physical actions in the physical world, whether by devices, or controlling
human behaviour.
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Virtual - Physical Matching (3.3, 3.4) – Matching the update speeds of physical
and digital infrastructure by speeding up the physical reconfiguration process,
while pegging the virtual update to constraints of physical infrastructure.



Urban Mobility Digital Twin (4.1, 4.2) – The mobility system supporting the
concept of the ‘Urban Digital Twin’ (2.1)



Mobility Hub Network (4.2, 2.3) – A city-wide network of connected Mobility
Hubs providing shared mobility services, both public private.



Mobility Hub Typologies (4.2) – Categorization of Mobility Hubs by urban
typologies, ranging from corridors, airports, mass transit stations, shopping
centers, and other typologies.



Mobility Hub Design (4.3) – The design layout, both physically and virtually of a
Mobility Hub of a given Mobility Hub Typology.

1.3

Research Framework

The research positions curb space in the intersection between three spheres: 1. Public
Space; 2. New Mobility; and 3. Sustainability. In terms of the public space, curb space is
positioned amid a debate over how to design and allocate public space uses and to
which value systems. The spatial dispute over curb space occupation and the
contention over its use, is further amplified by new mobility uses, such as car-share,
bike-share or deliveries of e-commerce. In terms of transitioning into new mobility, curb
space is positioned under the pressure of a possible disruption creating new demands.
The new mobility sphere raises the issue of the disruption caused by a convergence of
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technologies and new forms of economic activity. In both spheres, sustainability and
safety play a defining role.

Future curb space in the
intersection of three
spheres: Public Space,
New Mobility, Sustainability

Figure 1 – Research Framework

1.3.1 Why the Curb?
“Curb space” is a sub-set of the road space edging the sidewalk. It refers to any
configuration of space-related to the curb on an urban street. ‘The curb’ separates
between the sidewalk and the road space, with ‘curbside’ activities happening on the
sidewalk but supporting activity that uses the curb lane. The curb typically has a height
difference, except for ‘curbless’ configurations, such as in shared streets. Part of the
sidewalk can be extended to the road space through ‘curb extensions’ or ‘bulb-outs’.
The ‘curb lane’ can be used for movement or permanence.
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Curb Space is a unique urban infrastructure that is widely abundant within the urban
realm as it is a standard design feature in any urban street. The research argues that
precisely because of its ubiquitous existing nature, it can serve as a building block in the
creation of a connected city-wide network of mobility. A network whose working model
is based on a new economic logic and is designed to prioritize more sustainable modes
of transit. This new logic is based on the ability to invent an ‘urban virtual realm’ through
the process of the digital transformation of public space, which operates under the
umbrella of the data economy.

Curb space is a dynamic, regulated, and monetizable public space. The higher the
demand for curb space is, the more it becomes regulated and enforced. This is
expressed through paid parking, resident permits, or signage regulating other uses. In
essence, we have a network of abundant physical infrastructure, which is most
contended at places where there is the highest demand for its use. At the same time, in
locations where there is very low demand, curb space usage is offered basically at no
charge (in the form of free parking).

Highly contended curb space has higher ‘real-estate’ value, for lack of a better term,
while at the same time, it is a public space whose use is moderated through city bylaws
and other government uses.

At strategic locations where contended high-demand, high-value curb spaces meet wellserved transit, there is an opportunity for strategic design interventions. Here, it is
possible to leverage this high value to reconstruct a set of new values which is based
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upon the ‘inverted’ pyramid of transport priorities.108 This can be done by identifying
places that have a confluence of transportation types and intensifying them, for these
purposes. This intensification can be done through the re-allocation of curb space
strategically and tactically, which leads to an easier transition between modes, thus
encouraging the uptake of sustainable and healthy transportation modes. These modes
are further integrated through digital means in the virtual setting of connected and
shared mobility services software and hardware. Selected transformed curb space real
estate can then be managed and operated under greater certainty of offering available,
accessible, and timely service of its mobility uses. For this, it will need to adhere to a
new set of rules, which needs to be pre-defined and coded, as well as responsive to
real-time operations, enforcement, and optimization.

The move towards a widespread process of digitization can lead to innovation that may
disrupt current patterns of mobility usage and consumption of mobility services. This
disruption can be leveraged to create a network of interconnected, managed, and
operated spaces that can be used to prioritize and regulate transit, shared, and
connected new mobility uses. This can be done by connecting a collection of
strategically located curb space real estate throughout the city to form the physical
representation of a city-wide mobility network. This network exists de-facto in the virtual
space, namely in the ‘Digital Twin’ of the city-wide network. In this sense, the decisions
and transactions occur on-line in real-time as the authorities respond and regulate
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demands and flows of use of the virtual real estate. In turn, this informs users and
connected devices in the physical urban realm and makes intelligent use of the physical
curb-space real estate dynamically and responsively.

For this system to become a successful functioning network, it needs to be adopted on
a large scale. Typically, when new technologies or business models are adopted at an
increasingly large scale, they are considered a disruptive innovation. Disruption can
happen when a wide segment of the population gets access to products or services,
they previously did not have access to, whether because they are novel or because
economically accessible. We can ask ourselves how can innovation be used to reach as
wide a population as possible while securing equity and an equal level of service to late
adopters, disadvantaged populations, or other non-compliances? At the same time, how
can it help secure road safety and incentivize the use of more sustainable and healthier
modes of mobility? How can it serve as a viable alternative to private car ownership?
How can this transformation be leveraged to enhance community-building through
physical and virtual placemaking? Finally, how can this system protect data privacy and
prevent unethical use of data?

1.3.2 Curb Space for movement
The ‘curb lane’ can be used for general unrestricted use of vehicular movement as part
of the right-of-way of the street. In some cases, it can be used for temporary stationary
use of off-peak parking; or temporary movement as a High Occupancy Vehicle (HOV)
lane during peak hours. However, it may also be used for more sustainable modes of
transportation such as transit (24 hours or peak hour bus-only lane), cycle lanes and
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ways, or curb-extensions for temporary pedestrian use. Dedicating the curb lane to these
modes can function as an instrument to achieve targets of increasing the share of
sustainable mobility, a goal which many cities are pursuing such as the City of
Vancouver’s targets to reach at least two-thirds of all trips on foot, bike or transit by 2040.

Figure 2 – Curb Space for Movement

Curb space for movement divided into categories of
usage: ‘City for People’ / Temporary Use / Common Use
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1.3.3 Stationary Curb Space use
The curb lane is typically used for stationary activities such as parking, bus stopping
zone, taxi zone, loading zone.

The use of the curb space is coming under pressure by ever-growing new uses related
to new mobility. These include car-share parking demand (whether designated or not),
ride-hail (requiring space to pick up or drop off passengers), bike-share or e-scooters
(requiring space for docking stations or parking space), as well as increasing use of
unloading relating to delivery with the increased use of e-commerce.

Other curb space occupations relate to uses that make cities more people-oriented
(‘Cities for People’). These include tactical or temporary sidewalk extensions related to
activation of public spaces for gathering, for increased safety of shortening crossings at
intersections (Vision Zero), or for responding to the increased need for physical
distancing (Covid curbs). Other initiatives include food trucks, parklets, pop-up plazas,
greening, storm-water rain gardens.

Amongst the disputing users of the curb space are: cars driving and parking, buses,
delivery vehicles, garbage collection, taxis, car-share vehicles, ride-hail, cyclists,
senior’s buggy, wheelchairs, and ultimately in all cases, the pedestrian.
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Figure 3 – Stationary Curb Space Use

Curb space for stationary use divided into
categories of usage: ‘City for People’ /
Vehicular New Mobility / Traditional Uses
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1.3.4 Challenging the Automobile Status Quo
The prioritization of automobile parking, use and ownership, is coming under pressure
from two different sides: ‘Cities for People’ and ‘New Mobility’. These challenge the
automobile status-quo not only through a spatial dispute over the occupation of public
space, but also through a change in mobility habits and lifestyle related changes.

There is a need to find a balance between transforming automobile related space
(usually as parking space) into public space functioning as civic space, or space
dedicated exclusively for non-private vehicle related usage. As these are interconnected
and competing with each other, inevitably any addition in mobility space or civic space
comes at the price of reducing storage space, which challenges the automobile status
quo in a very tangible way. This can be experienced when, for example, parking spaces
are removed and affected residents or commerce owners often express their negative
sentiment to change.

While prioritization of healthier and more sustainable modes creates value in the form of
positive externalities that are not captured, these are indirect and results may be less
tangible or immediate. These do not translate into direct revenue in the same way that
on-street parking generates direct revenue which many municipalities depend on. New
mobility has the potential to generate revenue in alternative ways that need to be trialed,
as such, it can be linked to the service providers (which may pass on fees to endusers), however, they are not bound to elected officials in the same way residents are.
Here we can imagine an alternative model where revenue is used for creating new or
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investing in existing curb real estate, giving it added value in return, in a cyclical way
(This is further explored in section 4.3.1).

Figure 4 – Challenging the Automobile Status Quo

Road space (re) allocation challenging the
automobile status quo. Left: Cycle
Infrastructure, Transit Priority, Plazas &
Civic Space. Right: Car-share, Ride-hail

1.3.5 ‘Value’ vs. Value $ vs. Value < >
While sustainable uses of the curb space such as: ‘vision zero’ road safety redesign,
bicycle infrastructure, public plazas, or greening, are of great ‘value’ for future-proofing
cities, they usually generate costs for the city. On the other hand, uses like parking and
some new mobility usage can generate revenue for the city. In this context there arises
a need to understand the design logic of the different uses, question the sustainable
‘value’ versus the monetary ‘value’ to be able to increasingly introduce more sustainable
practices for curbside use and design with less friction.

Different value sets have to be assessed to define a new value system to serve as a
framework from which to re-allocate curb space for different uses. These values are
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sometimes at odds with each other and do not correlate, as the societal value may
conflict with the monetary value when revenue-generating uses are prioritized over
more equitable civic uses. Additionally, sustainability generating value such as cycle
and bus lanes may conflict with the electoral value of residents and the needs of
parking.

This research hypothesizes the notion that while the digitization of the curb space may
initially be used to optimize and charge for use of specifically designated locations, in
the future this process may be expanded and used for automation of a booking system
for usage based on predetermined rules. As the digitization process and coding of land
use and space regulation becomes increasingly automated, a new form of value is
introduced into the equation, namely that of coding the value system into a set of rules.
Here we can say that a ‘coding value’, a quantifiable value is needed for what is
essentially unquantifiable, as it is based on a set of decisions prioritizing use A over B at
a specific location at a specific time of day. This is where policy innovation is needed as
the current policy can be reevaluated and translated into quantifiable guidelines upon
which to base the reallocation algorithms. This is especially true in the context of
dynamic pricing and usage that is based on real-time demand and supply, which is
made possible through the correlation between digitized physical and virtual
infrastructure, mobility services with connected devices, enforcement mechanisms, and
new business models around the shared and data economy.

Arguably, the digitization of public space brings with it the opportunity to revisit the
current value systems and the challenge to codify a set of value systems that can set a
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policy-driven framework upon which a publicly granted mobility network is built, which
can maintain close scrutiny on how one set of values is to be prioritized over the other.

1.3.6 Digital Disruption
Rather than a specific stand-alone technology like the Autonomous Vehicle, or a
category such as New Mobility, this thesis sees the process of digitization and
automation as the disruptive innovation at play, therefore noted as ‘Digital Disruption’.

The automation revolution is often seen as the forthcoming major technological
disruption of the mid-21st century, however, what are the enablers of this revolution and
what makes it disruptive? What are the disruptive innovations that may affect mobility
and the urban realm?

The word ‘disruption’ is associated with new technologies, it is used frequently to
classify anything novel and inventive. However, its origins are in business theory and
refer more to an innovation that causes major unavoidable changes. According to
Clayton Christensen, a ‘disruptive innovation’ is “an innovation that creates a new
market and network. By targeting the bottom end of an established market, it eventually
disrupts it and its value network, displacing established market-leading firms, products,
and alliances.”109 It makes products and services affordable and accessible, it creates
growth, creates jobs, but needs capital. Disruptive innovation has more to do with
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enabling economical accessibility to technology rather than the new technology in itself.
Taking the 20th century as an example, here, the automobile did not directly cause the
disruption in living and commuting patterns, but rather they were perpetuated by the
increasing accessibility to buying or using an automobile. This was made possible by
mass production manufacturing facilities, such as those of Henry Ford, as well as an allencompassing road infrastructure and highway system.

Disruption happens when technologies converge, according to Jeremy Rifkin110. The
convergence of different technologies can cause a major economic paradigm shift at a
certain moment in history as three defining technologies emerge and converge. “New
communication technologies to more efficiently manage the economic activity; New
sources of energy to more efficiently power the economic activity; and New modes of
mobility, transportation logistics, to more efficiently move the economic activity.”111 In
what Rifkin describes as the Third Industrial Revolution of the 21st century (see figure
5), connectivity allows for the creation of three “Internets”:



New Energy ‘Internet’ - The connected power grid, a renewable-energy
‘Internet’.
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New Communication ‘Internet’ - The communications Internet we know
today expanded into the physical realm, enabling widespread connectivity
of devices and physical assets through IoT and 5G technologies.



New Mobility ‘Internet’ - The connected transportation ‘Internet’ of
mobility allowing for connected infrastructure, vehicles, and transportation
technologies, eventually becoming partially to fully automated.

These three ‘Internets’ ride on top of a platform called the Internet of Things (IoT). We
can ask ourselves what implications this IoT might have on the physical space and the
design of the city, through smart city technologies and greater connectivity. We can also
ask ourselves how people, goods, and services will move through the public space,
both physically and virtually, while taking into consideration an economy that
increasingly shares its assets and services.

Diagram based on Rifkin, J. explanation
of The Third Industrial Revolution
Figure 5 – Convergences of Technologies & Digitization
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The digital revolution gives birth to the data economy which is gaining an increasingly
dominant role in the global and local economy. The data economy is being enabled by a
process of digitization that, in turn, perpetuates its own growth, perceived as ‘disruptive’.
The data economy can derive ‘value’ from the convergence or correlation between any
data point from any of the three ‘Internets’. Using artificial intelligence and machine
learning, an increase in computing power, communications speed, and bandwidth, it is
possible to do this in real-time across the globe.

The data economy, built upon ‘data’ as its commodity, impulses “data-driven” innovation
which then naturally seeks to expand data gathering or extraction. This is done through
digitization of inventory (for example curb space inventory), surveillance, data mining,
data farming, and other forms of data extraction. The more precise the data, the more
accurate the ability to predict futures through prediction algorithms. In the urban realm,
this can be beneficial for a more efficient (eventually automated) connection of people
and goods throughout the city. ‘Smart City’ technologies seek to optimize different
aspects of our daily life, which influences the choice of what should be optimized,
whether it’s the movement of cars or the wellbeing of people: "A traffic system of
autonomous cars could be optimized for maximum throughput, or maximum sharing
within social networks, or for maximum novelty and surprise."112
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Harari warns of ‘Dataism’ where there is the belief in data as a source of authority, there
is a shift in authority to the ‘cloud’, namely the algorithms controlled by private
corporations113. This becomes evident in the economic model of surveillance capitalism
which exploits the asymmetry in knowledge of the Artificial Intelligence that is used to
predict human behaviour and trade this knowledge for profit (this is explored in section
2.2).

1.3.7 Research Outline
Chapter 1 looked at the context of the research; theory on the digital and physical
transformation of public space; it discussed questions revolving around curb space; it
looked at digital disruption.

Chapter 2 will investigate and expand on the theory discussed in Chapter 1 and delve
into an exploration into the ‘digitization’ of public space and its possible digital
transformation. This includes looking into concepts such as the virtual and the physical
urban realms; the effects of the data economy and surveillance capitalism; the
automation of an urban mobility system through the analogy of airportization; and finally,
through exploration of the idea of the ‘Virtual Curb Space’.

Chapter 3 looks at transition strategies and design methodologies to understand
how to help incorporate the virtual realm in the design process. It looks at an
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incremental phasing approach over time, that matches the virtual and the physical that
are designed in tandem. Tactical urbanism can be used to accelerate the
reconfiguration of physical space and match it with updates of digital infrastructure and
service.

Chapter 4 lays out the speculative design proposal of a city-wide digitally connected
'Mobility Hub Network', with its different urban typologies. On the local scale, ‘Mobility
Hub Design’ is explored through an incremental phasing strategy, based Chapter 3, in
both the physical and virtual realms, based on Chapter 2. The different components of
the Mobility Hub are investigated and broken down into phases.

Chapter 5 explores locations in the Metro Vancouver area that were selected as case
studies, together with local municipalities and the transit authority. Each case study
explores an urban typology, reflecting back on Chapter 4. The speculative design
proposal in Chapter 4 with its Mobility Hub components is used to explore the unique
locations through a transitioning phasing strategy, reflecting on Chapter 3.

Chapter 6 concludes the thesis by revisiting research objectives and looking at the
outcomes. Major findings are categorized and translated into recommendations,
directed at municipalities, transit authorities, designers, innovators in urban mobility and
civic innovation. Areas of further study are also looked at, opening room for future
academic endeavours.
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2 DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION OF
PUBLIC SPACE
Chapter 2 defines a framework for inventing a new type of ‘space’ in the
connected urban realm, namely the 'Virtual Urban Realm'. This virtual space is
explored from a geographical, urban planning and urban design perspective, relating
zoning, the built environment, and the division of public and private space manifesting in
the 'Urban Digital Twin'. Issues around data and public space are looked at, in the
context of the data economy and surveillance capitalism. The idea of ‘Airportization’
explores how mobility space can be reconceived through a process of the creation of a
closed system with 'Ground Traffic Control', booking and scheduling slots and an
urban interface in the form of a 'Mobility Hub Network'. This leads to the investigation
of the 'Virtual Curb Space' and the introduction of the idea of 'Virtual Curb Space
Real Estate’.

2.1

Virtual Urban Realm

The idea of the ‘Virtual Urban Realm’ can be further detailed through the concept of the
‘Urban Digital Twin’, leading to a real-time operational-regulatory system of ‘Virtual
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Zoning’. For a form of virtual zoning apparatus to exist, regulations need to be
geographically coded and triangulated, legally binding their correspondent physical
locations.

2.1.1 The Urban Digital Twin
The ‘Urban Digital Twin’ is an idea developed in this research to encompass a city-wide
connected network allowing for transactions of services of people and goods within the
physical urban realm.

The urban physical realm relates to the physical world composed of mostly man-made
physical infrastructure and constructions. A subset group in the non-physical realm, is
the ‘virtual realm’. Nineteenth century encounters of the virtual realm can be seen with
the invention of the Morse machine to produce telegraphs which could travel through
distances unimaginable previously.114 The modern-day particularity of the virtual realm
is that it is a non-physical entity with access to an increasing number of people, devices
and sensors. In this virtual realm lies an ‘on-line’ world which is connected through the
‘Internet’ or multiple networks. These networks are housed in servers in the physical
world, at locations which are often out of sight of the general populations,115
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accentuating the unconscious (human) perception that the virtual realm has no physical
standing in the geographical real world.

A ‘Digital Twin’ is a virtual or digital representation of a physical object, entity or system,
representing both the element and the dynamics of how an IoT device operates and
lives through its lifecycle116. The digital twin bridges the gap between the virtual and the
physical element, allowing for continuous update and improvement to both under the
same time frame and not as two separate processes. In the context of the urban realm
this can refer to a representation of activity and usage of the urban realm utilizing
connected devices, IoT sensors or other generated, harvested or mined data.

Figure 6 – Virtual & Physical Urban Realms
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RaOejcczPas.
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2.1.2 Virtual Zoning
Zoning is a legal layer for regulating physical land use, as such its physical enforcement
is through a process of manual permitting and approvals, supported by an online
database of existing specifications for every plot of land within a municipal jurisdiction.
GIS systems synthesize information pertaining unique geographical locations. This
information may be updated to reflect changed on-ground reality. In contrast, the idea of
‘Virtual Zoning’ as put forward in this research contemplates the idea of the virtual
information acting as the de-facto up-to-date legal designation of land use, by the fact
that it is a form of ‘live’ zoning, formed by geofenced perimeters in virtual space,
corresponding to physical space. The most interesting aspect that ‘Virtual Zoning’ can
offer, is that it is (real-) time based in addition to the geographical based zoning which
urban planners use to define regulations for land use. Virtual Zoning can become an
essential element in the enforcement of charges and fees which may be applicable for a
specific geographical location. This location may be marked up through geofencing,
however, it requires to be kept continuously up-to-date, as well as be under oversight,
while abiding to some form of ‘E-Jurisdiction’ linking local (municipal) power with its
virtual access and representation. Furthermore, in order to function systematically, this
zone should have the (legal) power to override other resolutions and multiple geofenced
zones for the same location, especially for commercial purposes, guaranteeing user
privacy and rights over data usage.

An array of virtual zoning regulations can be imagined in the long run to mitigate and
regulate the use of private data by private entities, especially if taking into account the
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correlation of private data and the use of geographical related nudges by companies to
potential customers using their online services in the public space. Here the connection
to the data economy and its business is important, this is further discussed in 2.2.

Virtual zoning can also be related to physical safety, it can help enforce travel speeds
which can be coded on a street-by-street basis and then restrict or override vehicle
speed remotely, through geofencing and software in the operation system of future cars.
A working example for this can be seen in Gothenburg, Sweden117 where such
technology is being tested for buses as well as vehicles and is expected to eventually
become obligatory nation-wide for all new vehicles with operating systems. This opens
the possibility of a ‘ground traffic control’ system as part of the ‘airportization’ of mobility
space, discussed in 2.3.

Another way of utilizing virtual zoning, is through the implementation of a virtual
congestion charge which can be changed according to time of day for example. This
zoning could be a family of different interrelated zones such as LEZ (Low Emissions
Zone), ULEZ (Ultra Low Emissions Zone) (which have been utilized in London118), or
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ZEZ (Zero Emissions Zone) which can alter with time or necessity, as well as can be
reconfigured to different geographical areas regarding real-time pollution levels.

Finally, one of these virtual zoning layers which coincides across the urban realm is the
zoning of usable curb space, henceforth the ‘Virtual Curb’ or ‘Virtual Curb Space’ which
will be the main point of discussion (2.4) moving forward to a speculative design
proposal (Chapter 4).

The zoning regulations for each unit of space needs to be coded from ‘the bottom up’
regarding the actual location in real-time, while higher hierarchy zoning layers can
override certain aspects of usage or charging fees in a top-down approach. The basic
definitions and specifications of each spatial unit (the digital twin) need to be geo-coded
first through digitization of current regulations and use and second through the inclusion
into a city-wide network. Different functional space for movement or permanence can be
coded accordingly.

A top-down hierarchy of layers of virtual zones will be established with higher level
override status both legally and operationally, in terms of e-charging and enforcement.
Here we can imagine traffic regulations being enforced, as well as time-based usage
charge. This zoning will have the capacity to be updated in real-time to accommodate
the cities current needs as well as optimized to adhere to long term vision goals and
targets. The zoning will be done through the Geo-coding of space.
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Regulate

Movement in direction from the virtual towards the physical realm can include
regulation pertaining use of geo-coded spaces. These can be geofenced
restrictions on real-time usage, or permanent data reflecting zoning restrictions.

Code

The movement from the physical to the virtual includes the real-time data of
usage of any connected (mobility) service. It also includes the coding of
regulations, zoning and physical digitized inventory of devices, infrastructure,
vehicles and urban spaces, divided further as shown below:

2.1.3 Geo-Coding of Public Space
The public space can be divided into three spaces: Civic Space; Transaction Space;
Mobility Space.

Civic Space

The civic space is the public space which is not dedicated to traffic movement,
although it may include provision of micromobility uses. The coding of the civic
space can include sidewalk and curbside provisions, as well as plazas and public
squares usage. Here special geo-e-permits can be used to facilitate use of street
vendors and low-end commerce, as well as community activities and gatherings.
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Transaction Space

Coding of the transaction space accommodates the chargeable usage of space
in its various forms, each sub-set with their own charging and usage provisions
for: pick-up drop off of passengers through mobility services; for e-delivery of
goods; the storage and EV-charging of e-fleets. The provision for more dynamic
interchangeable usage of space can be further defined.

Mobility Space

The mobility space is a crucial part of the airportization process of creating a
closed movement system. Mobility Space will geo-code corresponding geofencing
of road-space dedicated to movement (traffic lanes), it will include the traffic
regulations such as speed limit, as well as specific road rules and time restrictions,
such as peak-hour bus lane for example.
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Figure 7 – Virtual Zoning
Zoning layer hierarchy from city level regulation
(such as emissions charge) overriding local
level regulations (such as parking regulation).
Coding of physical realm / Regulation of virtual
realm over physical realm.

Figure 8 – Civic Space / Transaction Space /
Mobility Space
Three uses of space in the virtual realm. Image
extracts taken from section 4.3.4
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2.2

Data Economy and Public

Space
“A data economy is a global digital ecosystem in which data is gathered, organized, and
exchanged by a network of vendors for the purpose of deriving value from the
accumulated information.”119 The mechanisms of the Data Economy are dynamic and in
constant development, although it is becoming a dominant economic driver in the global
market.

2.2.1 Virtual Realm Privatization
When geo-referenced data of users using connected services is of economic value to
the Data Economy, then the ownership or access to this data may become a key
determinant in business models of corporations and tech companies. Some questions
arise regarding the virtual geo-referenced space, creating a ‘virtual urban realm’, or
virtual ‘space’. Will there be a distinction between data generated in virtual space
corresponding to physical public space over physical private space? Does it matter if
data is collected in public versus private? This section opens a discussion in this regard,
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‘Data Economy’. Wikipedia, 25 Oct. 2020. Wikipedia,
https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Data_economy&oldid=985314841.
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although further study is needed to better understand the consequences of the Data
Economy on public space.

Connected assets (such as mobile phones, wearables, connected vehicles and other
mobility related vessels) are often linked to their users’ information. One can extract the
data that relates time, location and action performed by the user. As users may also be
potential consumers of goods and services, they can be legally targeted by third party
businesses or organizations, while by-passing the users’ awareness. This can be done
through the extreme personalized targeting made possible by predictive behaviour AI of
large tech corporations.

While physical public space is accessible to all citizens, private place is open to those
permitted by law or custom.120 These spaces can use, beyond legal enforcement,
physical design to reflect who is welcome or not in these places.

In the physical realm, the demarcation between public and private space is exercised
either through physical design (architecture) or convention of use. However, in the
virtual realm, is the division between ‘private’ and ‘public’ has to be further studied. To
further we can imagine four quadrants as shown in figure above, with two axis: X- public
or private space, Y: physical or virtual realm.
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Private Space - Both ownership of physical real estate and ownership of virtual
data are private. Private access to both physical real estate or virtual data is
generally protected by law for both owner and visitor / user.

Public Space - While ownership of infrastructure is public or governmental in the
physical public realm, it is a different case in the ‘virtual public realm’. Here the
ownership of data is private as well, as data can be attributed to an individual,
organization, company, or public agency.

In the context of data ownership, we may refer to a form of ‘privatization’ of the virtual
realm. This raises a flag around the gap between the traditional revenue models for
monetizing public space in the physical versus the virtual realm. In addition, this raises
potential ethical concerns regarding private ownership of users’ data generated by the
use of public transportation and complimentary mobility services. As the economic value
derived from connected activity increases, there is more potential for a conflict of
interest between data privacy and business interests. This is of specific relevance not
only to private corporations, but also for the public sector wishing to embark on the
digitization of urban mobility without clearly setting the rules in advance.

2.2.2 Virtual Private Space vs. Public Space
Another concern of data in the virtual realm, is that geo-referenced real-time data can
be utilized to generate profit through influencing or incentivizing (‘nudging’) activities in
the physical space. It is possible to influence a consumer choice of an individual (in
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some cases without their awareness121), this can happen in both public as well as
private spaces. We can look at two precedents that depict how the data economy is an
integral part of the virtual realm, both in the private and public space in the examples
below:

Private Space - ‘Amazon Go’ is an automated convenience chain store, It is a
‘brick-and-mortar’ retail space which resembles an on-line website in the way
every activity is captured and analyzed while a user account is needed to make
use of the services being offered. It is equipped with multiple weight sensors and
cameras to monitor store consumption and activity. Analytics is generated of
every product touched and purchased in real life (through weight sensors and
cameras), as well as data on every customer purchasing a product. The user’s
Amazon account is key here in enabling the automated check-out process (which
is required for in-situ consumption). It is also key in overcoming potential legal or
privacy concerns, as these can be incorporated and updated in the user
agreement or the terms and conditions, required in order to obtain an account, in
the first place.

This model of ‘web-site-ization’ may also be applied to other services in the
public realm, such as mobility services or MaaS related technology. With the
need to generate ‘big data’ and be an integral part of the Data Economy, serious
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privacy and ethical concerns are raised. There is risk of illegitimate / controversial
or unethical use of users’ data, as part of Surveillance Capitalism’s122 dominance
over the current Data Economy landscape.

Public Space - ‘Pokémon Go’ is an app that uses GPS to integrate real-time
physical location with augmented reality in a form of entertainment as a game
which incentivizes walking in public space. According to Zuboff, the game directs
players, through incentives and rewards of the game, towards destinations of
business customers (Starbucks and McDonald’s are mentioned)123. Zuboff
equates the nudging of the users physically into the commercial establishments
to its online equivalent of the ‘click-through-rate’, she argues that in this new
advanced form of surveillance capitalism, one can predict where a user will go to,
analogous to predicting what a user will click online. The ethical implications of
redirecting users to physical locations, by-passing their awareness, may well be
integrated as a form of ‘nudging’ It may be potentially (mis-)used in MaaS
technology, however, this area requires further study to evaluate the possible
negative impacts.
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2.2.3 Digital Exhaust in the Public Space
One of the main power struggles of the 21st Century is the control over data. According
to Harari it is currently in the hands of giant tech corporations124. These giant tech
corporations are called by Zuboff the ‘Surveillance Capitalists’ which create a new form
of economy known as ‘Surveillance Capitalism’125. In Surveillance Capitalism, data on
users is extracted as raw material. Then it can be analysed across a vast array of data
sets which are used (with the help of AI) to create predictions on users’ future
behaviour. These are traded in the ‘predictive behaviour markets’ to businesses which
want to target users with their services or products.126

Connected devices, whether mobile devices, vehicles or urban infrastructure ‘emit’ realtime, geolocated information in the form of data. The ‘digital exhaust’127 is a term used
to describe the data emitted which is not essential for the functioning or improvement of
a specific service or product. Zuboff describes this digital exhaust as behaviour surplus
of which only a small proportion is being used for service improvements, while the vast
majority of this data is used to make prediction products which are traded in markets in
future behaviour, generating revenue for the surveillance capitalists (the large tech
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corporations), resulting in profits.128 This is shown in figure 11. The digital exhaust
consists of all the collateral data and data sets which may not have any implications on
the user’s privacy, however, it is harvested from the user data and done so without their
consent or awareness, bypassing user’s consciousness.

In another example, transportation payment cars were originally intended for payment
management of fares and the measuring of general use of the system. For fare
payment deduction one only needs to know the point of entrance and exit at stations as
well as the time frame. Other data which can be derived from the trips, including transfer
stations, idle times and waiting times are not released as they are not essential for fare
calculation, therefore this data is seen as ‘digital exhaust’. Batty shows that with this
digital exhaust data collected from London’s Oyster card system, one can reconstruct
real-time use patterns of the London Underground system129 with AM/PM peaks which
he refers to as ‘pulses’130. The visualization from aggregate data (‘Big Data’) can help
identify real-time delays in the system for example.

The digital exhaust of data emitted in public space is an area which needs further study,
both in terms of personal privacy and of collective benefits that can arise for
optimization of city-wide services.
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Figure 9 – Privatization of Virtual Public Realm

Figure 10 – Behavioural Surplus Data

Potential conflict and/or ethical impacts
related to a form of privatization of the
virtual public realm, where there is public
accessibility, but private ownership.

User data used for profit, on top of
being used for service improvements.
Adapted diagram from: Zuboff, S. The
Age of Surveillance Capitalism, 2019,
p97
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2.3

Airportization of Mobility

‘Airportization’ is an abstract term, an oversimplified analogy of a ‘closed system’
creating a framework for the architecture of a connected urban mobility network. It
requires a front-end urban interface, while in the back end an operational system to
manage and operate the use of public infrastructure destined for shared and connected
urban mobility services. Here MaaS plays an important role, setting the ground for an
Urban Mobility Hub Network.

Airports, as opposed to the urban fabric of a city, are public accessible locations with
specific controlled regulations and form a universal point of entry to the city.
‘Airportization’ (termed for the purpose of this research) can be described as the
process of creating a closed system, akin to that of an airport, which operators and
users have to adhere to. ’Airportization’ is the systematization of the space into part of a
connected and controlled network. In the case of the research, ‘space’ refers to ‘public
space of the urban realm’, while the ‘network’ refers to the ‘urban mobility network’.
‘Airportization’ refers to a framing of design standards which may support a future
mobility system that can be used collectively and universally.

2.3.1 Closed System
As the data economy is driven largely by prediction data, the ability to make predictions
more accurate increases if there is more certainty. A closed system is an ideal
environment for higher certainty and therefore more predictability. As philosopher Karl
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Popper argues that “only in entirely closed systems – can you ever have complete
certainty.”131 The notion of a city as a closed system is highly problematic as there will
always be external factors influencing that environment, as well as continued growth
and the undefinable (geographical) limits of the system. 132 However, city infrastructure,
mobility and transportation systems do function in environments which are largely
planned. An example for a man-made mobility system which functions in a ‘closed
system’ can be seen as airports and how they are linked globally in a standardized
network of airports.

An airport can be described as a closed automated system transporting passengers and
goods. One which strives for minimum real-time surprises and maximum predictability of
service, both on the land side and air side of airports. It is fed by the back-end
composed of its system, networks and the logistics, while the front-end is where
passengers come in contact with the operations. Hence, where user interface and user
experience come into play, as well as the interface with the external word, the urban
interface.
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Figure 11 – Airportization - A Closed System

Airport as an analogy of a closed system –
back-end and front-end. User Interface, User
Experience and Urban Interface of terminal
with city

2.3.2 Slot Allocation
In airports, landing / parking slots allocation follows a seasonal / year-round scheduling
system, with continued ‘grandfather rights’ to book popular time slots to carriers that
comply with a minimum 80% usage, this explains the phenomenon of ‘ghost flights’
during Covid pandemic.133

An iteration of such a booking system may potentially gradually replace some desired
and popular time/place locations, such as curb space with high demand for temporary
occupation. In the context of the street, the current working model is a first-come-firstserve model, allowing for flexibility and public use, yet this is being challenged by apps
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like Curbflow134 and Curbd135 to book slots for unloading zone curb space usage (see
4.4.5).

2.3.3 Terminal Urban Interface
The urban interface of an airport is the point of contact with the land-side of the airport,
as well as the gateway to the airport’s home city. Arrival and departure terminal design
has become relatively standardized internationally, as wayfinding and terminal layout
design assist with orientation for first time arrivals or frequent users alike. It is a place
where different modes of transportation are offered and connected, with a higher degree
of predictability towards the frequency and availability of mobility services offered.

In the urban interface context, adequate ride-hail pick-up allocation in a designated
zone in the airports terminal have been incorporated in many airports. In some airports
such as in Los Angeles, a special PU-DO terminal has been designated (LAXit)136.
Geofencing makes it possible to send users to a specific pick-up location, as well help
with regulation of TNC usage. It also allows users to become independent from local
transportation ticketing or currency systems, as the user utilizes apps which work in
multiple cities.
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2.3.4 MaaS Integration
Mobility as a Service (MaaS) enables seamless integration between modes, each with different
physical needs imposed on the public space. According to MaaSLab “Mobility-as-a-Service
(Maas) is a user-centric, intelligent mobility management and distribution system, in which an
integrator brings together offerings of multiple mobility service providers, and provides endusers access to them through a digital interface, allowing them to seamlessly plan and pay for
mobility.”137

‘Mobility as a Service’ related apps may become available in a global or regional
context, similar to mobile phone service providers. This will allow users to seamlessly
converge between different mobility services in different cities, providing a seamless
and predictable service upon arrival at an airport. MaaS aims to create seamless
integration between modes, as well as eliminating the need for separate paying
mechanisms for each service. This may become even more prevalent as there is a shift
towards a cashless society, as well as new prevalent Data Economy business models
such as the subscription model. However, in terms of the physical design of seamless
integration, apart from airports one can look at the concept of ‘Mobility Hubs’, currently
mostly used in a context of new mobility services offered at rapid transit stations.
However, one can learn from airports organization and operation and apply these ideas
in scaled down versions city wide to form a network. Streetscape urban design is of
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particular importance, as seamless integration between modes of transport can follow
‘Airportization’ logic. Chapter 4 applies these concepts in greater depth.

Figure 12 – Ground Traffic Control

Virtually coded regulation over
physical movement of Mobility
Space and Transaction Space
(see section 2.1.3)
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2.3.5 Ground Traffic Control
Traffic control centers can coordinate traffic signals and access connected urban
infrastructure. Communication technology of V2I (Vehicle to Infrastructure), V2V
(Vehicle to Vehicle) and V2X (Vehicle to Everything) may eventually become ubiquitous,
paving a path to (in theory) a more regulated and controlled real-time traffic
management and operation system.

Even during the period of pre-adoption of AVs, one can imagine automobile operating
systems with the ability to connect to a remote system. This remote system or code can
be used to enforce road rules, such as the geofencing system contemplated to be
deployed nationwide in Sweden138. Such a ‘Ground Traffic Control’ system could
emulate the logic behind airports’ air traffic control, with direct control to each connected
vessel, with their real-time data on arrivals and departures.

This raises the question of who should be in charge of deploying and operating such a
system. Perhaps more importantly, who will be in charge of keeping the up-to-date /
valid real-time code. Who will own this algorithm? Or will it be a public good?
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2.3.6 Transit Oriented Mobility Hub Network
It is possible to imagine a city-wide network of Mobility Hubs, functioning like a network
of inter-connected airports, each as a closed circle, together functioning as a piece in
the entire network. The system could be broken into hierarchies and different urban
typologies, this idea is further explored in 4.2.

Analogous to airports, dealing with passenger, freight, private and low-cost air traffic,
the Mobility Hub Network could include transit and new mobility options. The
speculative proposal in Chapter 4 explores a transit-oriented system which is anchored
around transit in distinct common urban typologies.
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Figure 13 – Transit Oriented Mobility Hub Network
In the macro scale – the Mobility Hub Network composed
of different urban typologies (see section 4.2). In the local
scale, Mobility Hub design translates into terminal logic.
Transit & PU-DO terminal taken from visionary phase
(Phase 3), see section 4.3.5.
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2.4

Virtual Curb Space

The Virtual Curb Space is the building block, the unit from which the Urban Mobility Hub
Network can be built from the ground up. It connects the physical space and its virtual
counterpart through geo-coding of each space within a larger logic. Hereby it is possible
to remotely manage and operate this monetizable and bookable space on-demand. The
idea of Virtual Curb Space Real Estate can reframe and reimagine the economic logic
of the current public space revenue model of curb space.

Figure 14 – Geocoded Virtual Curb Space

Depiction of geocoded
Virtual Curb Space taken
from section 4.3.4.
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The physical curb space is part of an infrastructure present in every urban space
wherever paved roads exist. It’s near omnipresence and continuous spread throughout
the city make it a backbone on which one can string an array of different recurring uses
and activities. Systematizing and streamlining the recurring uses of curb space and their
individual business models will be needed in order to digitally connect physical spaces
to ‘Virtual Curb Space’. The curb space is therefore a key component in the process of
digitization of the urban realm.

The participation in the data economy (as discussed in section 2.2) may influence the
economic model of the virtual curb, as virtual public space leans toward private interest,
dictating its demands according to market dynamics. In this sense the virtual curb’s
primary reason to justify its existence is arguably more an economical one, rather than
one stemming from a need for optimization of operations through efficiency or
increasing the convenience of its uses. The virtual curb’s raison d’etre in the strict sense
is to be able to charge a usage fee. While in the rational sense, it is to serve as a triporigin, stop-over point, or destination, facilitating the movement of passengers, services
and goods with postal codes or geographical locations within the urban realm. Virtual
curbs could therefore be imagined as transaction spaces between movements and
activities, while serving as a virtual and automated charging system for usage of
physical public space for a specific purpose for a specific amount of time.

The physical geographic space which the curb space occupies, although a public good,
functions as a valuable real estate in the city, whose value can be derived from the
degree of which the use of its space is contended, by many different actors. It functions
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both as real estate as well as a transaction space, one which has various forms of
revenue for usage of the space. This is true today, even before any substantial digital
transformation has occurred, in this context we can ask ourselves what would happen if
this valuable real estate gets connected to a wider city network and ‘goes on-line’? A
design speculation for this scenario is explored in Chapter 4.

Figure 15 – Geocoded Street Space

Depiction of geocoded street space with
Mobility Space and Virtual Curb Space.
Image taken from case study section 5.2.1.

2.4.1 Geo-Coding the Curb
The ‘Virtual Curb Space’ is the virtual space corresponding to the physical curb space. It
functions as a geo-coded layer visualized ‘on top’ of its physical counterpart. Here any
legally binding information of permitted uses can be coded, as well as operational and
optimization related data points. It can be realized by the use of Geofencing technology
which needs to either be coded in the users’ devices or can be coded as openly
accessed data which third parties refer to, in order to legally use the physical space.
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For the virtual curb to be systematized, managed and operated, each curb space needs
to be coded with its regulations, permitted uses, times of operations, enforcement
mechanisms, charging for usage and payment systems. As each designated space is
geographically unique, there is a need to geographically code curb regulations and have
a universal retrieval system. While there may be different business models and payment
possibilities, there can only be one clear non-conflicting regulation for each space at a
specific time. In the long-term vision, the algorithms overseeing the activities eventually
become the ‘final authority’, as power shifts from the physical to the virtual realm (3.1).
Implicating a strain on resources which are dedicated to digital transformation in
municipal councils and transit authorities. Therefore, creating systematical, easy to
codify policies is essential to respond to the changing demands of new technologies
and business models.

Coding curb space can initially be done by creating an inventory of permitted uses and
times, this can be done by using different curb management software (such as
Coord139). The data can be used to create analytics, enabling the virtual simulation of
scenarios which can then be tested in physical space. As this system evolves, it can be
incorporated within a city-wide network with real-time demand and response which can
only be done through automation.

139

Coord. Home | Coord. https://www.coord.com. Accessed 27 Mar. 2021.
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Figure 16 – Virtual Curb Space Coding

Zooming in on the Virtual Curb Space. From left to right:
Virtual and Physical representation of curb segment.
Connection of spaces to Transportation Service Provers,
urban network. Individual curb space identification.

2.4.2 Operation & Management
The ‘Virtual Curb’ provides the ability to connect to a city-wide mobility network through
the mechanism of ‘Airportization’ (2.3), making the physical curb space an extension of
the mobility space. In the context of curb space uses for permanence (1.3), if all uses
are systematized, there is a possibility in the long-term to manage and operate this
space digitally and remotely. The key to integral operation and management of this
space is related to the control and standardization needed in order to respond ondemand to the stream of real-time data of its current use, as well as scheduled future
use (booking).

Optimization of the curb stock can be done through analytics of the curb usage over
time. Here, reconfiguration of curb uses in ‘underperforming’ street segments can be
simulated virtually and later changed on ground. The mapping of a city-wide or district
area can retrieve a geographically fragmented inventory. A process of periodical
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‘defragmentation’ of city-wide curb stock can help calibrate a specific district’s needs. It
can also help with the gradual reallocation of space to more sustainable modes to meet
desired municipal targets, this can be done in an incremental, yet holistic way.

Curb or transport data management software such as Coord140, Inrix141, Remix142,
Streetlight Data143, or SharedStreets144, offer tools to code, analyze and simulate curb
inventory. These are looking at developing an open data standard for the curb, such as
the ‘CurbLR’145, which can then be used by different governmental agencies and third
parties for mobility related apps for parking or loading activities. Parking management
software combined with physical sensors can be used to indicate and allocate in real
time availability of space for use.

The real-time data can be used for enforcement by actioning an alert through physical
means, or virtually through charging a fee, or by providing notification to user or
operator on a device. The ‘Virtual Curb’ provides the possibility (in the long run) to
enforce the digital usage of the curb solely through digital means, such as geofencing
and blockchain technology. However, in the foreseeable future, back-up enforcement
verifications other than enforcement officers, such as sensors or cameras may be
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Coord. Home | Coord. https://www.coord.com. Accessed 27 Mar. 2021.
Home - INRIX. https://inrix.com/. Accessed 27 Mar. 2021.
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Remix | The Collaborative Platform for Transportation Decision-Makers. https://undefined/. Accessed
27 Mar. 2021.
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Transportation Analytics On Demand | StreetLight Data. https://www.streetlightdata.com/. Accessed
27 Mar. 2021.
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SharedStreets. ‘SharedStreets’. SharedStreets, https:/sharedstreets.io/. Accessed 27 Mar. 2021.
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CurbLR. https://curblr.org/. Accessed 27 Mar. 2021.
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required to be physically installed at near proximity. Here one can raise concerns over
surveillance technologies, residing on both ends of the spectrum from ‘state
surveillance’ to ‘surveillance capitalism’, with their respective potential concerning
impacts which need to be studied further.

2.4.3 Bookable vs. On-demand
The ‘Virtual Curb’ provides the opportunity to create a bookable reservation time slot
system for future curb use. This is similar to the landing slots used in airports (2.3)
potentially guaranteeing prime time slots for different providers. In such a scenario large
companies may end up monopolizing the use of prime locations, while new entrants
may be deprioritized, a concern which requires further study.

An example of a functioning booking system can be seen in two curb use operation
apps such as ‘Curbflow’146 and ‘Curbd147 which allow booking of short time slots for drop
off or unloading of goods at a specific curb location or parking spot designated to use
only through the specific app.

A specific zoning could designate a physical area to be available for pre-booking, while
other curb spaces can be designated ‘on-demand’. On-demand curb space allocation
can be zoned to keep specific curb space locations ‘un-bookable’ responding to firstcome-first-serve logic, as in pre-digitization times. This may be a solution for

146
147

‘CurbFlow’. CurbFlow, https://curbflow.com. Accessed 27 Mar. 2021.
Curbd - The Smartest Way to Park. https://www.curbdparking.com/. Accessed 27 Mar. 2021.
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transitioning phases where the booking technology is being tested or is not yet widely
adopted.

‘Smart Parking’ pilots have been conducted using sensors embedded in the road space
of each curb parking space, linked to communication devices in lamp posts of the same
street segment, these can be linked to a city-wide notification system, or to an app.

The problem arising with booked spaces, is how to guarantee the availability of the
booked space prior to the vehicle arriving at the designated space. While this can be
done virtually (by blocking off a reservation), it cannot be done physically. In order to
enforce the misuse or erroneous use of space, physical infrastructure may need to be
required such as sensors, as well as on-site enforcement personnel. Theoretically, as
we shift towards increased automation, this may be resolved in alternative ways, which
need to be explored.

2.4.4 Monetization & Pricing the Curb
The existing current revenue model of charging fixed rates for on-street parking is being
challenged, Shoup argues for the benefits of charging market rates for competitive
spaces about getting the price ‘right’, as well as a clearer oversight of revenuedestination directly to local streetscape improvement and business improvement
associations for example.148

148

Shoup, D. The High Cost of Free Parking: Updated Edition. Taylor & Francis, 2017.
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The ‘Virtual Curb’ provides the possibility to charge for digital usage without additional
physical infrastructure, once a virtual charging system or monetization strategy has
been put into place. It is possible to virtually charge market rates for usage of space in a
responsive way through dynamic pricing. In the long run, the evolution from the
traditional physical parking meter into pay-by phone apps may continue evolving into an
acceptance of dynamic pricing by the general public, as ideas such as surge pricing (for
example Uber) are normalized. The charging of space usage will be shifted to the fleet
operators, as the curb usage charge becomes predominantly a business-to-business
activity rather than business-to-client. Here individuals are using a service mediated by
a third company, which may choose to transfer the additional charge to their clients
depending on their business models.

The digitization of the curb can lead to new revenue models which can be more
sophisticated and more fine-tuned to real-time usage and demand, as well as allow
municipalities to limit or prioritize specific uses that are more sustainable. The different
uses and activities that may be charged include amongst others:



Temporary time-based storage (parking) for private vehicles and shared fleets,
following market rates.



Pick-up drop-off fees for ride hail and short duration permanence of 3 minutes,
which is currently already put to use in different cities.



Loading and unloading fees for commercial and delivery services.



Booking fees for spot pre-reservations for fleets or commercial activity.



EV charging fees, whether connected or wireless
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This raises questions on how to monetize the curb? Should this be done in a unified
system which overlooks all the uses mentioned above, in addition to new uses in the
future? Or should each use have a different charging system and economic logic to it, in
order to fit the various needs of the specific activity? As the different uses are
represented by different companies using different apps, currently, it is more logical to
take the siloed approach of the creation of a different charging logic for each use, one
which corresponds to the time and spatial needs of each activity. However, in the long
run, one can imagine a unification of these charging logics into an eco-system which
understands the different logics and the gaps between the different uses. Symbiotic
relationships between the uses are built into the rationale of its dynamic fee structure.

On-street recharging of EVs batteries, whether with a plug or in the future wireless, can
also be virtually charged (fee per usage). However, the latter would require large scale
physical infrastructural changes, which may become viable in a scenario where EVs
have been widely adopted. On the other hand, such an initiative may help expand and
normalize use of EVs as ICE vehicles get phased out in the 2030s and 2040s149.

2.4.5 Virtual Curb Space Real Estate
The ‘Virtual Curb’ provides the possibility to form a ‘virtual curb space real estate’ which,
in essence, is a ‘floating’ real estate rental system of land use based on time (both in its
duration, as well the time of day, date and year). There emerges a new form of real
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‘Phase-out of Fossil Fuel Vehicles’. Wikipedia, 26 Mar. 2021. Wikipedia,
https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Phase-out_of_fossil_fuel_vehicles&oldid=1014327103.
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estate that is both physical and virtual at once, it is built upon a physical public
infrastructure which is connected to the energy Internet grid as well as to a future
mobility network of connected mobile vehicles and devices. The curb space is a
physical public space which can be charged for its use by the general public. As a
public good, it does not follow the real estate logic of land ownership. However, it can
be argued that its virtual counterpart, depending on how it is structured and ‘invented’,
may follow the real-estate logic, following the discussion in 2.2 on the private aspect of
the virtual public space. This new real estate is virtual as well as mobile, it takes into
account the virtual allocation of space to a specific use or user, in the context of new
mobility service providers (B2B business model), diverging from the direct offering of a
public good to a user, the electorate.

‘Mobile Real Estate’ is a contradictory concept, as real-estate is by definition a fixed
unique location, linguistically in several languages ‘real estate’ is literally ‘non-movable’
goods. However, the transaction-able virtual curb space offers an opportunity to
experiment with the real estate model to value demand and supply for mobility services
using the curb space. The idea of the ‘floating address’ can accommodate a delivery or
pick-up point for mobility/delivery services of movement of goods and people, based on
a temporary legal address with a limited time validity. In this context it is possible to
contemplate the process of bidding, common both in the realm of real-estate land value,
as well as in the virtual space of allocation of information in website search results for
example. Additionally, bidding for a space with similar characteristics and economic
parameters can allocate curb space through-out the city to non-geographically specific
spaces (for example any space within a radius of a specific commercial establishment),
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may result in multiple results which can be contested, detaching the real-estate from the
specific land and allocating to a space of equal economic value.

‘Mobile Real Estate’ can be further extrapolated to the physical realm through mobile
commercial space, such as food-trucks, street vendors, mobile cafes, mobile banks and
other corporate promotional spaces on wheels. Here, utilizing the transaction space in
favour of activation of the informal or entrepreneurial economy, can be done through
lowering the threshold of entry level for local and communal digital entrepreneurship. It
creates a framework to fund public space activations which have no intrinsic revenue
(such as patios and pop-up plazas). The funding can happen in the form of exemption
from usage charge for the physical space occupied, in addition to the provision of
commercial rights to virtual usage by sponsors. For example, a company can fund a
plaza for public use and in return acquire credit redeemable towards operational
time/place slots strategic to their business model.

2.4.6 Building block to the Digital Twin
This research helps imagine the ‘Digital Twin’ of the city as more concrete by breaking it
down into smaller quantifiable economical and operational units. The virtual curb space
is a logical, quantifiable unit from where to start. It can be envisioned as a ‘building
block’ of the Digital Twin, as the collection of many such virtual spaces can build up a
logic that is greater than the sum of its parts, namely creating a city-wide or regional
network of floating space allocations for mobility uses of movement of goods, services
and passengers, with dynamic pricing. This virtual network, in turn, responds to the
physical network and feeds off it by its real-time usage data, making it possible to adapt
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and reconfigure to the real-time demand, offering a flexible urban management solution
with an economic logic.

Figure 17 – Virtual Curb Space Coding

Detail of coded Virtual Curb Space
regulation with restriction of usage
per time and use, and connection to
Transport Service Provider network.
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Figure 18 – Mobility Hub – Virtual Realm

Detail of Mobility Hub organization over New
Vehicular Mobility (in blue) and Civic Space and
Transit (in Yellow), see Figure 30 – Symbiotic
Logic in section 4.1. Image taken from section
4.3.4.
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3 TRANSITION STRATEGY
Chapter 3 deals with the element of time in the transition into a connected,
shared, autonomous future. The 'Transitional Design Methodology' lays out a 3phased strategic and incremental approach that looks at both the physical and virtual
realms. Methodologies such as Tactical Urbanism are explored, which help deal with
the uncertainty and unpredictable outcomes of disruptive innovations. The discussion
explores strategies to match the update rate of the digital and physical realms, which
materializes itself through physical public space re-configuration. The transition process
into automation will be looked at more closely and the transformation from silos to
networks to ecosystems will be explored. The idea of incubation is explored to
accompany the incremental expansion and piloting of new physical and digital
infrastructure solutions.

3.1

Transitioning Strategy

As we move into the second quarter of the 21st century, we are faced with a fastchanging landscape caused by economic, social, and technological disruptions. Setting
a vision has become ever more difficult in an increasingly unpredictable and uncertain
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scenario. For this, a Transitional Design Methodology is introduced in this section,
which looks at three different time-frames in both the virtual and physical realms to favor
an incremental approach towards shaping future design.

3.1.1 Uncertainty & Speculation
This section was sparked by issues that are on the global agenda, while cities are
questioning how to design in times of uncertainty and disruption. How can/should they
respond to multiple crises: Covid-19 health crisis, financial crisis, climate crisis? How
can cities move forward, taking concrete steps, while in a scenario of unpredictable
outcomes related to technological advances and exponential change?

In the 20th century, the planning profession leaned towards a mono-functional visionary
approach, with the planning of entirely new cities or an expansive network of highways
and physical infrastructure designed and built to be durable. This approach means that
extreme inflexibility is a built-in feature of the design. In response, the 21st-century
paradigm has shown that there is a need to consider further life-cycles of previous
unsuitable or inadequate urban infrastructure. It can be argued that planning has
become a less visionary top-down endeavor of the few as it is moving towards an
approach of co-creation and finding ways to balance top-down targets and goals with
bottom-up needs and demands. It can also be argued that in the 21st-century scenario,
what can be classified as a visionary approach in planning may be associated with the
struggle to respond to the climate crisis and the reduction of GHG emissions towards a
more sustainable distribution of energy, resources, and use of the land.
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Cities are often reactionary in the face of innovation and the uncertainties which come
with it. They fear the disruptive ramifications which may misconfigure current working
models and cause discontent amongst its constituencies. This can explain the
distancing and rejection by the planning and design professions from large-scale
visionary approaches which were more common in 20th-century city visioning.

Meanwhile, the private sector and giant tech corporations are leading the way in urban
innovation technologies and consequently affecting the direction of the industry as a
whole.

The ultimate responsibility rests on the shoulders of the public sector, which needs to be
very explicit about ‘setting the rules of the game’. These should be composed in a way
that enables pluralistic innovation in a manner that responds to challenges which cities
are trying to solve.

3.1.2 Transitional Design Methodology
The design methodology developed for this research is referred to as the ‘Transitional
Design Methodology’. It supports the transition from a current logic to a future logic
under the process of digitization and automation. In the case of this thesis, the
methodology was used to focus on transitioning into new mobility, in the urban context.
However, it is possible that this methodology can be adapted to other fields that require
the digitization and automation of urban networks, such as: urban freight, energy grid
and charging of vehicles, waste collection and management, or the integration of
communications technologies within the urban fabric.
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The Transitional Design Methodology lays out the design process of a project along a
timeline through a strategic phasing strategy. It looks at each of these phases through
two lenses: the virtual realm, and the physical realm.

Looking at a timeline from today (A) to this desired future scenario (Z), many possible
future scenarios exist, ranging from the ‘probable’ business as usual to the limit
between the ‘possible’ and the impossible, namely the ‘Utopian’.150 The design explored
in Chapter 4 tries to envision and speculate on a ‘possible’ future scenario which is also
desirable.

The goal is to use the desired scenario (Z) as a guide, a long-term vision. With this
vision in mind, it is easier to justify proposed changes and experimentation in the nearmid-term (B) that fall in line with this future vision (Z), regardless of whether this future
scenario eventually emerges.

A complementary approach to speculative design, is thinking of a timeline of how to get
from ‘now’ (which they refer to as ‘A’) to a possible future. Ruecker and Radzikowska
highlight the persuasive role of a future design vision based on a remarkable unlikely
future, which they refer to as ‘Z’. In such a way, a speculative design can entice
decision makers (or clients) to think further ahead than moving from A to A (+1) and
venture further to B. Therefore, the presentation of a hypothetical long term ‘Z’, can
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Speculative Everything Anthony Dunne at Resonate 2013. YouTube,
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have a role in shaping the short-term actions. They call this notion of speculative design
‘A to B through Z’151.

Speculative design facilitates the transition process by providing a path of getting from A
(today) to B (near future, political mandate), guiding decision-makers in moving forward.

The design phases explored in this research coincide with ‘A’ being ‘phase 0’; A (+1)
being ‘phase 1’, short term; ‘B’ being ‘phase 2’, mid-range; and ‘Z’ being ‘phase 3’,
which is visionary and non-binding. The visionary phase has an important role in the
shaping of the direction in which the short-term phases are designed.

The Transitional Design Methodology is composed of three phases within a logic of a
phasing strategy: the short term, the mid-range, and the visionary long term. The three
different time frames are dealt with both simultaneously and sequentially, meaning that
although the midterm is sequential and by definition comes after the short term, it
defines the elements which are being tested in the short term and are backward
engineered to their rudimentary form with technology and equipment that are available
at the time. In the case of the vision, its necessity comes in the form of a future
(arbitrary and hypothetical) anchor. In this anchor goals and targets are set, even if they
are hypothetical at this point.
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While there are urban strategies that get updated periodically, major urban visions are
usually produced in greater intervals and therefore require visioning and future
speculations and assumptions.

In the Transitional Design Methodology, it is assumed that a yearly update of all three
phases occurs, this creates a cyclical design cycle, mimicking the idea of a design that
is in constant flux, influx.
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Figure 19 – Speculative Design
Projection on timeline of:
Top: Speculating a Desirable Future
Middle: Speculative Design: A to B via Z /
Bottom: Transitional Design Methodology
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Figure 20 – Transitional Design Methodology Update Cycles
Top: Transition Design Methodology phases 0,1,2,3 in relation to A, A+1, B, Z.
Bottom: Yearly update of all three phases, where phase 1 of previous cycle
becomes phase 0.
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3.1.3 Phasing Strategy
Phase 1

The first phase, which is implementable in the ‘immediate’ time-frame of 1-2
years. This phase sees the testing of local, isolated, and siloed digital
technologies in the area of communication, surveillance, new mobility, and civic
tech, this is done through pilot projects and incubation.

Phase 2

The second phase, in the mid-range of 5-10 years, coinciding with political
mandates. This phase sees the concretization of successful piloting from the first
phase. The number of mobility hubs throughout the city expands and a
connected urban network is created, although limited at this stage.

Phase 3

The third stage is the visionary phase of a 25–35-year time span. It sees
advanced connectivity where non-connected devices and vehicles are at
minimum activity, while the majority of public transportation and private fleets are
connected. In this vision, there is an ecosystem of interdependent activities using
the urban system where the mobility hubs are embedded seamlessly with other
urban planning mechanisms.
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Figure 21 – Transitional Design Methodology Timeline

1

Phase 1

2

Phase 2

Figure 22 – Phasing Strategy Virtual / Physical Realm

Projected timeline of phasing:
Phase 1 (1-2 years),
Phase 2 (5-10 years),
Phase 3 (25-35 years)

3

Phase 3

Example of Virtual and
Physical design for phases 1,
2, 3. Images taken from
section 4.3.1.
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3.1.4 Discussion on Precedents
Lessons Learnt - Sidewalk Labs

Sidewalk Labs’ discontinued Toronto Quayside project was proposed as a
‘neighborhood of the future’.152 Apart from the questionable tech-giant affiliation
relation to city-building, it was criticized for data and privacy concerns.153 In terms
of urban design, it showcased an array of innovative design solutions such as
intelligent paving or flexible curbs. Arguably, these may work within the
masterplan approach of a confined urban district, however, the scalability to ‘the
rest’ of the city and its public space has not been explored. For innovative urban
design solutions to succeed, they need to be designed in a systematic, flexible
(room for trial and error), scalable manner, as well as tested in everyday
situations in different urban typologies, rather than in a confined Smart-citythemed urban laboratory scenario, which was Sidewalk Lab’s approach.

Covid Curbs

In the early months of the Covid-19 pandemic crisis, we have seen how many
cities have made quick alterations to the public space in response to spatial
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constraints posed by new needs for social/physical distancing. Especially
relevant to this research is the re-purposing of curb space for movement or
permanence (see 4.3.3 for more). Many of these agile solutions are iterations of
urban interventions attributed to ‘tactical urbanism’, a methodology that is
appropriate for the informal or fast-tracking physical transformation of public
space through piloting. Its agility gives it the flexibility to test out a new
configuration of space in a short time without extensive planning in a non-binding
way, responding well to unpredictability.

Driverless Urban Futures

There are different future visioning and design speculations on the future of the
urban realm and the future of mobility. In the example of ‘Driverless Urban
Futures’ (Meyboom 2019)154, there is a comparison between current logic (of
vehicles and their effect on land use) with a future autonomous logic (where AVs
are a dominant part of the urban landscape). While the latter is explored in detail
through different speculative designs, there is no provision on speculative or
practical paths of how to get there. While speculative design helps cities imagine
future scenarios, it is sometimes detached from the current reality, making it
difficult to imagine the first steps that are needed to be taken to bridge the gap
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between today and the desired future. This research deals with this gap and
focuses on digital transformation rather than AVs as the main driver of change.

The Interim

NACTO’s Blueprint for Autonomous Urbanism155 deals in depth with the
reconfiguration of public space, in preparation and anticipation of autonomous
mobility. It plays on the desire to make the autonomous future ‘people first’ (see
also 4.3). In terms of the implementation process, it alludes to an interim phase
between ‘today’ (car-oriented) and the autonomous future scenario. This interim
phase relies upon the assumption that collective mass transit will first receive
prioritization before autonomous vehicles will potentially become adapted and
widespread. However, it does not necessarily offer a wider urban mobility
solution to offer more alternatives to private vehicle use (and ownership) which it
seeks to replace. As a response, this research offers a proposal for an urban
mobility solution, integrated with an urban design solution.
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3.2

Transitioning into Automation

The transitioning process into automation can be visualized through the ‘Virtual-Physical
Automation Spectrum’ which this research sets as three levels. These range from
rudimentary automation to potential artificial intelligence algorithms (virtual realm)
controlling the physical realm. The evolution of digital urban networks is then explained
in three levels: Silos, Networks, Ecosystem.

3.2.1 Virtual-Physical Automation Spectrum
The evolution of digital infrastructure and digitization allows for a process of automation
to occur, making the virtual realm increasingly more influential and important. The virtual
realm is where the majority of transactions happen and with it, authority is shifting to
virtually controlled apparatus.

With the assumption that there is a shift in control and power from human decisionmaking towards autonomous decision-making, serious ethical concerns arise. Looking
at it from the dual lens (virtual-physical), one can imply that “cyberspace is colonizing
the real space”156. The use of the term ‘colonization’ can be understood in the context of
a power struggle of one realm over the other. The process leading to granting
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algorithms final authority needs to be further studied, requiring ideas on how potentially
negative outcomes may be avoided.

Every industry is creating a specific spectrum, relevant to its fields, for example, the
SAE 5 levels of automation157 for AVs, or Manufacturing Autonomy Levels (MAL)158 in
manufacturing and robotics.

“The spectrum of automation expands from simple rule-based automation to advanced
cognitive and artificial intelligence automation.” What these spectra have in common is
the removal of human interference or participation along the process. At the end of the
spectrum, ‘full autonomy’ means that (all) decisions (virtually) on actions (physically)
can be made by AI which (in theory) can teach itself (through the continuation of the
machine learning process and cognitive artificial intelligence) the ‘right’ course of action,
depending on the original task set initially.

The automation spectrum can be better understood visually as an extrapolation into two
realms, the virtual and the physical. The oversimplified diagram depicts the interaction
between the virtual realm and the physical realm. This oversimplified spectrum, devised
for this research, has been divided into three levels of automation:
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Level 1

As automation is only rudimentary at this initial level, the physical realm is the dominant
domain and does not rely on the virtual realm for its routine functioning. This stage is
characterized by the capability of using data for analytics of usage and users over time
and space. In this stage, computer simulations help humans process and analyze data
to make better decisions and adjust physical infrastructure. Simulations may suggest
points of attention by identifying outliers, however, simple automation performs only
tasks that were predefined. In this phase, the physical city and its virtual counterpart, a
Digital Twin, or a collection of Digital Twins act as vessels of data. The Digital Twin is
harnessed for simulations, however, these are only models. Although data is
transmitted and received in real-time, in general, the important decisions regarding
actions in the physical world pend human approval or initiation, therefore decisions are
not made in real-time.

Level 2

Automation replaces some routine functions, with increasingly more tasks delegated to
the virtual as completed tasks consistently outperform with no errors. There is a realtime dialogue between the virtual and the physical, data is processed through networks
and kept under the supervision of humans. There is the use of machine learning to
identify new patterns of usage and occupation of spaces, as well as identify other
correlations in patterns that are not pre-coded, by artificial intelligence.
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Level 3

At this end of the spectrum, theoretically all transactions and actions are processed
within the virtual realm. Artificial intelligence superiority implies that decisions are made
in the virtual while ‘controlling’ (through operations and management) the physical realm
remotely. There is a point where the physical realm has rendered itself ‘submissive’ to
the virtual, making the virtual the ‘dominant’ point of authority, meaning that actions in
the physical world are being controlled remotely in the virtual realm.

Figure 23 – Virtual – Physical Automation Spectrum

Virtual – Physical Automation
Spectrum from Level 1 (rudimentary)
to Level 2 (interaction) to Level 3
(automated decision making)
Diagram shows shift in power to the
virtual realm.
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3.2.2 Evolution of Digital Urban Networks
First Stage - Silos



In the first level, the digital realm is composed of siloed networks and
applications. Here we can imagine individual apps or services being offered to
users directly (B2C), with no inter-mediator.



For example, one ride-hail app or car-share app is separate from another and the
user contracts a service separately. Here uses can be joined and silos can be
dismantled gradually.



The physical-digital platform is mainly web-based and accessible through mobile
devices, while vehicles and urban infrastructure are not universally connected.

Second Stage - Networks



In the second level, silos are dissolved into a system of networks connecting
users, services, and inter mediators. Here companies offering services to user
may be plugged in to a shared market place of network vessels



For example, in mobility, networks in the spirit of Mobility as a Service are
formed, these enable linking users to mobility services. With dynamic, business
models such as subscription or service bundling that adapts to current and local
offerings, on-demand.



The physical-digital platform supporting this is ever-present with the proliferation
of IoT technology embedded in the urban realm. There are accessible universal
connections for urban infrastructure and vehicles.
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Third Stage - Ecosystem



The third level evolves into an ecosystem of inter-dependent activities using
overlapping networks that feed into each other in symbiotic relationships.



In terms of mobility, non-connected devices and vehicles are at a minority, while
the majority of public transportation and private fleets are connected and can be
incorporated in multiple shared mobility service networks offering a wide array of
services.



The physical-digital platform is ubiquitous and synchronized with the virtual
network. Connectivity is universal (like for example electricity is today).

Figure 24 – Evolution of Digital Urban Networks

The evolution diagram shows the physical
and virtual urban realms in three stages:
First Stage: Silos
Second Stage: Networks
Third Stage: Ecosystem
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Figure 25 – Third Stage: Ecosystem
The Ecosystem (Third Stage) diagram shows two realms:
Virtual urban realm: Networks are interconnected and part of an
ecosystem (A, B, C). Infrastructure in on-line (white streets).
Physical urban realm: Connected physical infrastructure (blue streets).
Different mobility services (colours) accessible by ecosystem.
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3.3

Virtual: Physical Matching

The digital infrastructure updates at a faster rate than the physical urban infrastructure.
This is expressed as different frequencies of the high-frequency city versus the lowfrequency city. This section discusses the gaps between the two realms and how to
bridge these gaps. It also discusses the possible consequences of mismatch.

3.3.1 High Frequency vs. Low Frequency City
To better understand the discrepancies between the virtual and physical realm, we can
look at the analogy used by Michael Batty in ‘Inventing Future Cities’159 to describe how
the 21st century digitally connected city differs from its predecessor. The idea of the
high-frequency city versus the low-frequency city is discussed, referring to data flow and
the communication of data. However, this analogy can be taken further to represent the
dynamics of the virtual realm (high frequency) versus the physical realm (low
frequency).

In the low-frequency city, computer models or simulations of the city are used to
produce data which is then analyzed and used to make better informed decisions
relating to urban issues relating for example for planning and mobility. Still, in the lowfrequency city, there is no continuous or real-time interaction between the physical

159

Batty, M. Inventing Future Cities. MIT Press, 2018.
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infrastructure and the digital infrastructure, the data is collected periodically or yearly
and there is no inherent intelligence in the analysis of this data.

In contrast, in the high-frequency city data gets collected and processed in real-time, it
is analyzed and can be visualized for monitoring or research. Data gets updated
frequently, whether through real-time sensors or usage data or as software update
(changing the code to reflect a newer version). The updating of software can occur at
any given moment in the high-frequency city, therefore much more frequent than in the
physical realm.

Software updates can be done remotely, a single update can be simultaneously rolled
out in millions of devices worldwide instantaneously. Unlike the hardware update, which
requires a physical replacement, adjustment or modification, and physically accessing
every device or sensor in its real-world geographical location.

Figure 26 – High Frequency vs. Low Frequency City

The High Frequency City in the virtual
realm (top left) corresponds to frequent
update cycles (top right).
The Low Frequency City (bottom left)
corresponds to slow update cycles (years)
in the physical realm (bottom right)
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3.3.2 Virtual: Physical Matching & Innovation Gap
There is a significant gap between the update rate of digital urban related technologies
(such as new mobility service apps) and the update rate of physical urban infrastructure.
These act in different spheres, one in a high-frequency environment and the other in a
low frequency.

We may refer to the time it takes to reconfigure a physical design of an element in the
city as an ‘update rate’, as it has a temporal element in its definition. In the physical
urban realm, in the public space, this could be any physical transformation of the street
layout. Any built physical infrastructure whether private or public, requires planning,
design, approval, financing, construction, and maintenance. This is a lengthy process
that can explain why ‘updating’ the traditional, low-frequency city lends itself to an
inherent delay in the update rate by virtue of its design process.

The question that arises is how to close the gap between these two spheres? To better
match the virtual and the physical, it is necessary to either slow down the update rate of
the virtual or speed up the update rate of the physical or equilibrate and adjust both.

Slowing down the digital advance can be exercised by policy and regulation of specific
technologies, through limiting tech companies and organizations which stand behind the
commercialization of these innovations. For example, limitation of ride-hail or e-scooter
new entrants within a jurisdiction.
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Cities learn from each other, assisting in preemptively creating regulation for shortcomings of precedents in other cities. However, each geographical location has its
unique challenges and setups which may not fit all.

If a certain city wishes to be at the forefront of innovation, it has to allow for a context in
which precedents will happen within its jurisdiction. Therefore, a more calculated
preemptive response needs to be incorporated into the interaction and partnerships with
innovative new technology companies which may come for a short pilot project and
leave or may stay for the long run, dominating a large share of the market in its
category, whose consequences are therefore unpredictable.

To ‘speed up’ or to reduce the update time frame in the physical world, it is necessary to
shorten current processes and allow room for testing for trial and error to occur. While
for large-scale infrastructural projects (such as bridges, tunnels, new roads, new rapid
transit lines) this may not be feasible, for existing infrastructure requiring street
reconfiguration this becomes more feasible. Many cities are piloting agile ‘quick-fix’
solutions to street configurations, or deploy temporary interim solutions that do not
require significant infrastructure change or lengthy planning approvals. These solutions
follow the ‘Tactical Urbanism’ methodology which will be further explored in section 4.3,
showing how to reduce physical update rate, thereby speeding up the process and
better matching the virtual.

What are the consequences of mismatching the update rates of the virtual and
physical? Mismatching can occur when a technology that requires predominantly virtual
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infrastructure becomes adapted in a disruptive way. Here the physical infrastructure is
not up to date with the realities of new demands. This can be seen in the example of
Airbnb or Uber being adapted preemptively before policy changes are made to regulate
this new reality.

3.3.3 Incubation
An idea that would integrate the development of applications, services, and physical
digital infrastructure, is the idea of an incubator for innovation where individuals, groups,
or newly formed companies can test their initial ideas and receive support, interaction,
and form alliances with other local endeavors. An incubator provides a ‘safe’ space in
which to operate and apply a trial-and-error approach. The physical space where these
activities can be tested could be strategically selected designated curb spaces in
different municipalities, which will need to be communicated to the general public as
testing locations. These would be ideally spread out throughout a metropolitan area with
an integrated transit system accounting for different typologies and urban situations.

If we take the logic of the space further towards the physical space in which their
mobility and community ideas are being tested. We can think of a type of physical public
space that will lend itself for the trial of diverse solutions within a predefined framework,
to lower bureaucratic obstacles of conformity to city-wide regulations. These testing
areas can be grouped into an area attending different demands of movement and
connection of passengers, movement and distribution of goods, as well as civic related
community activity area.
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The design proposal in (Chapter 4) of a Mobility Hub distributes these zones within an
overall urban logic which enhances the urban design of a specific street section while
prioritizing the collective and shared mobility demands. In such a scenario, both digital
technology, which requires physical presence, and physical infrastructure which
requires a form of connectivity to a greater network logic can be tested, following the
approximation of the virtual and physical realms discussed earlier.

For such a system to be accessible to innovations and new entrants, we could imagine
a type of ‘plug-in ecosystem’ with a predefined interface that nevertheless provides
flexible solutions. For each zone, this interface would be different but will allow unity
within the category. For example, if one zone would want to test passenger movement
solutions, it could designate a space for pick up and drop off, with its rules of usage,
while also providing a platform for user interface and transaction, such as a terminal
area. The different existing operating Transport Network Companies (TNC’s) and new
entrants would plug into the digital user interface system while following the rules in the
physical space with potential vehicles (explored in further detail in 4.4.4). Another
example is the e-commerce zone, functioning in a similar manner where movement and
distribution of goods can be exchanged on a platform, where physical short-time
storage solutions could be tested (explored in further detail in 4.4.5).

In terms of community building, a civic public space could act as an incubator for ideas
that are being debated, discussed, and voted online in a virtual town hall of the local
region, area, or neighborhood. These ideas can be exercised in this defined space,
which would ideally work in a form of a plaza with some predefined facilities which
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encourage gatherings. An example of this is the Jim Deva Plaza in Vancouver’s West
End, where a former street has been transformed into a plaza, this plaza’s virtual
identity can be accessed online through a municipal website160 or social media161162,
where the community can book and organize events in the space. This is just an initial
low impact community-building mechanism, which could be expanded upon if local
entrepreneurial activity such as street vendors or community markets can be built upon
to harness both the physical and digital accessibility of the civic space.

160
Vancouver, City of. Jim Deva Plaza. https://vancouver.ca/streets-transportation/jim-deva-plaza.aspx.
Accessed 27 Mar. 2021.
161
‘Jim Deva Plaza (@jimdevaplaza) / Twitter’. Twitter, https://twitter.com/jimdevaplaza. Accessed 27
Mar. 2021.
162
Jim Deva Plaza | Facebook. https://www.facebook.com/JimDevaPlaza/. Accessed 27 Mar. 2021.
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3.4

Piloting

The gap between the unsynchronized update rates of the virtual and physical realms
can potentially be reduced by designing physical infrastructure that can be reconfigured
in a short time frame. This type of infrastructure can be piloted in the physical realm
through ‘Tactical Urbanism’ for the reconfiguration of public space. Conversely in the
virtual realm, the ‘Minimum Viable Product’ approach to innovation shall be correlated to
the limitations of the physical realm.

3.4.1 Tactical Urbanism
A method that allows trial and error and piloting in the public space is tactical urbanism,
which has increasingly entered the mainstream domain of planning through the last
decade, from a form of urban activism to a strategy that is used by municipalities to deal
with trials at providing more people-centered design. In the context of the public space
and the reconfiguration of existing space, especially to create quick solutions to road
safety or activation of public space.

Tactical urbanism methodology, originating from activism led guerrilla urbanism, is
currently used by many municipalities to update and change the public space more
cautiously and incrementally, challenging the automobile status quo and managing to
go forward with 21st-century adequate people-centric design proposals for the public
realm. Both for transforming and distributing the public space for the movement as well
as permanence and space activation and placemaking strategies. Using this
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methodology for implementing tactical projects is done through demonstration
interventions, prototyping solutions through real-life piloting, flexible, adjustable, through
low-budget, temporal, modular, removable, and movable materials. Projects include a
political ‘revert’ option built into the design, in the case of dissatisfaction or backlash of
users, population or constituency, one can return to the previous configuration, as all
physical elements of the design are removable.

Agility is one of the characteristics of tactical urbanism, as low-key and low-cost ‘Lighter,
Quicker, Cheaper’ according to PPS (Project for Public Spaces)163. It is precisely its
agility that gives it the flexibility to test out a configuration of space in a short time
without extensive planning, whereafter it can be readjusted to fit real-time real-life
demands as they arise.

Tactical urbanism (with its elements of temporality and agility), may help direct paths
toward possible design solutions for an uncertain and unpredictable future, as we move
towards mid-21st century disruption. This disruption is happening through a
convergence of technologies of automation, communication, and renewable, at zero
marginal cost. We will look at how these macro-trends may affect the physical space
and the consideration of a new virtual space. Consequently, the discussion will point to
how tactical methodologies may be used to accommodate these changes in the

163

The Lighter, Quicker, Cheaper Transformation of Public Spaces. https://www.pps.org/article/lighterquicker-cheaper. Accessed 28 Aug. 2020.
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physical space. In turn, this may provide some guidance for designers and planners for
approaching complex future projects with many question marks.

Alternating use of roads space re-allocation
for parklet (2015), bike-share (2017), pop-up
plaza (2019). E14th & Main St. Vancouver,
BC / Images: Google Streetview
Figure 27 – Tactical Urbanism Approach

Incremental piloting of introducing bike-lanes on
Burrard Bridge, Vancouver, BC / Images: Google
Streetview
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3.4.2 MVP: Tactical Urbanism
A feedback loop is a set of iterations used to validate or test an idea by receiving
feedback from users or by evaluating a product, finally returning to the starting point, to
make an informed decision on the next steps.

“Feedback occurs when outputs of a system are routed back as inputs as part of
a chain of cause-and-effect that forms a circuit or loop. The system can then be
said to feed back into itself.”164

The Minimum Viable Product (MVP) idea follows the ‘Lean Logic’ from ‘The Lean
Startup’ movement’ based on a book by Eric Ries165. This is the logic on which many
start-up companies, tech or otherwise, base their business model and growth is largely
around the idea of testing out a new idea, innovation as a product or service, tested out
with a specific group, or rolled out for public use. The product development strategy
used is often referred to as a Minimum Viable Product (MVP) which “...is a version of a
product with just enough features to satisfy early customers and provide feedback for
future product development.”166

164

‘Feedback’. Wikipedia, 28 Feb. 2021. Wikipedia,
https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Feedback&oldid=1009359530.
165
Ries, E. The Lean Startup: How Today’s Entrepreneurs Use Continuous Innovation to Create
Radically Successful Businesses. Crown Business, 2011.
166
‘Minimum Viable Product’. Wikipedia, 30 Mar. 2021. Wikipedia,
https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Minimum_viable_product&oldid=1015087379.
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Through feedback loops, the application of minimal rudimentary design iteration is
tested, which brings the idea of piloting. After a feedback loop, a decision can be made
on whether to proceed with the idea as is, make an iteration, or ‘pivot’, meaning reassess the product of the model and try a new one.

After having discussed the concept of the MVP, one can argue that tactical urbanism is
essentially the MVP of urbanism as it follows the same steps, processes, and feedback
loops. In tactical urbanism, one deploys low budget, agile design solutions with
minimum effort and cost, with the flexibility to be able to change and ‘pivot’ the design if
necessary. The reconfigurations of space, even though of temporary character and
materials, still oblige users to comply with the use of space, as if it was a permanent
change.

In this sense, tactical urbanism is a suitable urban transformation methodology to match
new technologies that are being tested and piloted through the lens of technological
solutions by companies, as well as public or social innovations. Through tactical
urbanism, it is possible to decrease the time it takes to plan, design, approve and
execute a physical transformation from years to a matter of months or even weeks, as
could be observed in numerous cities during the initial months of the Covid-19
pandemic. If a framework is set within municipalities and transportation authorities to
constantly monitor and adjust specifically known typologies of public space
transformation, it can in theory be possible to further decrease the physical update time
from months/weeks to days or hours depending on the scale and complexity of the
change. Furthermore, if the temporary infrastructure is designed to be re-configurable
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and modular in the first place, the constant modification of the design can be a built-in
design feature.

Use of curb lane for tactical bus bulb on Robson St., Vancouver, BC / Image: Y. Fogelson
Figure 28 – Tactical Curb Lane

The physical design should acknowledge the needs of the digital platforms, digital
business models, management, operation and enforcement, and vice versa. Following
the same logic, any design solution in the digital infrastructure, back-end or front-end,
will have to acknowledge the physical space or infrastructural element as part of the
design solution. This could include the placement of sensors and communication
devices, a physical user interface to welcome the potential user, and provide low barrier
access to the virtual service provided, such as a touch screen or payment stand.
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The matching of the virtual and physical infrastructure and update of the configuration of
hardware and software occurs in a process where both realms are thought of in unison.
The matching of the update rate and feedback loops between the virtual and physical
realms occurs therefore through, on the one hand, the slowing down of the virtual
update rate to take into account its physical counterpart in the design process. On the
other hand, in the physical realm, through the speeding up of reconfiguration
possibilities of flexible and easily adjustable design solutions, following the tactical
urbanism methodology.

Figure 29 – Reducing Physical Update Time

Reducing update speed of physical
infrastructure through Tactical Urbanism
piloting to match update speed of digital
applications that follow MVP piloting
methodology.

One example which uses piloting both digitally and physically is Curbflow, a mobile
application for delivery unloading or ride-hail pick-up drop off zones. The pilot
designated testing areas of a section of the curb space, that can be used through
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booking with the Curbflow App. The asphalt of these curb space areas is painted, as
well as identified by portable barriers that include information about the pilot and
information about downloading of the App. There are also parking posts stating ‘App
Check-in Loading Only’.167 The enforcement is done locally by Curbflow steward, and
cameras are being tested as well. The pilot is being tested in nine locations in
Washington DC in collaboration with the Department of Transportation as a ‘DDOT
Research Zone’.168169 It is also being tested in Columbus OH170 in the USA.

What is interesting in this pilot, is that it can be, in theory, expanded and modified
according to successes of early pilots, as well as further implementation of the
technology. Thereby, it emulates tactical urbanism methodology in the physical realm,
while adapting to changing updates of its software possibilities and rolling out of
potential new features.

167

‘New Loading Zones Arrive’. University District,
https://www.universitydistrict.org/news/2019/11/18/new-loading-zones-come-to-university-district.
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Accessed 27 Mar. 2021.
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4 SPECULATIVE DESIGN
PROPOSAL
Chapter 4 lays out a speculative design proposal for a hypothetical situation in
the urban realm. The design follows through from the scale of a metropole, with its citywide digitally connected transportation and 'Mobility Hub Network', with its different
urban typologies. In the local scale, ‘Mobility Hub Design’ is explored in an
incremental phasing strategy using the 'Transitional Design Methodology' explored in
Chapter 3. The design focuses on the street scale and investigates an innovative curb
space redesign that is simultaneously digitally connected. The different components of
the Mobility Hub are investigated and broken down into phases. The components
include: Transit + Micromobility; Civic Space; Vision Zero; Pick-Up Drop Off; ECommerce; and E-Fleet.

4.1

Design Vision

The future vision portrayed in this hypothetical design speculation is based on the topics
discussed in previous chapters. There is an assumption of a reality where there is an
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accelerated process of digital transformation of the public space, as explained in
Chapter 2. Furthermore, there is an understanding for the need of a transitioning
strategy, explained in Chapter 3. The designs in this chapter include visualizations of
the physical and virtual urban realms. These are depicted over phases corresponding to
the ‘Transitional Design Methodology’ laid out in Chapter 3.

In 4.1, design assumptions are discussed. While in 4.2 the city-wide scale is looked at
through the lens of a Mobility Hub Network. In 4.3 the phasing strategy is utilized to
explore the design of a Mobility Hub in the local level. In 4.4 the local scale is further
unpacked into the different design components, each investigated through different
phases, in both the physical and the virtual realm.

People First & Transit Oriented

The shift towards a more connected digitized city, as well as a move towards
‘autonomous urbanism’ will inevitably result in adaptation and the redesign of the
physical urban realm, more specifically the street network in the public space and the
use of road space, curb space and sidewalks. This transition can be used an
opportunity to set new priorities in the way that the public space is designed and to
challenge the automobile status quo through the creation of a new hierarchy. As
proposed in NACTO’s Blueprint for Autonomous Urbanism document, “People come
first in the autonomous age”. Here there is an inverted pyramid where people walking,
cycling and lingering in the public space receive a clear priority in terms of a dedicated
space and resource investment. In the second tier, the prioritization of high capacity on-
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street transit is seen as the only path to allow continued growth in cities without resulting
in congestion. In the third tier, freight and delivery services are given priority, it is
envisioned that these will be consolidated in specific zones, as well as supported by
smaller vehicles, autonomous delivery, as well as e-cargo bikes. Finally, private
vehicles and parking are given less space and their use is deprioritized through
dedicating less space for on-street parking. This logic of space dedication is visible in
the provisions of “Who Gets Curbside Priority?”171, an inverted pyramid diagram that
puts bus, transit and bike first; freight and delivery second; and individual trip vehicles
last.

MaaS Enabled & Transit Anchored

Mobility as a Service, as a concept, is an essential piece on which the design proposal
builds upon. As a successful implementation of MaaS will depend on finding a model
incorporating public transportation and private TNCs (Transportation Network
Companies), there may be different local models for different metropolitan regions. For
this desired scenario, a pro-transit MaaS system is imagined, one which is anchored
around transit. This is achieved in the virtual sphere through seamless integration
across platforms and most importantly in the automated payment method (such as
monthly subscription, or pay-as -you-go) which make it feasible to include modes such
as bike-share for example within any leg of a journey, with no perceived additional cost
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National Association of City Transportation Officials. Blueprint for Autonomous Urbanism: Second
Edition. 5 Sept. 2019. nacto.org, https://nacto.org/publication/bau2, p117.
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to the user. More importantly, this design proposal sets out to translate the integration
between modes in the physical urban design. This is done for example through the
integration of a bike-share station at the bus stop responding to pre-reservation demand
to facilitate mode transfer. Ride-hail, car-share facilities are also included in the design,
around a clear lay out including wayfinding, reminiscent of train stations. The ideas of
the mobility hub have been largely associated with MaaS, currently more common in the
station forecourt areas and in the vicinity of transit stations.

Physical: Wayfinding | Virtual: UI / UX

Imagine a network of city-wide interconnected mobility hubs providing diverse mobility
services. These should be provided to any user, whether through the use of a
connected device, or without a device through the use of on-site service facility. It
should be ideally designed as a comprehensible user-friendly setting. This can be
achieved through wayfinding – physically, as well as virtually through UI/UX (user
interface / user experience) accessed via connected devices (mobiles, e-bikes,
vehicles, touchscreen ticket machine, etc). The mobility hubs can resemble the
wayfinding and symbolism of a transit station (both physically and digitally) as part of
the regional rapid transit system, and therefore can be depicted by a ‘subway style
map’.

Community Mobility Hub

The Community Mobility Hub typology was chosen to be expanded upon in this report
as it is considered a special interesting case. It has urban design considerations,
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potential for public space activation, it contains a mix of public transit, micromobility, as
well as new mobility services of movement of passengers or goods. This transit-based
mobility hub that is nestled with public space is in a walkable location with amenities. It
can typically confine itself to the immediate environs of an intersection or within an
urban block. The added public space allows for community gathering place and
activities, while it creates a visual identity to the particular mobility hub in question.
Integration between modes is considered in the location of transit stop, micromobility
docking stations, PU-DO, e-commerce, as well as e-fleet storage space.

The Community Mobility Hub which will be explored in this section is part of a city-wide
network, part of an array of mobility hubs along a corridor for instance, then broken
down into components.

Neighbourhood Portals

What makes the Community Mobility Hub unique, is that it is not only anchored around
transit (like most of the mobility hubs proposed in section 4.2), but also anchored
around the daily community needs and daily activities such as local grocery stores, local
cafes and gathering and meeting places. These are activities that can be combined as
part of the daily commute, ‘on-the-way’ to work or back home, therefore strengthening
the logic between connection to other parts of the city with the local community activities
of its local residents. This idea comes from the ‘From Portals to Places’ initiative by PPS
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(Project for Public Spaces) which thinks of bus stops beyond their transport functionality
and extends them as ‘neighbourhood portals’.172173

Symbiotic Logic and Circular Growth

The different uses of the mobility hub have been broadly divided into two groups: the
first (yellow) being the ‘Transit + Active + Activation + Micromobility’ group, the second
(blue) being the ‘Vehicular New Mobility’ group. The first group is in the public interest of
incentivizing use of public transportation, walking, cycling, as well as activation of public
spaces for gatherings, or expanding sidewalk space or modifying intersections for safe
crossing (Vision Zero), this group needs to be subsidized and incentivized by the public
sector. On the contrary, the second group caters to vehicular use, whether private or
corporate, it includes ride-hail, ride-share, car-share and e-commerce related activity.
The second group is more susceptible to market dynamics. Although bike-share and
micromobility can be included in the private sphere, they are located in the first group,
for their positive environmental impact. There is a type of symbiotic relationship
between the two groups, one feeds the other by making the location more ‘attractive’.
Here the first group brings added value (public real estate) to the location, this in turn
raises the frequency of its users, which can be incorporated in the market dynamic,
rewarding the second group. This reward can be captured and used to invest back in
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the funding and improvement of public space and uses of the first group. Hereby,
circular growth can be leveraged by a systemic approach to economic development.

Figure 30 – Symbiotic Logic

Top Center: Community Mobility Hub Symbiotic
logic ‘Blue Group’ incentivizing ‘Yellow Group’,
in turn added value rewards ‘Blue Group’.
Left: Yellow Group: Transit + Active Mobility +
Activation of Public Space + Micromobility.
Right: Blue group: Vehicular New Mobility
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Assumptions on the Digital Transformation

In this scenario, there is the assumption that the process of digital transformation, with
its expansion and disruption, is inevitable and cannot be undone or stopped. Therefore,
there is a decision to utilize this innovative transformation in order to leverage it to
achieve policy targets of mobility, equity, health and sustainability.

With respect to urban design, the digital transformation should be utilized to benefit the
creation of people-oriented public spaces, transforming car-centric designs. It should be
used to help prioritize the design of walkable communities with pedestrian-friendly
infrastructure and micro-mobility options. It should also be used to help improve road
safety by adhering to ‘vision zero’ goals.

With respect to citizen engagement, the digital transformation should be utilized to
enhance the civic process and civic spaces. It can make placemaking tools and
community participation more widely available and enable the wider access to utilization
of the public space by citizens as a communal space with catered activities.

The Data Economy has a logic based on data collection and production. Data that is
gathered, mined and harvested should support implementation of new design solutions,
while at the same time addressing the collective needs of the greater population,
regarding privacy and access to services of movement of passengers (and goods) using
public and private modes of shared mobility, as well as access to public amenities and
civic spaces. In this context, it is important to prevent the unethical use of personal and
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collective data for commercial benefit, related to mobility services and services using
geo-localization in public spaces.

Innovative digital connectivity combined with data economy logic should be used
towards the testing and implementation of innovative curb space re-design, which in
turn can accommodate the deployment of new communications and monitoring
technologies.

Investigated Scenario: Pro-transit, People-first, Digitally Connected City

In order to define the direction for innovation and transformation, an overall future
design vision is needed. One which hypothesizes a possible yet desirable future
scenario, over a probable one. The future vision explored in this research, proposes a
pro-transit, people’s first, new mobility integrated, MaaS-enabled, digitally connected
design. It does this in the macro level by the invention of a city-wide network of mobility
hubs which are interconnected and function as a network system (see section 4.2). In
the outset of the future design vision, we can imagine an increasingly automated world
with a form of autonomous urbanism playing out based on connected devices including
mobile phones, AVs, delivery bots and physical urban infrastructure. In this vision
phase, we can also imagine that the mobility network can be integrated within a wider
eco-system of private and public services beyond the basic provision of mobility needs.

The speculative design proposal in this section lays out design solutions for different
mobility hub typologies (section 4.2), as well as zooming in on the different design
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components of such a mobility hub (4.4-4.9). These design components are based on
re-use of curb space and road space physical infrastructure.
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The following sections: 4.2 Mobility Hub Network (pages 166-171)); 4.3 Mobility Hub
Design (pages 172-183); and 4.4. Mobility Hub Components (pages 184-209); have
been included in a different format than the theoretical part of this thesis. This a graphic
and visually informative format which reflects an adapted version of the layout in the
TIPSLAB Report - Transitioning into New Mobility – Future Curb Space Design174,
prepared for Translink, April 2021.

Figure 31 – Mobility Hub – Network, Design, and Components (pages 165-209)

174

Fogelson, Yuval, and AnnaLisa Meyboom. Transitioning into New Mobility - Future Curb Space
Design. TIPSLAB Prepared for TransLink. Apr. 2021, https://blogs.ubc.ca/tipslab/transitioning-into-newmobility/.
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4.2

4.2
Mobility Hub Network
The connected metropolis is built up of zones and different mobility
hubs. The zones consist of special districts with their particular urban
typology and their unique mobility needs. These include dense
downtown areas, urban centers, commercial urban transit corridors,
which could include a variety of smaller coordinated mobility hub hot
spots.
Other mobility hubs can be in locations such as campuses, shopping
centers and other large traffic generation areas or institutions
which are responsible for the generation of trips, as an origin and
destination. Here we can also reimagine possible alternative mobility
in a suburban setting with mobility hubs which are adapted to this
specific unwalkable environment.
The connected city is served by an array of different mobility hubs
which will be laid out in this section. As the scope of this research
does not allow exploring all typologies, one mobility hub typology,
the Community Mobility Hub, will be fully unpacked into its different
components and phasing strategy (explained in 4.3).

4.2
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4.2.1

Mobility Hub Typologies: Urban Typology (Zones)

Urban Typology
(Zones)

In many major cities, especially in the Canadian context used as the base for this research,
the most prevalent urban typologies can be found. These include (usually a single) city center
downtown core area; multiple urban centers as sub centers or neighbouring municipalities; linear
commercial corridors based upon transit. All of the urban typologies characterize themselves as
walkable well connected areas, serving the metropolis.

City Center Zone Downtown Typology
The dense core urban center, a downtown is characterized by its high walkability, multiple mass rapid transit stops, high generator of trip destinations and origins.
New Mobility: In such a setting the mobility hub functionalities of predominantly PUDO and
e-commerce delivery are spread throughout the core along designated curb space. Shared
fleet storage and charging spaces are predominantly designated within a network of publicly
accessible private locations (such as parking garages and residential buildings). Shared micromobility occupies curb space, 'pavement to plazas' as well as established public spaces.
Virtual Zoning: Enforcement, Revenue, Geofencing
Curb Space usage: PU-DO usage fees, e-com utilization
Congestion charge, LEZ, ULEZ, ZEZ
Off-street E-charge and storage of fleet vehicles

Urban Center Zone

with / without rapid transit station

An urban area in the metropolitan context, 'uptown' or 'midtown' characterized areas,
usually functions as a local centrality. Has high walkability, multiple transit options, yet
not always a mass transit station. High density residential areas adjacent.
New Mobility: In such a setting the mobility hub functionalities of PUDO, e-commerce delivery
are centralized around one or two major avenues, or on feeding side streets in designated curb
space. Shared fleet storage and charging spaces located in designated curb space as well as
publicly accessible private locations. Shared micromobility occupies curb space, 'pavement to
plazas' as well as established public spaces, adjacent to transit.
Virtual Zoning: Enforcement, Revenue, Geofencing
Curb Space usage: PU-DO usage fees, e-com utilization
Congestion charge, LEZ, ULEZ, ZEZ

Urban Corridor Zone

with / without rapid transit station

A commercial corridor based around rapid transit. Has high walkability, medium-high
density along the corridor and residential areas adjacent.
New Mobility: Uses of PUDO, e-commerce delivery are centralized along the corridor in designated curb space corresponding to each local mobility hub on the route. Where curb lane is
used for other uses such as peak-hour traffic, new mobility uses located in feeding side streets
in designated curb space. Shared fleet storage and charging spaces located in designated curb
space as well as publicly accessible private locations. Shared micromobility occupies 'pavement to plazas' at community mobility hubs, as well as curb space adjacent to transit.
Virtual Zoning: Enforcement, Revenue, Geofencing
Curb Space usage: PU-DO usage fees, e-com utilization
Congestion charge, LEZ, ULEZ, ZEZ
On-street E-charge and storage of fleet vehicles
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4.2.2

Mobility Hub Typologies: Urban Transit Mobility Hub

Urban Transit
Mobility Hub

Urban transit related mobility hubs, can be projected, coordinated by municipalities and transportation authorities in order to organize and systematize the bulk of mobility needs or urban areas.
Below are specific mobility hub typologies related to transit.

Mass Transit MH
This MH is located at mass-transit stations of heavy or light rail usually. This MH allows integration between
different transpiration modes strategically located around station entrances to secure seamless integration,
both through a MaaS type UI integration, as well as physically through urban design and wayfinding. The
different modes in the integration include transit, micromobility and e-fleets.

Community MH

without /
with rapid transit station

The Community Mobility Hub, is a transit-based MH that is nestled with public space in a walkable location
with amenities. It can typically confine itself to the immediate environs of an intersection or a within an
urban block. The added public space allows community gathering place and activities, while it creates a
visual identity to the particular MH in question. Seamless integration between modes is considered in the
location of transit stop, micromobility docking stations, pick-up drop off, e-commerce, as well as e-fleet
storage space. This typology will be explored in Ch 4.3)

Major Train Station MH
In many major cities, intercity and suburban rail travel make central train stations a location of first encounter with the city, acting as an urban interface. As such, wayfinding and digital connectivity options should
play a large part in the design layout of a MH in this context. Here integration with PU-DO and micromobility is important and should build up on existing integration with other modes of transit such as light rail and
buses.

Airport MH
Airports are unique points of first contact with the city. Airports today largely operate with the idea of MH
in mind with special integration with transit to the city, as well as extensive and geofenced PU-DO areas,
sending passengers to specific zones. Further provisions can be made regarding e-fleets, as well as
facilitation of use of digital services (such as e-kiosks and digital service awareness zones) for international
arrivals with limited local internet connection possibilities which is a necessity for some mobility services.

New TOD MH
Transit Oriented Development encourages for the redevelopment of new high density or commercial
districts which are often designed with completely new infrastructure and streetscape. The idea here is to
integrate the MH facilities in the new design and acquire new development proposals in proximity to the
station to these facilities embedded in the urban design masterplan. This includes increased provisions for
micromobility lanes and infrastructure both on private as on public space. Finally, e-fleet accommodation
both on- and off-street integrated into a single network.
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4.2.3

Mobility Hub Typologies: Traffic Generator Mobility Hub

Traffic Generator
Mobility Hub

Additional mobility hubs can be located at large institutions, shopping centers, stadiums, hospitals
and other traffic generating uses. These can function under responsibility of their institution whether private or public, with overview and coordination of municipal and transportation authorities.

Pop-up MH (Event)

without /
with rapid transit station

A Pop-Up MH can be deployed for a specific occasion which attract large crowds and generates traffic in
a specific predefined time, date and duration. This MH could be used in relation to activity in stadiums,
convention centres, concert halls and other locations with peak uses correlated to a specific program,
the MH could additionally include parades and specific annual events. It can be composed of a set of
movable infrastructure which can replicate a virtual temporary addition the entire MH network, analogues
to a ‘pop-up subway station’.

Traffic Generator MH

without /
with rapid transit station

This is a general name for a MH within a location or institute that generates traffic on a daily basis
throughout the day. Here we can imagine hospitals, health centres, hotels or educational facilities (other
than university campuses). This MH is usually limited and can be operated by the institution at hand,
nevertheless it needs to adhere to transit and municipal MH related regulations.

Shopping Center MH

without /
with rapid transit station

Shopping centres generate increased amount of traffic. Many regional shopping centres have multiple
entrances and roadway systems, therefore this MH can be spread out with inter-connected hot-spots at
strategic locations such as entrances and transit stops, as well as new testing of delivery technology and
experimentation with new public spaces to accommodate transfers.

Campus MH

without /
with rapid transit station

University (or other) campuses, whether within the urban fabric or isolated, generate substantial yearround traffic as a destination and origin of trips. Campuses are well served by transit and often have
walkable environments where micromobility can be integrated within a larger network. As such, the campus MH can benefit from the integration of lighter modes connecting to the city-wide system seamlessly.
In this case the institute should be responsible for a local mobility plan to be implemented with the MH
facilities as an anchor.
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4.2.4

Mobility Hub Typologies: Suburban Zone

Suburban Zone

A low-dense suburban setting with low walkability, may have ‘transit deserts’ with transit only at main arterial roads and does not permeate the low density residential zones
with frequent transit service. This area characterizes itself with commercial activity
along corridors with an abundance of off-street parking.
New Mobility: E-com and PU-DO not designated. Shared fleet, pooling, shuttles and incentivized shared micromobility used to respond to 'last miles' demands. These are located at hotspots mobility hubs adjacent to transit, as well a local community distribution centers.
Virtual Zoning: Enforcement, Revenue, Geofencing, Operational mobility district. Deployment
of local micromobility and shuttle systems can be provided by private partnerships, adhering
to municipal and transit MH regulations.

Suburban Gateway

without /
with rapid transit station

This MH can be located along main arteries with frequent transit routes and serves to connect this
transit corridor with the immediate localities beyond walkable distance of around 2 km (a little above
the 'last mile'). Here micromobility and shuttle services can be deployed to serve local low-density
residential areas. These services can be deployed through partnerships, nevertheless, they need to
adhere to municipal and transit authority MH regulations.

Local Community MH
This MH is different in that it is not necessarily connected to transit, however, it serves locations
within the ‘transit desert’ which function as community gathering spaces, such as parks, schools or
community centres. These can be integrated in a local zone which coordinated the micromobility and
shuttle system within the zone, in connection to ‘Suburban Gateway MHs’.
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4.3

4.3
Mobility Hub Design
Virtual & Physical

The speculative design proposal provides a dual visualization
systemization which includes the physical design version and its
counterpart in the virtual realm, the digital twin. Visualizations in this
section include both realms “side-by-side” for better comparison and
understanding of the design in each of its phases.

Transitional Urban Design

The design process follows the transition strategy (explored in chapter
3) which is investigated in four time-frames: The current situation (Phase
0); The piloting phase (Phase 1); The concretization phase (Phase 2);
The long-term vision (Phase 3). Each of these phases is broken to their
physical and virtual counterparts. This phasing strategy supports builtin testing as its feature, during a period of adoption to new mobility and
the digitization of public space. It may help with agile response to a
constant state of transitioning, therefor requiring a Transitional Urban
Design approach.

MH Typology

The Community Mobility Hub typology was chosen to be expanded
upon in this report as it is considered a special interesting case. It has
urban design considerations, potential for public space activation, it
contains a mix of public transit, micromobility, as well as new mobility
services of movement of passengers or goods. This transit-based MH
that is nestled with public space in a walkable location with amenities. It
can typically confine itself to the immediate environs of an intersection
or a within an urban block. The added public space allows community
gathering place and activities, while it creates a visual identity to the
particular MH in question. Integration between modes is considered
in the location of transit stop, micromobility docking stations, PU-DO,
e-commerce, as well as e-fleet storage space.
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4.3

Regulate

CITY

The Mobility Hub is connected to a set of real-time virtual
zoning layers, with coding of the virtual urban realm with its
regulations pertaining digital use of public space. Regulation
is coded for every geofenced physical space, including
charging and enforcement.

TSPs

The Transport Service Providers are connected to the MH
through a platform-based system, here the essential data
necessary for optimal mobility functioning is controlled, while
other operational data and user behavioural data is highly
regulated, mitigating potential negative effects of the data
economy market dynamics and surveillance capitalism.

Data

Community MH
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4.3.1

Transitional Design Strategy

0

Physical

Demonstration

Phases 0 & 1 Overview

1

Physical

Interim - Piloting

Covid Curbs

Phase 0 | Current condition | 2020

Tactical Urbanism

Phase 1 | Immediate action | Time-frame: 1-2 years

Virtual

Virtual

Siloed Apps

Silo Grouping

Disconnected

Piloting

Plaza + Activation +
Micromobility

Covid Curbs +
Micromobility

Transit

Food Truck

PUDO + Car-share

Transit +
Micromobility

PU-DO + Loading
Zone + Car-share
Vision Zero
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4.3.1

Transitional Design Strategy

2

Phases 2 & 3 Overview

3

Physical

Concretization

From Temporary to Permanent

Phase 2 | Mid-term range | Time-frame: 5-10 years

Physical

Autonomous

Physical Digital Infrastructure

Phase 3 | Long term vision | Time-frame: 25-35 years

Virtual

Virtual

Network

Ecosystem

MaaS Enabled

Totem + Plaza + Activation
+ Micromobility + Mobile
Commerce

Digital Ecosystem

Totem + Plaza + Activation
+ Micromobility + Mobile
Commerce

Transit +
Micromobility

Totem + Transit +
PU-DO

PU-DO + E-com +
E-Fleet
Vision Zero

E-com + E-Fleet
Vision Zero
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4.3.2

0

Phase 0

Phase ‘Zero’ refers to the initial automobileoriented condition. However, rather than a
‘before’ scenario, the zero stands for the
initiation of light tactical solutions as part of
‘open streets’ and physical distancing measures
responding to the Covid-19 pandemic. These
can be seen as ‘demonstration projects’ and
can be implemented in an ephemral charachter,
with the possibility to remove interventions
whenever required.

Current Condition / Covid Curbs

Tactical sidewalk extension
6th St. New Westminster

Image: Y Fogelson (Sep 2020)

Tactical bus platform
Lonsdale Ave, North Vancouver

Image: Y Fogelson (Sep 2020)

Tactical room to queue
W4th Ave, Vancouver

Image: Y Fogelson (May 2020)

Tactical curbs
Lonsdale Ave, North Vancouver

Image: Y Fogelson (Sep 2020)

Tactical loading zone
Robson St. Vancouver

Image: Y Fogelson (Sep 2020)

Tactical patio
6th St. New Westminster

Image: Y Fogelson (Sep 2020)

The tactical solutions include, pop-up plazas,
sidewalk extentions, patios, room for queueing,
curbside pick-up, as well as tactical bus curbheight docks. For more examples on case
studies utilizing the aforementioned solutions,
see 5.21, 5.2.3, 5.2.4.

Tactical sidewalk extension / room to queue

Tactical curbs during Covid pandemic
Lonsdale Ave, North Vancouver

Image: Y Fogelson (Sep 2020)
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4.3.2

Phase 0 - Physical & Virtual
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4.3.3

1

Phase 1

Immediate Action - Piloting

The first phase refers to the immediate action
that can be taken (planning and execution)
within the time frame of 1-2 years. In this phase
we can imagine piloting of tactical physical
solutions, coupled with trial of new technological
and new business models in the virtual realm.
Amongst the physical interventions of the
‘Yellow Group’ (4.3.1) are tatcical pop-up
plazas, parklets and patios, food trucks, bikeshare docking stations, cycle lanes, tactical
curb extensions, Vision Zero intersection
reconfigurations, as well tactical bus bulbs.

Bus platform

PU-DO zone

Plaza & bike street

E-com zone

For the ‘Blue Group’ (4.3.1) we can imagine a
waiting area pick-up drop-off parklet, loading
zone with parklet, as well as dedicated car-share
spaces.
All interventions can be adjusted, reconfigured
and optimized as part of the piloting project.

Sidewalk extension

Pop-up plaza & bike street
E14th / Main St. Vancouver

Car-share zone

Image: Y Fogelson (Aug 2020)
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4.3.3

Phase 1 - Physical & Virtual

PUDO
Transit +
Micromobility

0

1

2

3

Today

1-2y

5-10y

25-35y

E-com

E-fleet

<15 min

>15 min

1
Virtual
Phase 1
Silos

Plaza /
Civic Space
+ Microbility

Vision 0

1
Physical
Phase 1
Piloting
Plaza /
Civic Space
+ Microbility

Transit +
Micromobility

PUDO

E-com

E-fleet

Vision 0
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4.3.4

2

Concreteziation

Phase 2

The second phase referes to a time-frame
of 5-10 years, as the ‘Concretization’ stage,
consolidating the succesfully tested and publicly
supported changes from the piloting phase.
A streetscape renewal project incoporates
temporary spaces from the previous phase as
‘permanent’ requiring infrastructural change.
At the heart of the ‘Yellow Group’ (4.3.1) lies
the transit anchor in the form of upgraded bus
stops integrated with micromobility options, as
well as a civic space with a plaza incoporating
designated bookable space for communal
activity, food trucks and street vendor.

Bus platform

PU-DO terminal

The ‘Blue Group’ (4.3.1) consist of a pick-up
drop-off sheltered terminal, an e-commerce
loading zone with parklet and transfer facilities
to last-mile solutions, as well as dedicated
spaces designated for E-fleets with EV charging.

E-com zone

Mobility Hub Totem

Public space activation
Jim Deva Plaza Bute/Davie St. Vancouver

Plaza

Image: Y Fogelson (Sep 2020)
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4.3.4

Phase 2 - Physical & Virtual

Transit +
Micromobility

0

1

2

3

Today

1-2y

5-10y

25-35y

PUDO

E-com

E-fleet

<3 min

<15 min

>15 min

2
Virtual
Phase 2
Concretization

Plaza /
Civic Space
+ Microbility

!

Vision 0

2
Physical
Phase 2
Concretization
Plaza /
Civic Space
+ Microbility

Transit +
Micromobility

PUDO

E-com

E-fleet

Vision 0
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4.3.5

3

Autonomous

Phase 3

The third phase referes to a long term timeframe of 25-35 years, as the vision where
possible desirable scanerios can play out. The
streetscape is adapted to autonomous urbanism
and is anchored around (rapid) transit. The BRTstyle bus terminal in the median is doubled as
a PU-DO terminal for private shuttles and other
mobility services.
The plaza from phase 2 expands the idea of
designated bookable space for communal
activity, varied mobile commerce slots, with
‘virtual address’ lockers, micromobility and
e-cargobike facilities.
E-com space and E-fleet designated spaces
include wireless charging, are limited in space
and follow market logic for booking and usage.

Transit / PU-DO Terminal

E-Fleet / Wireless E-charge

Mobility Hub Totem in Plaza

Overview of Transit+PU-DO Terminal and plaza area

Plaza
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4.3.5

Phase 3 - Physical & Virtual Model

Transit +
Micromobility

0

1

2

3

Today

1-2y

5-10y

25-35y

3

PUDO

E-fleet

E-com

<3 min

>15 min

<15 min

Virtual
Phase 3
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Plaza /
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+ Microbility

!

Vision 0

3
Physical
Phase 3
Autonomous
Plaza /
Civic Space
+ Microbility

Transit +
Micromobility

PUDO

E-fleet

E-com

Vision 0
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4.4
Mobility Hub Components
The mobility hub requires the interaction between the different
mobility modes and their physical supporting infrasture, in this
section the concept gains a deeper inspection by further braking
down its working components and looking at these spearately.
The components shown span three phases (1-2-3) with relevant
references or precedents, each is shown in both its physical and
virtual models.

Furthermore the components are divided into two groups (4.3.1):

Transit + Active + Activation + Micromobility (“Yellow Group”)
Vehicular New Mobility (“Blue Group”)
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“Yellow Group”
Transit + Active
+ Activation +
Micromobility

1

Phase 1

2

Phase 2

3

1

Phase 1

2

Phase 2

3

Immediate | 1 - 2 years

Concretization | 5 - 10 years

Phase 3

Autonomous | 25 - 35 years

4.4.1
Transit+
Micromobility
4.4.2
Civic Space

4.4.3
Vision Zero

“Blue Group”
Vehicular
New Mobility
4.4.4
PU-DO
4.4.5
E-Commerce
4.4.6
E-Fleet

Immediate | 1 - 2 years

Concretization | 5 - 10 years

Phase 3

Autonomous | 25 - 35 years
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4.4.1

4.4.1
Transit + Micromobility
The main component which the Mobility Hub is anchored around is transit, serving as the backbone to connection to other modes. Here, micromobility compliments bus trips as first and last mile solutions and is integrated with the bus stop. This physical seamless integration between the
modes is also promoted virtually through MaaS platforms enabling integration of payment methods and joint operations between operators into
a single multi-modal trip. In the example explored in this section there is a
transition from a bus stop platform extension (bus bulb) in phase 1; to an
upgraded bus stop and dedicated bus lane in phase 2; to finally a BRTstyle integrated terminal solution in the visionary third phase.

4.4.1

0

Transit + Micromobility

PHYSICAL
•

Tactical - Pilot
Project

Tactical bus platform curb extensions (‘bus
bulb’) to sidewalk level. If necessary, a bus
island bulb to accommodate the bike lane with
attention to safety regarding potential conflict
between cyclists and passengers boarding bus
conflict.

•

Bike-share docking station occupying curb
space, adjacent to bus stop, or clearly visible
from stop

•

Bicycle parking for non-bike-share

ProjectConcretization

Connected
Autonomous Vision

Today

Silos

Network
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1

2

3

1-2y

5-10y

25-35y

Immediate

Ecosystem

•

Apps in silos (bike-share,
other micromobility and routeplanning apps)

•

Route planning and navigation
apps feed from available
open-source data on real-time
bus arrival information and
connections.

•

No ticketing option for public
transport, Expansion of piloting
with smart card integration with
other modes.

•

Testing of geofencing
technology in buses and public
transportation to limit speed,
send alerts and other safety and
optimization features.

VIRTUAL

Google Maps

Mobi App

4.4.1

0

Transit + Micromobility

PHYSICAL

Tactical - Pilot
Project

•

Bus platform extensions from phase 1 become
permanent sidewalk extensions. Possibility
of bus-parklet layout to integrate with bike
docking station.

•

MaaS seamless integration is expressed in the
physical design.

•

Interactive bus stop with transit ticketing
stands.

•

Transit totems in plaza help with location
identification, user orientation and wayfinding.

ProjectConcretization

Connected
Autonomous Vision

1

Today

Silos

Network

1-2y

Ecosystem

•

MaaS - integration of public
transportation with other
modes for multi-modal trips
seamlessly integrating
micromobility and transit under
an integrated booking and
payment system.

•

Expansion of geofencing
testing and operational
implementation in buses and
public transportation.
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2

3

5-10y

25-35y

Concretization

VIRTUAL

4.4.1

Transit + Micromobility

PHYSICAL

Tactical - Pilot
Project

•

New configuration with a BRT / LRT style
transit station, relocated to the median of the
street. Transit terminal shared with PU-DO in
opposite directions (see 4.4.4).

•

Micromobility reallocated to plaza and along
cycling infrastructure.

•

IoT and sensor technology embedded in
infrastructure, poles and totems.

•

Totems integrated within transit terminal with
mobility services information and ticketing
point.

ProjectConcretization

Connected
Autonomous Vision

Silos

Network

0

1

2

Today

1-2y

5-10y

Ecosystem

•

Fully integrated transportation
network with autonomous transit
system.

•

Mobility Hub component of
transit to provide open-source
data of real time scheduled
transit activity.

•

Mobility Hub component
of micromobility to provide
information on the different
modes and their availability
which can be used by an
ecosystem of services of
mobility in a network of MaaS
providers.

•

Remotely regulated terminal
activity and autonomous buses,
similar to rapid transit stations.

BikeShare1, E-Scooter1

3
25-35y

Vision

VIRTUAL
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4.4.2

4.4.2
Civic Space
The civic space component of public space, serves as a gathering space
of the local community, it is a location than can encompass and help
create the identity of a place. This can be done through placemaking
initiatives such as public space activation and programming of events
and activities. These can be materialized in the physical realm through
tactical pop-up plazas and public parklets in phase 1 and concretized as
a formal public plaza in phase 2. Street vendors, food trucks and food
bikes are also an important part of public space activation. In the virtual
realm, there is a possibility to unify an e-permit booking system for allocation of civic space usage for both commercial food-related activities, as
well as event organization and booking by the local community.

4.4.2

0

Civic Space

PHYSICAL

Tactical - Pilot
Project

•

Road space of cross street is transformed into
a pop-up plaza with tactical solutions of paint
and removable planters and, benches, tables
and chairs.

•

Reserved space for cycle path marked on
ground and separated with planters.

•

Bike-share and other micromobility docking
stations or designated parking areas for
dockless fleets.

•

Designate space for street vendor or food
truck in or near plaza.

ProjectConcretization

Today

Connected
Autonomous Vision

Silos

Network
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1-2y

5-10y

25-35y

Immediate

Ecosystem

•

Booking space for events can
be done manually through
dedicated municipal website
and social media or through BIA
media.

•

Food truck allocation app trial of
geofenced permitted zones.

•

Micromobility apps in silo,
corresponding to their own bike
or e-scooter fleet.

•

Piloting of an e-permit booking
system.

VIRTUAL

Jim Deva Plaza Webpage

Foodtruck App

4.4.2

0

Civic Space

PHYSICAL

Tactical - Pilot
Project

•

Concretization of interim plaza from previous
phase, integrated in a streetscape plan.

•

Designated space for micromobility docking
stations, areas for dockless fleets.

•

Designated space for street vendor, food truck,
food-bike, or mobile AV cafe.

•

Placemaking and local identity activities
and programming of events. Opportunity for
community public artwork.

•

Transit totems in plaza help with user
orientation and wayfinding.

ProjectConcretization

1

Today

Connected
Autonomous Vision

Silos

Network

1-2y

Ecosystem

•

Opportunity to unify an
e-permit booking system for
allocation of civic space usage
for both commercial foodrelated activities, as well as
event organization and booking
by the local community. This
system can be linked to a
schedule booking system
overlooked by municipality or
BIA of specific location.

•

Coding of space to include
safety crossing zones with
Vision Zero provision (see
4.4.3)
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25-35y

Concretization

VIRTUAL

4.4.2

Civic Space

PHYSICAL
•

Plaza design adapted to
growing micromobility cycle
infrastructure.

•

Expanded, designated sheltered
space for micromobility docking
stations, areas for dockless
fleets.

•

Designate space for street
vendor, food truck or mobile AV
cafe.

•

Transit totems in plaza help with
user orientation, wayfinding and
mobility services information
and ticketing point.

Tactical - Pilot
Project

ProjectConcretization
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Today

1-2y

5-10y

Ecosystem

•

E-permit system expanded to
any temporary commercialized
use of public space.
Enforcement through
geofencing registration of space
occupation in duration and time
of day.

•

Booking and charging system
compatible with curb space
booking system. Uses favouring
community or activation of
space can be prioritized, while
revenue from commercial uses
can be reinvested in local
maintenance and improvement.

3
25-35y

Vision

VIRTUAL
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4.4.3

4.4.3
Vision Zero
The Vision Zero initiative seeks to eliminate all traffic fatalities and severe injuries while increasing safe, healthy, equitable mobility for all. The
investigated road safety improvement measures focus on intersection
improvement by reduction of crossing distance for pedestrians, this is
achieved by extending the sidewalk on behalf of the curb space, creating
‘bulb-outs’.
In terms of digital infrastructure, in the first phase cameras and sensors
can be trialled to document and analyze near-miss incidents between
vehicles and pedestrians and cyclists. In a second phase, geofencing
of intersections can be coded with regulations such as slowing or stopping speeding vehicles, this can be linked to vehicular operating systems
which may become increasingly standardized and near ubiquitous towards a visionary phase.

!

4.4.3

0

Vision Zero

PHYSICAL

Tactical - Pilot
Project

•

Tactical ‘bulb outs’, sidewalk intersection
corner extensions are marked with paint and
bollards. Crossing distance for pedestrian is
shortened, speed-reducing vehicles turning,
reducing potential vehicle-pedestrian conflicts.

•

Digital infrastructure such as cameras or
sensors can be tested.

Today

ProjectConcretization

Connected
Autonomous Vision

Silos

•

Network
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1-2y

5-10y

25-35y

Immediate

VIRTUAL

Ecosystem

Data generated from cameras
and sensors analyzing traffic
flows, can identify near-miss
incidents can be used to
simulate and different street
layout or traffic light timing.

!

4.4.3

0

Vision Zero

PHYSICAL

Tactical - Pilot
Project

•

Intersection redesign based upon previous
layout experimentations.

•

Digital infrastructure and sensors incorporated
in smart pavement, posts and traffic lights.

•

Rain gardens or other greenery and sitting
areas can be incorporated in ‘gained’ space
immediately adjacent to the intersection.
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Today

ProjectConcretization

Connected
Autonomous Vision

Silos

•

Network

1-2y
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25-35y

Concretization

VIRTUAL

Ecosystem

Geofencing of intersections
can be coded with regulations.
Predictive pre-emptive alerts,
based on trajectory movement
of vehicle and its environment,
can be sent in real-time
to vehicles with operating
systems compatible with
geofencing road regulation
coding.

!

4.4.3

Vision Zero

PHYSICAL
•

Intersection adapted to future
layout with additional designated
space for micromobility
infrastructure, ideally on both
sides of street.

•

Crossing zones can include
new ground signalization
mechanisms and installed
sensors and ground lights.

•

Opportunity for curbless streets.

Tactical - Pilot
Project

ProjectConcretization

Connected
Autonomous Vision

Silos

•

Network
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Today

1-2y

5-10y

3
25-35y

Vision

VIRTUAL

Ecosystem

AV Vehicular operating systems
may become near ubiquitous.
This allows local override
of remote driving system
feeding off real-time data from
embedded infrastructure, to
increase safety and avoid
vehicle-pedestrian or cyclist
conflicts.
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4.4.4

4.4.4
PU-DO Terminal
With the increase adoption of ride hail services, the demand for PU-DO
(pick-up / drop off) zones has increased in urban areas. PU-DO zones
can be curb space that is limited to a permanence of maximum 3 minutes,
implying the presence of a driver in or near the vehicle. These areas can
be used by any private vehicle or service of passenger movement such
as taxis and van-share or car-pooling services. The first phase proposes
designating a 1-2 curb space parklet as a waiting area. This is coupled
with geofencing regulations of allowed pick-up or drop-off locations within a specific radius or with a specific corridor. In the second phase the
parklet becomes a small sheltered 2-3 curb space sized terminal, with
booking / check-in stands for passengers which are not using an app or
mobile device. In the visionary phase, the PU-DO unites with the transit
terminal in the median of the street. The PU-DO terminal in the future
may include autonomous taxis, autonomous shuttles, car-pool, van-pool
or other shared vehicular modes.

4.4.4

0

PU-DO Terminal

PHYSICAL

Tactical - Pilot
Project

•

Dedicated curb space for pickup and drop off
zone of 3-5 parking spaces.

•

Designating a 1-2 space parklet as a waiting
area for passengers waiting for their ride.
Parklet can include information board about
services and wayfinding.

Today

ProjectConcretization
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Network
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5-10y

25-35y

Immediate

Ecosystem

•

Apps in silos of different TNCs.

•

Piloting of geofencing along
corridor to regulate PU-DO by
sending passenger to pick up
location. Drop off at terminal
only for drivers to terminate
transactions of rides.

•

Piloting of dynamic dropoff usage fee by time of
day, duration, location and
contribution to congestion.

•

Optimization and scenario
building through curb space use
analytics.

VIRTUAL

Lyft App

Uber App

Apps
A

B

C

4.4.4

SPECULATIVE DESIGN PROPOSAL | Mobility Hub Components

PU-DO Terminal

PHYSICAL

Tactical - Pilot
Project

•

Previous parklet is transformed into a small
sheltered 2-3 parking space sized terminal.

•

Integration of non-company specific generic
digital kiosks for a wide variety of MaaS
services.

•

Kiosks or booking / check-in stands allow
hailing, booking a trip and payment amongst
participating local shared / ride-hail mobility
services, taxis, paratransit, van pool, etc.
Digital kiosks serve passengers which are not
using an app or mobile device.

ProjectConcretization

Connected
Autonomous Vision

Silos

TIME LIMIT

0

1

Today

1-2y

Network

Ecosystem

•

PU-DO activities within
designated geofenced
corridor permitted in dedicated
geofenced curb space zone
only.

•

MaaS allows integration
between modes for a leg
of journey. It allows for the
integration of multiple TNC
providers in different mobility
bundles.

•

PU-DO terminal usage
analytics and data generated
from digital kiosk help optimize
operation and enforcement of
terminal use.

•

Geofencing accuracy
improvements to designate
safer driver-passenger
identification upon pick up.
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SPECULATIVE DESIGN PROPOSAL | Mobility Hub Components

0

PU-DO Terminal

PHYSICAL

Tactical - Pilot
Project

•

The PU-DO terminal in the future may
integrate a wide variety of autonomous
passenger moving services, such as
autonomous taxis, autonomous shuttles,
car-pool, van-pool or other shared vehicular
modes.

•

The PU-DO terminal unites with the transit
terminal in the median of the street.

•

Terminal has real-time notice boards of
commercialized scheduled arrival and
departure of shared vehicle services. Private
vehicles can also use this area for PU-DO.

1

Today

ProjectConcretization

Connected
Autonomous Vision

Silos

TIME LIMIT

Network

1-2y

Ecosystem

•

Any autonomous vehicle is
directed to PU-DO terminal
within a designated geofenced
zones or along a segment of a
geofenced corridor.

•

Analytics on passenger seat
occupation in private shuttles
can be shared across platforms
within an ecosystem network.

•

Real-time information on
shuttles’ arrival and departure
data processed for optimized
operation use of terminal, or for
redirecting to other terminals.

2
5-10y

3
25-35y

Vision

VIRTUAL
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4.4.5

4.4.5
E-commerce Zone
E-commerce is responsible for an increase in the demand on temporary
occupation of the curb space for loading and unloading. This is due to
an increase in on-line shopping, as well as geo-based food delivery apps
and other services related to movement of goods. In the investigation, an
example of between 2-5 parking spaces is explored. This is composed
from an adjustable 1-3 curb space for loading as well as 1-2 spaces for
an unloading parklet. This parklet can be a simple curb level unloading
platform in phase 1, later include delivery cycle or e-cargo bike facilities. The platform could potentially move on wheels in a later stage and
can reallocate itself 1-2 parking spaces to each direction if deemed necessary. The platform could potentially include movable locker facilities
for pick-up of express delivery goods. In the visionary phase, last-mile
delivery solutions are largely autonomous and a fleet of small delivery
bots can unload from the delivery van onto an adjacent low speed cycle
infrastructure.
In terms of digital infrastructure in the initial phase a curb space reservation app can be used to utilize this space. In phase 2 any delivery vehicle
may require to use an automated e-charging system in order to utilize
this facility. In the visionary phase schedule and usage can be automated
and coordinated remotely.

4.4.5

0

E-commerce Zone

PHYSICAL

Tactical - Pilot
Project

•

An adjustable 1-3 curb space for loading
/ unloading activities, adjacent to a e-com
parklet of 1-2 parking spaces.

•

E-commerce delivery parklet to include
unloading platform and delivery drivers waiting
area.

•

Piloting delivery curb zones

•

Pilot infrastructure for delivery bikes, cargo
e-bikes and downsizing of urban freight
initiatives.

•

Utilize parklet to pilot last-mile solutions with
sensors or as a distribution base.

Today
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1-2y

5-10y

25-35y

Immediate

VIRTUAL

Ecosystem

•

Apps in silos (delivery of
packages, food delivery, grocery
delivery, etc)

•

Curb space booking apps
are piloted. Apps can allow
for booking of a 15min time
slot. The virtual enforcement
of this can be piloted through
geofencing integrated in the
app, as well as the delivery van
or device of delivery personnel.

•

Analytics of data of space
usage of each booking app
can be used to optimize use
of space, economically and
operation wise.

Curbflow App

Kerb App

Apps
A

B

C

4.4.5

E-commerce Zone

PHYSICAL

Tactical - Pilot
Project

ProjectConcretization

Connected
Autonomous Vision

Silos

0

1

Today

1-2y

Network

Ecosystem

•

Adaption of parklet from first phase to most
adequately serve the current needs.

•

•

The platform could potentially move on wheels
and can reallocate itself 1-2 parking spaces to
each direction if deemed necessary.

Booking and reservation of
curb space slot for unloading is
deployed.

•

Booking system for temporary
space use, for loading or
unloading purposes, is
integrated across platforms.

•

Real-time analytics of use and
demand

•

Standardization of automated
delivery fleets, coding of virtual
sidewalk regulation.

•

Movable locker facilities as pick-up points for
express delivery goods can be piloted.

•

Testing of autonomous last-mile delivery of
goods can be facilitated in this space.
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Concretization
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4.4.5

0

E-commerce Zone

PHYSICAL

Tactical - Pilot
Project

•

Autonomous delivery is accommodated in this
flexible zone which can be used for other uses
in different times.

•

Last-mile delivery bots can be dispatched from
vans onto the curb space and towards the
micromobility infrastructure, through a curbless
design.

•

Dispatch bay per locality, can be permanent or
pop-up depending on demand of locality.

•

Opportunity for delivery drones van-dispatch, if
at secure flying cone.

1

Today

ProjectConcretization
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Autonomous Vision

Silos

Network

1-2y

Ecosystem

•

Remote enforcement of
geofenced space can be
integrated with the curb space
slot booking, reservation and
payment systems. Fee can
be dynamic and reward less
emitting, lightweight vehicles or
e-cargo.

•

Logistic process automated
from producer to last mile with
geo-tracking of goods.

•

Last mile automation facilitated
through analytics of use of
geofenced unloading area, as
well as data generated from
curbside IoT infrastructure.

2
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3
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Vision
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4.4.6

4.4.6
E-Fleet
The E-Fleet zone starts off as an area designated for car-share vehicles, the number of parking spaces can vary. In phase one there is a
grouping of different car-share companies to a single zone. On the virtual front, car-share apps can be grouped by adhering to sharing data
in an open system, data such as idle usage of each vehicle pertaining
to each company. This can expand in phase to a network platform system integrated with data on managing, booking and scheduling of the
specific curb space being used, its demand and popularity (frequent of
use), implementing a new e-charging system with dynamic rates. In the
second phase curbside charging for EV facilities can be integrated in the
concretized street redesign project. In the visionary phase, e-charging
may occur through wireless charging infrastructure installed within the
curb space surface. This phase also contemplates and speculates the
possibility of decreasing dedicated spaces for idle cars. This is due to an
anticipated uptake of AVs which will utilize the PU-DO terminal to drop off
passengers or indeed the owners of the vehicles.

4.4.6

0

E-Fleet

PHYSICAL

Today

Tactical - Pilot
Project

•

Marked curb space can be used by any carshare or dedicated fleet included in pilot.

•

Number of parking spaces can vary.

•

Testing of smart parking sensors on poles.

ProjectConcretization
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25-35y

Immediate

Ecosystem

•

Apps in silos (car-share,
parking, EV charging)

•

Piloting of regulation of curb
space use through geofencing
of designated zone. This will
require integration in each
siloed app of each service
provider, in the first stages of
piloting

VIRTUAL

Evo App

Tag parking App

Apps
A

B

C

4.4.6

E-Fleet

PHYSICAL

Tactical - Pilot
Project

•

Curbside EV charger at every parking space.

•

Testing of smart parking sensors integrated in
the new streetscape design.

ProjectConcretization

Connected
Autonomous Vision

Silos

0

1

Today

1-2y

Network

Ecosystem

•

Coding of the curb space use
regulations under a standard
for every geofenced virtual
curb space unit.

•

A version of a MaaS system is
functional, car-share and fleet
operators are part of a network
of mobility services.

•

Integration of car-share,
parking and EV-charging apps
into a connected network.

•

One-way and two-way carshare systems can experiment
with business models around
reservation of on and off-street
designated curb spaces.

•

Curb allocation, reservation
and payment system. Analytics
of stationary use of curb space
used to optimize its use.

•

Calculation of emission fee and
energy consumption analytics,
through EV charging data.
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0

E-Fleet

PHYSICAL

1

Today

Tactical - Pilot
Project

•

Wireless EV charging embedded in curb space
infrastructure.

•

Opportunity for real-time parking management
system, with the integration of commercialized
(car-share and fleets) on & off-street parking
spaces (for example in condos, strata or office
buildings)

ProjectConcretization
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Autonomous Vision
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Network

1-2y

Ecosystem

•

Open-source shared data
ecosystem of networks mobility
operators.

•

Remote management and
optimization of commercialized
autonomous fleets.

•

Remote operation and
enforcement of e-charging for
stationary use of designated
space.

•

Integration of on-street +
off-street parking of fleets in a
shared network.

•

Full integration within the
energy ‘internet’ grid for billing
the wireless vehicular charging
fees.

•

Ecosystem of AVs and IoT
communication infrastructure.

•

V2V & V2X technologies
ubiquitous all fleet vehicles.
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5 METRO VANCOUVER CASE
STUDIES
Chapter 5 takes the speculative design solutions from Chapter 4 and explores
possible designs for 7 different locations in municipalities across the Metro Vancouver
area, served by TransLink. Here, different mobility hub typologies are applied to
different locations with suitable characteristics. A phased approach is investigated,
which includes innovative curb space re-design. The selection process of the locations
is explained, as well as interaction with the different municipalities that each case study
is located in. Each location is explored through the lens of the phasing strategy of the
'Transitional Design Methodology', as well as the 'Mobility Hub Design' concepts
discussed in earlier chapters.

5.1

Investigation Process

Below is a description of the process flow taken in the selection of the locations and
interaction with the relevant contributing parties. It serves as a context which frames the
following case studies in section 5.2.
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5.1.1 Location Selection
As part of the research, locations were selected in the Metro Vancouver area of the
Lower Mainland area of British Columbia, Canada. These locations were selected to
test out the hypothetical ideas laid out in Chapter 4 in real world scenarios, although as
a theoretical exercise, within the scope of this research.

The case studies allowed interaction with local municipalities and the transit authority,
needed in order to understand the applicability of the ideas explored in this research. At
the same time, municipalities could learn about the ideas explored in this research and
could exchange knowledge based on current issues and difficulties which they are
facing.

Engagement with Translink

The idea was to select different locations in different municipalities of the Metro
Vancouver area served by TransLink. This would help to learn about the different issues
each municipality is currently facing, relating to curb space occupation. It would help to
encounter different approaches and gaps between the municipalities regarding
deployment of new mobility related services. It would also allow TransLink to kick-start a
collective conversation around future curb space design and management with the
different municipalities under its area of service. While curb space is essentially an
issue that every municipality has to deal with locally, at the time, it’s a regional mobility
issue, as much as a local parking issue.
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It was decided that for the selection of the locations, an engagement process would
take place, in the form of a workshop, together with the municipalities, invited by
TransLink.

Workshop Summary

The workshop had two main objectives, the first was to inform and form a discussion
around future curb space design and management. The second was to select locations
for the case studies of this research with the help of the local municipalities.

The workshop was aimed at participants from municipalities dealing with curb space
allocation, transport and urban planning. The selection of most relevant participants was
done by TransLink.

The workshop was divided into two parts:



Day 1 Webinar - The first part of the workshop was in the format a webinar with
the initial findings and process of this research, with contents roughly explored in
chapters 1,2,3,4. The speculative design proposal was shown in a very initial
conception. The workshop concluded with a call for participation for a focus
group for ‘Day 2’. Day 1 occurred on July 7th 2020, virtually, there were around
50 participants.

Day 2 Virtual Charette – The second part of the workshop was in the format of a virtual
charrette with interactive activities. The activities were documented on a collaborative
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virtual ‘whiteboard’175 for shared consultation and documentation for case study
elaboration. Here each municipality had time to discuss, share and present a location in
their area of jurisdiction. This helped guide the continued study and engagement with
the municipalities. Day 2 occurred on July 14th 2020, virtually, there were around 25
participants.

Figure 32 –Site Selection Workshop

175

Screenshot of interactive workshop on
July 14th 2020. Locations were selected
and by municipalities and discussed
collaboratively using online whiteboard.

Online Whiteboard | Collaborative Free Online Whiteboard | Miro. https://miro.com/online-whiteboard/.
Accessed 27 Mar. 2021.
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5.1.2 Testing Sites
The locations that were chosen in the workshop were analyzed and evaluated. The
majority of the locations were chosen as areas of case studies, these are explored in
the following section 5.2.

The methodologies used in Chapter 4 for a hypothetical mobility hub design solution
were applied to the case studies. Each case study with its particular urban typology, or
transit-related typology. The incremental phasing methodology ‘Transitional Design
Methodology’ explored in Chapter 3 and deployed in Chapter 4 was also applied here.

Engagement with Municipalities

Municipalities were engaged a second time during the process in order to share the
case studies and the advance in the research, as well as in order to find out future plans
for the selected locations which may affect the design configuration which was
proposed. A snapshot was received on the current state of the art regarding digital
transformation and new mobility services available at each municipality.

Next Steps

As these case studies are only theoretical at this point, only through real-life pilots, is it
possible to evaluate these proposals.

Municipalities have been conducting curbspace piloting as part of Covid (Summer
2020), noticeably in three areas covered in the case studies (Vancouver, North
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Vancouver, New Westminster). Translink has also been conducting bus bulb extension
tactical pilots, for example on Robson St (Summer 2020). If municipalities or TransLink
wish to conduct further curb space pilots, then additional uses may be considered, as
well as the consideration of piloting digital technologies. See Chapter 6 for findings on
investigated case studies, as well as recommendations directed at municipalities and
transit authorities.

5.2

Case Studies

The locations selected for the case studies are all based in the Metro Vancouver area in
the Lower Mainland region of British Columbia, Canada, in an area served by
TransLink. It was done as a collaboration between the University of British Columbia’s
TIPSLAB (Transport Infrastructure and Public Space Lab) and TransLink Tomorrow’s
New Mobility Lab.
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Figure 33 – Case Studies in the Metro Vancouver Area
Seven case study locations in Metro Vancouver:
5.2.1 – Case 1 - Vancouver – West 4th Corridor
5.2.2 – Case 2 - Burnaby – Hastings Corridor
5.2.3 – Case 3 - North Vancouver – Central Lonsdale
5.2.4 – Case 4 - New Westminster – Uptown 6th & 6th
5.2.5 – Case 5 - Coquitlam – City Centre
5.2.6 – Case 6 - UBC – Campus Gateway
5.2.7 – Case 7 - Surrey-Langley – Fraser Highway Corridor
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Figure 34 – Mobility Hub Typologies & Case Studies
Urban Mobility Hub Typologies (refer to section 4.2) for the selected case studies:
Urban Corridors:
5.2.1 – Case 1 - Vancouver – West 4th Corridor
5.2.2 – Case 2 - Burnaby – Hastings Corridor
Urban Centres:
5.2.3 – Case 3 - North Vancouver – Central Lonsdale
5.2.4 – Case 4 - New Westminster – Uptown 6th & 6th
5.2.5 – Case 5 - Coquitlam – City Centre
Campus Mobility Hub: 5.2.6 – Case 6 - UBC – Campus Gateway
Suburban Mobility Hub: 5.2.7 – Case 7 - Surrey-Langley – Fraser Highway Corridor
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Metro Vancouver / The Lower Mainland Urban Context

Metro Vancouver is the largest urban conglomeration in Canada’s West Coast,
with around 2.5 million inhabitants. The region has some progressive
municipalities with a desire to promote more sustainable modes of transportation,
increase use of active transportation, the incentivization of increased usage of
public transportation, as well as the reduction of GHG. While the region would
like to be leading in this front, it also recognizes that it is largely composed of the
North American low-density suburban typology which is incompatible with
deployment of an effective transit system. That said, it has large districts which
are more urban, walkable and well served by transit, mostly within the City of
Vancouver, as well as in pockets of other municipalities.

The case studies deal with curb space redesign, expansion of new mobility
options, and setting the ground for a MaaS-ready mobility hub network built
around transit. Below is some of the context on new mobility and curb space
transformations.

New Mobility overview (current situation 2020)



In terms of new mobility adoption, there are a number of TNCs (Transport
Network Companies) operating in the region.



Car-share - served by services such as: Evo, Modo, Zipcar, (and Car-2go until
early 2020)
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Ride-hail - ride hail services since early 2020 (the last urban region in North
America).



Bike-share system by ‘Mobi’, however this serves the central region of downtown
Vancouver and its surroundings.



E-scooters – (in 2020) there is no E-scooter or other electric micromobility
service available in the region.



MaaS – (in 2020) no compatible Mobility as a Service provider operating.

Curb Space Re-allocation Piloting

Curb space dedicated to car-share or bike-share docking stations exist
throughout the city. Parklets and Pavement to Plaza initiatives have existed prior
to 2020. However, in response to physical distancing measures, municipalities
have been conducting curbspace piloting (Summer 2020) for patios, walking or
queuing areas, noticeably in three areas covered in the case studies (Vancouver,
North Vancouver, New Westminster). Experimentation with transit related curbspace re-use, Translink is conducting bus bulb extension tactical pilots in
different locations, for example on Robson St (Summer 2020).

Mobility Hub Typologies

Each of the case studies falls into one or more categories of the Mobility Hub
typologies (see section 4.2). In some case studies, variations of the same
typology needed to be created, such as the difference between the urban
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corridor with or without rapid transit in cases 1 and 2 respectively. In other cases,
a hybrid of Mobility Hub typologies at different points in time were contemplated,
such as case 5 where there could coexist simultaneously several different
typologies. The idea of the Mobility Hub network is an area to study and
developed further, especially for the typologies which were not explored in this
report.

Transitioning Strategy

The design methodology which the case studies follow, is the phasing strategy
previously laid out in section 4.3 that includes three strategic phases (1-2-3) in
addition to the current condition (phase 0). This is based upon the logic
developed through the Transitional Design Methodology explored in Chapter 3.
The case studies did not explore phase 3 with detailed design solutions like the
other phases (0-1-2), as that would require a high degree of speculation, as well
as a deeper understanding of each of the municipalities’ vision, which was out of
the scope of this research.

Each case study followed a systematic approach, enabling standardization
across different municipalities which would allow them to follow a set of similar
concepts, but adapt them to their unique local conditions. This is especially
important for the understanding of the coding of digital infrastructure in the virtual
urban realm, which can become more of a metropolitan endeavour rather than a
municipality-by-municipality approach.
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Piloting

The Piloting strategy explored in Chapter 3 uses tactical urbanism methodology
to test out new configurations of spaces, this has been widely explored both in
the case studies in Chapter 5 as well as the design proposal in Chapter 4, in
phase 1 of the Mobility Hub design and its components. Phase 0, with its
exploration of Covid curbs is also explored.

Digital Transformation

Some of the ideas and concepts discussed in Chapter 2 regarding the digital
transformation of public space, are taken into account in the designing of the
case studies in Chapter 5. Ideas like the ‘Airportization of Mobility’ and the
‘Virtual Curb’ are incorporated in the fundamentals of the design. Although the
case studies do not go into depths detailing the visionary third phase, it is
explored throughout Chapter 4 in the context of a hypothetical location. The case
studies in Chapter 5 are based on the assumptions made from the Transitional
Design Methodology in phase 3 and on the design proposals in Chapter 4.
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Physical (left), Virtual (right)
Icons for ‘Yellow Group’
Transit + Active + Activation + Micromobility:
Transit, Micromobility, Food-Truck, Covid Curbs,
Covid Patios, Vision Zero, MH Totem, Plaza
Icons for ‘Blue Group’
Vehicular New Mobility:
PU-DO (Pick-Up Drop-Off)
E-commerce
Car-share

Figure 35 – Legend or Curb Space Uses

Mobility Hub typologies.
See section 4.2. for more
information on each typology

Figure 36 – Legend for Mobility Hub Typologies
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The seven case studies explored in sections 5.2.1 – 5.2.7 (pages 224-275) have been
included in a different format than the theoretical part of this thesis. This a visually
compelling, informative format which reflects an adapted version of the layout in the
TIPSLAB Report - Transitioning into New Mobility – Future Curb Space Design176,
prepared for Translink, April 2021.

Figure 37 – Seven Case Studies in Metro Vancouver (pages 224-275)

176

Fogelson, Yuval, and AnnaLisa Meyboom. Transitioning into New Mobility - Future Curb Space
Design. TIPSLAB Prepared for TransLink. Apr. 2021, https://blogs.ubc.ca/tipslab/transitioning-into-newmobility/.

5.2.1 Case 1 - Vancouver - West 4th Corridor
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5.2.1

Case One

1

Vancouver
West 4th Corridor

Mobility Hub Typology
See Chapter 4.2 for more information on Mobility
Hub typologies
As part of a city-wide network of interconnected
Mobility Hubs, the West 4th corridor has the
potential to be categorized as an Urban Corridor
Zone (see 4.2) composed of sequential mobility
hubs within the corridor zone, along a major urban
axis. Some of these hubs are located around
intersections with multiple transit routes, such
as W4th / MacDonald and others may have the
opportunity to create new plazas and civic space,
forming a Community Mobility Hub (see 4.3), such
as in the case of W4th / Vine St which will be
explored in this section.
Similar typology in Metro Vancouver: Main St,
Commercial Drive, W Broadway (Larch St to Alma
St), Lonsdale St, etc.

Vine St & 4th Ave

Image: Y Fogelson (Sep 2020)
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5.2.1 Case 1 - Vancouver - West 4th Corridor

Macro Vision

The vision of a city-wide network of
interconnected Mobility Hubs can be
achieved in an incremental gradual
progression. Using the Transitional
Design Methodology (from Chapter 3),
we can imagine three phases in the
timeline:
1

2

3

The first phase being the immediate
action in the time frame of 1-2
years. Here we can imagine piloting
of selected locations to test the
Community Mobility Hub typology.
In this phase the redesign proposed
in the phase 2 can be tested with
tactical urbanism methodology of light
infrastructural changes. New mobility
uses and services can be tested and
expanded within this pilot. At this point
each location is a separate test site
and new geofencing and connectivity
technologies can be trialed at the
mobility hub level or along sections of
the corridor.
The second phase represents the mid
range (5-10 years) concretization of
pilots done in the first phase. Here we
can imagine the corridor multiplying
its mobility hub locations along the
corridor. Furthermore, a link can be
established with the Arbutus subway
station on the Broadway corridor,
which by this point in the time-frame (of
around 5-6 years) is scheduled to be
complete. In this phase, new mobility
services can be integrated within a
MaaS enabled network.
In this visionary phase, the W4th
corridor is an integral part of the city
network of connected mobility hubs.
The network functions like a rapid
transit system, portrayed by a subway
system style map as its user interface.
In the time-frame of around 30 years,
connections with other major streets
and the parallel Broadway mass transit
mobility corridor, with the intended
continuation of the subway line further
west towards UBC. years, connections
with other major streets and the
parallel Broadway mass transit mobility
corridor, with the intended continuation
of the subway line further west towards
UBC.

see next page
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5.2.1 Case 1 - Vancouver - West 4th Corridor

Current Situation

West 4th Corridor Today

Safeway

West 4th Avenue is a main corridor
connecting UBC and Vancouver seaside
westside neighborhoods. It has ample
commercial activity, in particular between
Burrard and Balsam and again around
MacDonald and Alma intersections. The
corridor is served by a number of different
bus routes, including express services,
mainly attending the UBC anchor and
the residents connecting to the city’s
downtown.

West 4th Ave

Maple St

Arbutus St

Yew St

Vine St

Balsam St

West 4th Ave

Vine St

Image: Google Maps

West 4th corridor typology is similar to
other corridors in the Metro Vancouver
area which are also commercial corridors
serviced by frequent transit lines. This
typology is of a main artery with 3 lanes
in both directions, of which the curb lane
is not generally used for movement and
has predominantly use of permanence,
allowing for the allocation of a fixed
overnight element like a parklet or bikeshare docking station.

3

West 4th Ave

1

4

5

2

Image: Google Maps

West 4th & Vine St
This location was selected by the
researcher as it represents a typical
intersection, as imagined for the generic
design proposal of the Community
Mobility Hub in Chapter 4. This case
study was used in the workshop as an
example for selection of other sites.
Additionally, the researcher has specific
in-depth knowledge of its day-to-day
functioning through daily observation over
a period of a year, as a resident at the
specific location.

1

Image: Google Street View (Sep 2019)

West 4th looking west - potential for pick-up drop off and bus bulbs

2

Image: Y Fogelson (May 2020)

Vine St looking north - potential for plaza with water views, integration with bike-share and Covid patios

3

Image: Y Fogelson (May 2020)

4

Image: Y Fogelson (May 2020)

5

Image: Y Fogelson (May 2020)

Covid curbs for queuing areas at Shoppers Durg Mart (left) and Wholefoods (centre), Covid patios and Food Trucks, W4th (right)
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5.2.1 Case 1 - Vancouver - West 4th Corridor

0

Phase 0 | Current Situation | August 2020

VIRTUAL

“Yellow Group”

Transit + Active +
Activation + Micromobility

Transit: real time bus times in various trip planner / navigation apps
Bike-share - App Silo: Mobi – 1 connected docking station

PHYSICAL

“Yellow Group”

Transit + Active +
Activation + Micromobility

Transit: Express bus: 84, 44 (cancelled during Covid) / Bus: 4, 7, 14
Covid curbs: Social distancing queuing areas: Wholefoods, Shoppers
Drug Mart
Covid Patios: around 6
Food-trucks: 2-3 vehicles regularly
Bike-share: 1 location

“Blue Group”

Vehicular New Mobility

PU-DO – Apps: Uber, Lyft, taxi apps. No ride-hail pick-up drop off
restrictions or geofencing within area
E-com / delivery: e-commerce and delivery services in silos. Food
delivery apps available.
Car-share – Apps: Modo - 1 connected space, Evo available in
area
Parking Apps: Some integration between fleets and individual
parking apps (PayByPhone Business for fleets).
Parking apps and EV-charging apps in silos

“Blue Group”

Vehicular New Mobility

PU-DO: currently no area allocated
Delivery of goods direct to addressee or at Canada post location
Car-share: Modo: 1 location. Evo: available in area, no designated
space
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5.2.1 Case 1 - Vancouver - West 4th Corridor

1

Phase 1 | Piloting | 1–2 years

Transit + Active +
Activation + Micromobility
Transit + Micromobility: Pilot integration possibilities, for example
through compass card or MaaS Pilots

VIRTUAL

“Yellow Group”

Micromobility: Trial of e-bike and e-scooter integration through single
booking and payment system.
Civic space to promote community engagement through business
district and municipal website and social media, enabling booking
location for community activities.

Mobile street commerce: Testing of e-permits for street vendors and
food trucks for booking locations

“Blue Group”

Vehicular New Mobility

PU-DO: Trial of Geofencing for ride-hail TNCs pick-up drop off to
redirect to parklet within apps, integration of booking system

E-com - trial of reservation of slots with booking apps, testing lastmile delivery technologies in e-com parklet
E-Fleet – testing of grouping of different car-share services
to single booking system / trial of dynamic curb space rent or
contract between the existing and new fleet companies / testing of
integration of parking and EV-charging apps with fleets

Vision Zero – analytics from sensors for studying vehicle-pedestrian
conflicts in intersections

PHYSICAL

“Yellow Group”

Transit + Active +
Activation + Micromobility

Transit + Micromobility: bus bulbs with new bus shelter on western
bay combined with bike share
Plaza + Micromobility: Plaza at W4th/Vine with provision for bike
share, e-scooters
Vision zero: safe intersections at W4th/Yew and W4th /Balsam
Covid curbs to become sidewalk extensions

“Blue Group”

Vehicular New Mobility

PU-DO: parklet area for passenger waiting + designated 3min
zone / 1 location westbound / 1 location eastbound

E-commerce: parklet with unloading zone + delivery bike parking
+ designated 15min zone / 1 location westbound / 1 location
eastbound
Car share: designated zone / 1 location westbound / 1 location
eastbound
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5.2.1 Case 1 - Vancouver - West 4th Corridor

2

Phase 2 | Concretization | 5–10 years

Transit + Active +
Activation + Micromobility
Mobility Hub integration in city wide network

VIRTUAL

“Blue Group”

“Yellow Group”

Network integration of the different siloed groups
from previous phases into a MaaS enabled system

Transit: MaaS ready transit integration with other connected modes

Civic space: E-permits and scheduling for local community activities

Mobile street commerce: E-permits for street vendors, food trucks and commercial
public space use through booking of designated locations

Vision Zero - Geofencing at intersection integrated with V2I real-time data and analytics
Vision Zero - Geofencing along corridor coded with road regulations of speed limit and
congestion charge.
Congestion charge, LEZ (Low Emissions Zone), ZEZ (Zero Emissions Zone)
enforcement through geofencing as well as sensors

West 4th Corridor

PHYSICAL

“Yellow Group”

Vehicular New Mobility

PU-DO: Redirect ride-hail activity within corridor
geofence to terminal location, terminal integrated
within Mobility Hub
E-com: redirect e-com to parklet to dispatch last
mile delivery
E-Fleet: redirect fleets to designated areas

Integrated EV charging and storage of vehicles
mapped throughout the area

West 4th & Vine

Transit + Active +
Activation + Micromobility

Transit: Offset Transit Lane on W4th with concretized bus stations on previous bus bulb trial locations
Mobility Hub station totems at both sides of plaza, totems with booking/check-in stations, wayfinding
integrated in streetscape
Micromobility: Formalize and expand bike share and e-scooters docking stations located in plaza and
adjacent to transit stops, add e-cargo loading facilities
Civic Space: Redesign of pedestrian area to include concretization of plaza and connected transit stops with
additional sidewalk extensions
Possible new development at Safeway site to interact with active frontage to plaza, eastern bus bay and
sidewalk extension
Vision Zero: Implementation of safe intersections with sensors and V2I (Vehicle to Infrastructure) technology

“Blue Group”

Vehicular New Mobility

PU-DO: several locations, each including terminal
with service kiosk and shelter, Mobility Hub
wayfinding + designated 3min zone of several curb
spaces
E-commerce: several locations, each includes
parklet with new uses (such as lockers or delivery
bike facilities), 15min zone of designated curb space
E-Fleet: several locations, each with designated
15+mins stopping zone for registered fleets,
wayfinding, curbside EV charging docks
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5.2.1 Case 1 - Vancouver - West 4th Corridor

Overview

PHYSICAL

The maps below show how the curb space can be holistically reconfigured within a specific defined zone, with transit as an anchor.
There is consideration for different uses of new mobility, public space activation and vision zero initiatives for pedestrian safety.

0

Current situation
(August 2020)
Today

1

Phase 1 - Piloting
1–2 years

2

Phase 2 - Concretization
5–10 years

For this stage with a time frame of around 30 years (2050 for 2020), a Vision Statement document will need to be created and
updated yearly (see chapter 3.2) with the following points of attention:

Phase 3 - Autonomous
25–35 years

?

3

Transit: priority given to collective mass transit anchoring the overall design of the Mobility Hub
Adaptable infrastructure for Autonomous transit, shuttles, vans and ride hail, to create equilibrium
between PU-DO Terminal and Transit terminal. Explore options in median strip of avenue.
Introduction of low-speed e-cargo bike lanes and cycle infrastructure to serve as
Curbless zones for flexible and dynamic allocation of uses throughout the 24h period
Deployment of communication infrastructure (5G, 6G, etc to accommodate IoT

Transit

Covid curbs

Food-truck

Vision Zero

Micromobility

Covid Patios

Totem
Plaza

PU-DO

E-commerce
Car-share
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5.2.1 Case 1 - Vancouver - West 4th Corridor

Overview

VIRTUAL

The maps below illustrate diagrammatically the virtual realm and connected new mobility elements as well as special
virtual zoning and geofenced areas with special provisions. These measures are proposed to increase in time.

West 4th

0

Current situation
(August 2020)

1

Phase 1 - Silos

2

Phase 2 - Network

Today

1–2 years

5–10 years

West 4th & Vine

For this stage with a time frame of around 30 years (2050 for 2020), a Vision Statement document will be created and updated
yearly (see chapter 3.2) with the following points of attention:

MaaS integrated network within an eco-system platform of mobility management and ground
traffic control
Geofencing and geo-zoning as a city-wide / region-wide strategy
EV charging integrated as part of energy internet to manage surcharge and electricity grid
Data exhaust and data management within a cohesive integrated policy framework under federal

Transit

Micromobility
Food-trucks

Vision Zero

3

Totem
Plaza

?

Phase 3 - Ecosystem
25–35 years

PU-DO

E-commerce
Car-share

5.2.2 Case 2 - Burnaby - Hastings Corridor
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5.2.2

Case Two

2

Burnaby

Hastings Corridor

Mobility Hub Typology
See Chapter 4.2 for more information on Mobility Hub
typologies
As part of a city-wide network of interconnected
Mobility Hubs, the Hastings corridor has the potential
to be categorized as an Urban Corridor Zone (see 4.2)
composed of sequential mobility hubs within the corridor
zone, along a major urban axis connecting Vancouver
and Burnaby. The Hastings corridor is currently utilized by
the R5 express bus from Burrard Station to SFU campus,
while having peak AM bus / HOV lane westbound, and
peak Pm bus / HOV lane eastbound. These factors make
it suitable to potentially become a high capacity dedicated
BRT corridor in the future.
Similar urban corridor typology in Metro Vancouver with
bus/HOV lane: Broadway (Commercial Dr to Arbutus), W
Georgia St (northwest bound).
Similar urban corridor typology in Metro Vancouver with
AM/PM peak lane for vehicular traffic: Kingsway, Granville,
Cambie.

Hastings RapidBus stop

Image: Y Fogelson (Sep 2020)
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5.2.2 Case 2 - Burnaby - Hastings Corridor

Macro Vision

The vision of a city-wide network of
interconnected Mobility Hubs can be
achieved in an incremental gradual
progression. Using the Transitional
Design Methodology (from Chapter 3),
we can imagine three phases in the
timeline:
1

2

3

The first phase being the immediate
action in the time frame of 1-2
years. Here we can imagine piloting
of selected locations to test the
Community Mobility Hub typology.
In this phase the redesign proposed
in the phase 2 can be tested with
tactical urbanism methodology of light
infrastructural changes. New mobility
uses and services can be tested and
expanded within this pilot. At this point
each location is a separate test site
and new geofencing and connectivity
technologies can be trialed at the
mobility hub level or along sections of
the corridor.
The second phase represents the mid
range (5-10 years) concretization of
pilots done in the first phase. Here we
can imagine the corridor multiplying
its mobility hub locations along the
corridor. In this phase a BRT system
can be implemented with regular
automated service in a dedicated
right-of-way, this can upgrade the
corridor to a mass transit corridor.
Furthermore, a link can be established
with Brentwood and Gilmore stations
along the Millennium SkyTrain route. In
this phase, new mobility services can
be integrated within a MaaS enabled
network.
In this visionary phase, in the timeframe of around 30 years, Hastings
corridor is an integral part of the city
network of connected mobility hubs.
The network functions like a rapid
transit system, portrayed by a subway
system style map as its user interface.
In this visionary phase there are
multiple connections between different
major connected rapid transit corridors.

see next page
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5.2.2 Case 2 - Burnaby - Hastings Corridor

Current Situation

Hastings Corridor today

Albert St

Currently, the Hastings Corridor serves
as an important city-wide connection
to the SFU Campus, Port Moody and
Coquitlam. As such, there arises a
conflict between the need to connect
metropolitan areas and attend its traffic
flows, contradicting with the enhancement
of a main commercial street with local
urban fabric. The section of Hastings
corridor in Burnaby known as ‘The
Heights’, resembles to some extent its
urban typology of East Hastings corridor
west of Boundary Rd within the City of
Vancouver.

2
3

Hastings / Rosser bus stop eastbound

4

Alpha Ave

Image: Google Streetview (Jun 2019)

6
Willingdon Ave

1

Pender St

1

Rosser Ave

As a major transit route, the case
study investigates an opportunity to
implement a BRT system giving a clear
priority to transit for this route, this does
however come at the expense of a major
vehicular traffic reduction, which may be
controversial. However, the combination
of a BRT system and reduction of traffic
lanes, falls in line with the downscaling
of the avenue to enhance the local
character of a commercial main street.

E Hastings St

Madison Ave

Hastings corridor has three lanes in each
direction including the curb lane, the latter
has AM peak priority bus / HOV lane
westbound and PM peak lane eastbound.
As such, permanent transformation of the
curb space are not possible during the
respective peak hours to accommodate
24-hour use of potential pick-up drop
off zones, parklets, loading zone, etc.
Therefore, solutions explored in the
corridor in Case 1 cannot be implemented
here and the side streets can be utilized
for this end to guarantee the trial of new
mobility uses such as ride hail, car-share
and e-commerce loading zones.

5

Image: Google Maps

2

Image: Y Fogelson (Sep 2020)

Hastings / Rosser bus stop westbound

3

Image: Google Streetview (Jun 2019)

4

Image: Google Streetview (Jun 2019)

Rosser Ave (Hastings and Pender) facing south (top), facing north (bottom)

5

Image: Google Streetview (Jun 2018)

Rosser Ave (Albert and Hastings) facing south

6

Image: Y Fogelson (Sep 2020)

Car-share parking adjacent to bus stop
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5.2.2 Case 2 - Burnaby - Hastings Corridor

0

Phase 0 | Current Situation | September 2020

PHYSICAL

VIRTUAL

“Yellow Group”

Transit + Active +
Activation + Micromobility

Transit: Express bus R5, buses: 129, 130, 131, 132, 160, 222,
N35, dedicated peak direction bus lanes in both directions AM
westbound, PM eastbound
Vision Zero: None
Covid curbs / patios: None
Food-trucks: ?
Bike-share: None
“Blue Group”

Vehicular New Mobility

PU-DO: currently no area allocated
Delivery of goods direct to addressee or at Canada post
location
Car-share: Modo: 1 location. Evo: NOT available in the area

“Yellow Group”

Transit + Active +
Activation + Micromobility

Transit: real time bus times in various trip planner / navigation
apps
Bike-share: None
“Blue Group”

Vehicular New Mobility

PU-DO – Apps: Uber, Lyft, taxi apps. No ride-hail pick-up drop
off restrictions or geofencing within area
E-com / delivery: e-commerce and delivery services in silos.
Food delivery apps available.
Car-share – Apps: Modo - 1 connected location, Evo – not
available in the area
Parking Apps: Some integration between fleets and individual
parking apps (PayByPhone Business for fleets).
Parking apps and EV-charging apps in silos
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5.2.2 Case 2 - Burnaby - Hastings Corridor

1

Phase 1 | Piloting | 1–2 years

PHYSICAL

VIRTUAL

“Yellow Group”

Transit + Active +
Activation + Micromobility

Transit: dedicated peak direction bus lane
Micromobility: provision for bike share, e-scooters near bus
stop
“Blue Group”

Vehicular New Mobility

Roundabouts at Rosser Ave & Albert St as well as Pender
St, to facilitate traffic from Hastings destined for PU-DO and
E-com on Rosser Ave
PU-DO: parklet area for passenger waiting + designated 3min
zone / 2 locations on Rosser Ave / 2 off-peak hour locations on
Hastings
E-commerce: parklet with unloading zone + delivery bike
parking + designated 15min zone / 2 locations on Rosser Ave /
2 off-peak hour locations on Hastings
Car share: designated zone on Rosser Ave / designated
spaces in Safeway parking

“Yellow Group”

Transit + Active +
Activation + Micromobility

Transit + Micromobility: Pilot integration possibilities, for
example through compass card or MaaS Pilots
Micromobility: Trial of e-bike and e-scooter integration
through single booking and payment system.
Civic space to promote community engagement through
business district and municipal website and social media,
enabling booking location for community activities.
Mobile street commerce: Testing of e-permits for street
vendors and food trucks for booking locations
Vision Zero – analytics from sensors for studying vehiclepedestrian conflicts in intersections
“Blue Group”

Vehicular New Mobility

PU-DO: Trial of Geofencing for ride-hail TNCs pick-up drop off
to redirect to parklet within apps, integration of booking system
E-com - trial of reservation of slots with booking apps, testing
last-mile delivery technologies in e-com parklet
E-Fleet – testing of grouping of different car-share services
to single booking system / trial of dynamic curb space rent
or contract between the existing and new fleet companies /
testing of integration of parking and EV-charging apps with
fleets
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2

Phase 2 | Concretization | 5–10 years

Hastings Corridor

PHYSICAL

VIRTUAL
“Yellow Group”

Transit + Active +
Activation + Micromobility

Transit: BRT system with stations in median of Hastings
coincides with reduction of capacity for automobiles in
Hastings corridor
Mobility Hub station totems at BRT station with booking/checkin stations, wayfinding integrated in streetscape
Micromobility: Cycle infrastructure added on Rosser to
connect to BRT station. Formalize and expand bike share and
e-scooters docking stations, add e-cargo bike facilities
Vision Zero: Implementation of safe intersections with
sensors and V2I (Vehicle to Infrastructure) technology
“Blue Group”

Vehicular New Mobility

PU-DO: several locations, each including terminal with service
kiosk and shelter, Mobility Hub wayfinding + designated 3min
zone of several curb spaces
E-commerce: several locations, each includes parklet with
new uses (such as lockers or delivery bike facilities), 15min
zone of designated curb space
E-Fleet: several locations, each with designated 15+mins
stopping zone for registered fleets, wayfinding, curbside EV
charging docks

“Yellow Group”

Hastings
Rosser

Transit + Active +
Activation + Micromobility

Mobility Hub integration in city wide network
Transit: MaaS ready transit integration with other connected
modes
Civic space: E-permits and scheduling for local community
activities
Mobile street commerce: E-permits for street vendors, food
trucks and commercial public space use through booking of
designated locations
Vision Zero - Geofencing at intersection integrated with V2I
real-time data and analytics
Vision Zero - Geofencing along corridor coded with road
regulations of speed limit and congestion charge.
Congestion charge, LEZ (Low Emissions Zone), ZEZ (Zero
Emissions Zone) enforcement through geofencing as well as
sensors
“Blue Group”

Vehicular New Mobility

Network integration of the different siloed groups from
previous phases into a MaaS enabled system
PU-DO: Redirect ride-hail activity within corridor geofence to
terminal location, terminal integrated within Mobility Hub
E-com: redirect e-com to parklet to dispatch last mile delivery
E-Fleet: redirect fleets to designated areas
Integrated EV charging and storage of vehicles mapped
throughout the area
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5.2.2 Case 2 - Burnaby - Hastings Corridor

Overview

PHYSICAL

The maps below show how the curb space can be holistically reconfigured within a specific defined zone, with transit as an anchor.
There is consideration for different uses of new mobility, public space activation and vision zero initiatives for pedestrian safety.

0

1

2

Current situation
(September 2020)

Phase 1 - Piloting

Phase 2 - Concretization

Today

1–2 years

5–10 years

3
Phase 3 - Autonomous

?

For this stage with a time frame of around 30 years (2050 for 2020), a Vision Statement document will be created and
updated yearly (see chapter 3.2) with the following points of attention:

Adaptable infrastructure for Autonomous transit, shuttles, vans and ride hail, to create equilibrium
between PU-DO Terminal and Transit terminal. Explore options in median strip of avenue.
Introduction of low-speed e-cargo bike lanes and cycle infrastructure
Curbless zones for flexible and dynamic allocation of uses throughout the 24h period
Deployment of communication infrastructure (5G, 6G, etc to accommodate IoT

25–35 years

Transit

Covid curbs

Food-truck

Vision Zero

Micromobility

Covid Patios

Totem
Plaza

PU-DO

E-commerce
Car-share
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5.2.2 Case 2 - Burnaby - Hastings Corridor

Overview

VIRTUAL

The maps below illustrate diagrammatically the virtual realm and connected new mobility elements as well as special
virtual zoning and geofenced areas with special provisions. These measures are proposed to increase in time.

1

0

2

Current situation
(September 2020)

Phase 1 - Silos

Phase 2 - Network

Today

1–2 years

5–10 years

Hastings
Rosser

Hastings Corridor

For this stage with a time frame of around 30 years (2050 for 2020), a Vision Statement document will be created and
updated yearly (see chapter 3.2) with the following points of attention:

?

MaaS integrated network within an eco-sytem platform of mobility management and ground traffic control
Geofencing and geo-zoning as a city-wide / region-wide strategy
EV charging integrated as part of energy internet to manage surcharge and electricity grid
Data exhaust and data management within a cohesive integrated policy framework under federal and municipal oversight

3
Phase 3 - Ecosystem
25–35 years
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Micromobility
Food-trucks

Vision Zero

Totem
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PU-DO

E-commerce
Car-share
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5.2.3

Case Three

3

North Vancouver
Central Lonsdale

Mobility Hub Typology
See Chapter 4.2 for more information on Mobility
Hub typologies
As part of a city-wide network of interconnected
Mobility Hubs, North Vancouver ‘Central Lonsdale’
has the potential to be categorized as an Urban
Centre Zone (see 4.2) with a natural connection to
the adjacent Urban Centre Zone ‘Lower Lonsdale’
with SeaBus connections to Vancouver city
centre. Although this centre zone is built upon the
backbone of Lonsdale Ave, it is not categorized
as a corridor, but rather as a central urban locality,
hence the Urban Centre Zone.

Lonsdale Ave - tactical bus stop
Image: Y Fogelson (Sep 2020)
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Macro Vision

The vision of a city-wide network of
interconnected Mobility Hubs can be
achieved in an incremental gradual
progression. Using the Transitional
Design Methodology (from Chapter 3),
we can imagine three phases in the
timeline:
1

The first phase being the immediate
action in the time frame of 1-2 years.
Here we can imagine piloting of a
limited area in the immediate vicinity
of a central section along Lonsdale
Ave, as well as the immediate vicinity
of Lonsdale Quay. In this phase the
redesign proposed in the phase 2
can be tested with tactical urbanism
methodology of light infrastructural
changes. New mobility uses and
services can be tested and expanded
within this pilot. At this point each
location is a separate test site and
new geofencing and connectivity
technologies can be trialed at a local
level.

2

The second phase represents the mid
range (5-10 years) concretization of
pilots done in the first phase. Here we
can imagine the expansion of both test
areas (Lonsdale Central and Lower
Lonsdale) each expanding to become
a functional Urban Centre Zone. In this
phase rapid transit solutions can be
incorporated in order to upgrade the
transit system and reduce the vehicular
component of mobility in the most
central area of the north shore. New
mobility services can be integrated
within a MaaS enabled network.

3

In this visionary phase, in the timeframe of around 30 years, Lonsdale
Central and Lower Lonsdale Urban
Centre Zones may eventually integrate
to a larger zone and become an
integral part of the city network of
connected mobility hubs. The network
functions like a rapid transit system,
portrayed by a subway system style
map as its user interface.

see next page
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Current Situation

Central Lonsdale today
Lonsdale Central is one of the major
precincts of North Vancouver and is
centred around Lonsdale Ave as its
backbone, connecting Highway 1 in the
north to Lonsdale Quay waterfront district
in the south, with SeaBus connection
to central Vancouver. It also serves as
central location connecting the district
east-west through 13th St and 15th St.
The intersection at 15th St serves as a
transit interchange between main routes.
Lonsdale Ave in the section between 17th
St and 13th St has ample commercial
activity, as well as civic spaces around
14th St with a plaza connecting to North
Vancouver City Hall as well as the city
library. Lonsdale Ave has 3 lanes in each
direction, including curb lanes used for
parking, as well as sidewalk bulb outs at
crossings.

2

St Georges Ave

Eastern Ave

In this context, the study has investigated
a more radical transformation in phase
2, compared to other case studies, as
many of the phase 1 related piloting is
being tested early on in phase 0 (current
situation). In this transformation, vehicular
road space has been reduced to a
minimum, transit and cycle infrastructure
to a maximum, while connected
new mobility services are being
accommodated exclusively in the central
section of Lonsdale Ave in the long term.

16 St W

15 St E

1

Image: Y Fogelson (Sep 2020)

Covid-curbs - Tactical bus-bulb, facing south (between
15th and 14th)

1
3,4
14 St E

7
8
Lonsdale Ave

Regarding re-allocation of road space,
the Covid 19 pandemic has served as
a impetus to test new configurations of
space to add public space activation
and patios on behalf of the existing curb
lane, while reinstating the ‘lost’ parking
lane on the second vehicular lane,
leaving a single lane in each direction
for traffic. Tactical bus bulbs have also
been experimented with, leaving the
municipality at an advantage point to
implement, consolidate and concretize
further transformation of Lonsdale Ave in
the vision to become a great commercial
high street.

17 St E

5,6

13 St E

2

Image: Google Maps

Image: Y Fogelson (Sep 2020)

Covid-curbs - public seating areas and parking lane,
facing south (16th and 15th)

Sept 2019

3

Image: Google Streetview (Sep 2019)

Pre-covid condition, 2 lanes and a parking lane, facing
south (15th and 14th)

5

Sept 2020

Image: Y Fogelson (Sep 2020)

4

Image: Y Fogelson (Sep 2020)

Covid-curbs - patio and taxi-zone, loading zone, facing
south (15th and 14th)

6

Image: Y Fogelson (Sep 2020)

Covid-curbs - public seating areas and parking lane, facing south (17th and 16th)

7

Image: Google Streetview (Sep 2019)

Pre-covid condition, 2 lanes and dedicated car-share spaces, facing north (13th and 14th)

8

Image: Y Fogelson (Sep 2020)

Dedicated car-share spaces, facing south
(14th and 13th)
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0

Phase 0 | Current Situation | September 2020

PHYSICAL

VIRTUAL

“Yellow Group”

Transit + Active +
Activation + Micromobility

Transit: Express bus 240, buses: 241, 229, 230, 232, 255, N24.
Tactical bus bulbs at 15 St and 17 St stations on Lonsdale
Covid curbs / patios: Continuous patio and activation areas
on curb lane from 17St to 14 St – tactical parking lane in lane
adjacent to Covid curb lane, reduction to a single continuous
traffic lane
Food-trucks: ?
Bike-share: None
Car-share: 2 locations – Evo and Modo
Ride-hail: 1 dedicated space
“Blue Group”

Vehicular New Mobility

PU-DO: 1 location 3min zone
Delivery of goods direct to addressee or at Canada post location
Car-share: Modo: 1 location. Evo: 1 location

“Yellow Group”

Transit + Active +
Activation + Micromobility

Transit: real time bus times in various trip planner / navigation
apps
Bike-share: None
“Blue Group”

Vehicular New Mobility

PU-DO – Apps: Uber, Lyft, taxi apps. No ride-hail pick-up drop
off restrictions or geofencing within area
E-com / delivery: e-commerce and delivery services in silos.
Food delivery apps available.
Car-share – Apps: Modo - 1 connected location, Evo – 1
connected location
Parking Apps: Some integration between fleets and individual
parking apps (PayByPhone Business for fleets).
Parking apps and EV-charging apps in silos
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1

Phase 1 | Piloting | 1–2 years

PHYSICAL

VIRTUAL
“Yellow Group”
“Yellow Group”

Transit + Active +
Activation + Micromobility

Transit: Exchange station on 15st & Lonsdale through
expansion of bus bulbs on 15 St and consolidation of bus bulbs
on Lonsdale

Transit + Active +
Activation + Micromobility

Transit + Micromobility: Pilot integration possibilities, for example
through compass card or MaaS Pilots
Micromobility: Trial of e-bike and e-scooter integration through
single booking and payment system.

Sidewalk extension or public space activation and expansion of
Covid curbs

Civic space to promote community engagement through business
district and municipal website and social media, enabling booking
location for community activities.

Cycle infrastructure: piloting a bi-directional cycle way on
west-side of Lonsdale Ave, bike share and e-scooters near bus
stop

Vision Zero – analytics from sensors for studying vehiclepedestrian conflicts in intersections

Plaza activation at 14 St E with Food Truck and micromobility

“Blue Group”

Vehicular New Mobility

PU-DO: parklet area for passenger waiting + designated 3min
zone / 3 locations along Lonsdale Ave

E-commerce: parklet with unloading zone + delivery bike
parking + designated 15min zone / 3 locations along Lonsdale
Ave / 1 Location at 16 St
Car share: designated zone / 4 locations along Lonsdale Ave

Mobile street commerce: Testing of e-permits for street vendors
and food trucks for booking locations

“Blue Group”

Vehicular New Mobility

PU-DO: Trial of Geofencing for ride-hail TNCs pick-up drop off to
redirect to parklet within apps, integration of booking system

E-com - trial of reservation of slots with booking apps, testing lastmile delivery technologies in e-com parklet
E-Fleet – testing of grouping of different car-share services
to single booking system / trial of dynamic curb space rent or
contract between the existing and new fleet companies / testing of
integration of parking and EV-charging apps with fleets
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2

Phase 2 | Concretization | 5–10 years

Lonsdale
Central

PHYSICAL

“Yellow Group”

Transit + Active +
Activation + Micromobility

Transit: BRT exchange station at 15 St & Lonsdale Ave,
anchoring location for potential civic space. Lonsdale Ave
redesign to include directional transit only lanes southbound and
northbound
Mobility Hub station totems at BRT exchange station square at
15 St and plaza on 14 St with booking / totems with check-in
stations, wayfinding integrated in streetscape
Cycle infrastructure: A major bi-directional cycle way on
east-side of Lonsdale Ave, multiple locations of bike share and
e-scooters facilities, provision for e-cargo bike loading stations
Vision Zero: safe curbless intersections along Lonsdale.
Implementation of safe intersections with sensors and V2I
(Vehicle to Infrastructure) technology
“Blue Group”

Vehicular New Mobility

Lonsdale Ave redesign to include one-way vehicular access road
southbound with curb space bulbs for new mobility uses (see
below)
PU-DO: several locations, each including terminal with service
kiosk and shelter, Mobility Hub wayfinding + designated 3min
zone of several curb spaces

E-commerce: several locations, each includes parklet with new
uses (such as lockers or delivery bike facilities in correlation with
adjacent cycle infrastructure), 15min zone of designated curb
space
E-Fleet: several locations, each with designated 15+mins
stopping zone for registered fleets, wayfinding, curbside EV
charging docks

VIRTUAL

“Yellow Group”

Transit + Active +
Activation + Micromobility

Mobility Hub integration in city wide network

Transit: MaaS ready transit integration with other connected
modes
Civic space: E-permits and scheduling for local community
activities

Mobile street commerce: E-permits for street vendors, food
trucks and commercial public space use through booking of
designated locations
Vision Zero - Geofencing at intersection integrated with V2I
real-time data and analytics
Vision Zero - Geofencing along corridor coded with road
regulations of speed limit and congestion charge.

Congestion charge, LEZ (Low Emissions Zone), ZEZ (Zero
Emissions Zone) enforcement through geofencing as well as
sensors
“Blue Group”

Vehicular New Mobility

Network integration of the different siloed groups from previous
phases into a MaaS enabled system
PU-DO: Redirect ride-hail activity within corridor geofence to
terminal location, terminal integrated within Mobility Hub

E-com: redirect e-com to parklet to dispatch last mile delivery
E-Fleet: redirect fleets to designated areas

Integrated EV charging and storage of vehicles mapped
throughout the area
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Overview

PHYSICAL

The maps below show how the curb space can be holistically reconfigured within a specific defined zone, with transit as an anchor.
There is consideration for different uses of new mobility, public space activation and vision zero initiatives for pedestrian safety.
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Current situation
(September 2020)

Phase 1 - Piloting

Phase 2 - Concretization

Today

1–2 years

5–10 years

3
Phase 3 - Autonomous

?

For this stage with a time frame of around 30 years (2050 for 2020), a Vision Statement document will be created and
updated yearly (see chapter 3.2) with the following points of attention:

Adaptable infrastructure for Autonomous transit, shuttles, vans and ride hail, to create equilibrium
between PU-DO Terminal and Transit terminal. Explore options in median strip of avenue.
Introduction of low-speed e-cargo bike lanes and cycle infrastructure
Curbless zones for flexible and dynamic allocation of uses throughout the 24h period
Deployment of communication infrastructure (5G, 6G, etc to accommodate IoT

25–35 years

Transit

Covid curbs

Food-truck

Vision Zero

Micromobility

Covid Patios

Totem
Plaza

PU-DO

E-commerce
Car-share
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Overview

VIRTUAL

The maps below illustrate diagrammatically the virtual realm and connected new mobility elements as well as special
virtual zoning and geofenced areas with special provisions. These measures are proposed to increase in time.
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For this stage with a time frame of around 30 years (2050 for 2020), a Vision Statement document will be created and
updated yearly (see chapter 3.2) with the following points of attention:

?

MaaS integrated network within an eco-sytem platform of mobility management and ground traffic control
Geofencing and geo-zoning as a city-wide / region-wide strategy
EV charging integrated as part of energy internet to manage surcharge and electricity grid
Data exhaust and data management within a cohesive integrated policy framework under federal and municipal oversight

3
Phase 3 - Ecosystem
25–35 years
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5.2.4

Case Four

4

New Westminster
Uptown 6th & 6th

Mobility Hub Typology
See Chapter 4.2 for more information on Mobility
Hub typologies
As part of a city-wide network of interconnected
Mobility Hubs, New Westminster ‘Uptown’ has the
potential to be categorized as an Urban Centre
Zone (see 4.2) with a natural connection to the adjacent Urban Centre Zone ‘Downtown’ with Skytrain
connections to Vancouver, Burnaby and Surrey.

6th St - tactical Covid sidewalk extension

Image: Y Fogelson (Sep 2020)
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Macro Vision

The vision of a city-wide network of
interconnected Mobility Hubs can be
achieved in an incremental gradual
progression. Using the Transitional
Design Methodology (from Chapter 3),
we can imagine three phases in the
timeline:
1

The first phase being the immediate
action in the time frame of 1-2 years.
Here we can imagine piloting of a
limited area in the immediate vicinity
of Uptown around 6th & 6th, as well
as the immediate vicinity of New
Westminster SkyTrain station. In this
phase the redesign proposed in the
‘Uptown Streetscape Vision (June 8,
2020)’ document can be simulated
and tested with tactical urbanism
methodology of light infrastructural
changes. New mobility uses and
services can be tested and expanded
within this pilot. At this point each
location is a separate test site and
new geofencing and connectivity
technologies can be trialed at a local
level.

2

The second phase represents the mid
range (5-10 years) concretization of
pilots done in the first phase. Here we
can imagine the expansion of both test
areas (Uptown and Downtown) each
expanding to become a functional
Urban Centre Zone. In this phase,
the ‘Uptown Streetscape Vision (June
8, 2020)’ can be implemented after
readjustment and recalibration thanks
to phase 1 piloting. In this phase, new
mobility services can be integrated
within a MaaS enabled network.

3

In this visionary phase, in the timeframe of around 30 years, New
Westminster Uptown and Downtown
Urban Centre Zones may eventually
integrate to a larger zone and become
an integral part of the city network of
connected mobility hubs. The network
functions like a rapid transit system,
portrayed by a subway system style
map as its user interface.

see next page
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Current Situation

Uptown Today

8th Ave

Princess St

4

1

3

Image: Google Streetview (Jul 2019)

6th St / 5th Ave intersection - facing northwest (pre-cvoid situation)

Sixth Ave

6
5
Belmont St

2

1

Fifth Ave

7
Brantford St

2
6th St

Seventh St

Ash St

Regarding re-allocation of road space,
since 2017 a small pop-up plaza has been
piloted in Belmont street. In 2020, the
Covid pandemic has been the impetus
for a wide scale ephemeral re-allocation
of curb space to sidewalk extensions and
patio space along 6th St, as well as along
6th Ave alongside the Royal City Centre.
To leverage these reconfigurations of street
distribution, this study investigates the
possibility of an interim phase (phase 1) to
further consolidate and test configuration of
space as well as allocation of new mobility
uses, prior to advancing to phase 2, which
would be the concretization of the ‘Uptown
Streetscape Vision’.

Seventh Ave

Eighth St

The area is currently designated for a
redesign as indicated in the ‘Uptown
Streetscape Vision (June 8, 2020)’
document. Here 6th St will be transformed
to create a new visual identity, pedestrian
areas are to be enhanced and expanded
through re-allocation of road space, mostly
in the curb lanes. The challenges that
face the municipalities include trade-off’s
between transit and pedestrian priority, as
well as dealing with the competing interest
for curb space by different modes.

5th St

6th St

Uptown serves as a secondary central
district in New Westminster in its
geographical centre point. The immediate
vicinity around the intersection of 6th Ave
and 6th Street is the focal point of this
case study. 6th Street acts as a connector
between Downtown New Westminster and
the boundary with Burnaby, while 6th Ave
connects Marine Way and Queensborough
Bridge on the west with McBride Blvd on
the east. The Royal City Centre shopping
centre is located at this intersection,
creating small urban plazas at 6th Ave &
6th St, as well as 6th Ave & 8th St.

Image: Google Streetview (Sep 2019)

6th St / Belmont St - plaza - facing southwest (pre-cvoid situation)

Image: Google Maps

3

Image: Google Streetview (Sep 2019)

6th St / 6th Ave intersection - facing southeast (pre-cvoid situation)

4
4

Image: Y Fogelson (Sep 2020)

Covid-curbs - sidewalk extension
6th Ave facing northeast

4
5

Image: Y Fogelson (Sep 2020)

Covid-curbs - seating area
6th St facing northwest

5
Proposal for 6th St between Belmont and 6th Ave
Uptown Streetscape Vision - November 16, 2020

4
6

Image: Y Fogelson (Sep 2020)

Covid-curbs - sidewalk extension
6th St facing northwest

4
7

Image: Y Fogelson (Sep 2020)

Covid-curbs - patio
6th St facing southeast

6
Proposal for Belmont St with expanded plaza
Uptown Streetscape Vision - November 16, 2020
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0

Phase 0 | Current Situation | September 2020

PHYSICAL

VIRTUAL

“Yellow Group”

Transit + Active +
Activation + Micromobility

Transit: Buses: 101, 105, 106, 155, N19.
Covid curbs: Sidewalk extension along Royal City Centre on
6th Ave and small stretch on 6th St
Covid Patios: 1 centralized on 6th St, 2 commercial patios
Plaza: existing tactical pop-up plaza at Belmont St
Food-trucks: ?
Bike-share: None
Car-share: 2 locations – Modo, Evo available in area
Designated Taxi zone
“Blue Group”

Vehicular New Mobility

PU-DO: currently no area allocated
Delivery of goods direct to addressee or at Canada post
location
Car-share: Modo: 1 location. Evo: available in the area

“Yellow Group”

Transit + Active +
Activation + Micromobility

Transit: real time bus times in various trip planner / navigation
apps
Bike-share: None
“Blue Group”

Vehicular New Mobility

PU-DO – Apps: Uber, Lyft, taxi apps. No ride-hail pick-up drop
off restrictions or geofencing within area
E-com / delivery: e-commerce and delivery services in silos.
Food delivery apps available.
Car-share – Apps: Modo - 1 connected location, Evo –
available in the area
Parking Apps: Some integration between fleets and individual
parking apps (PayByPhone Business for fleets).
Parking apps and EV-charging apps in silos
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1

Phase 1 | Piloting | 1–2 years

PHYSICAL

VIRTUAL

“Yellow Group”

Transit + Active +
Activation + Micromobility

Transit: Bus bulbs on 6th St
Sidewalk extension or public space activation and expansion of
Covid curbs
Plaza: consolidation of plaza with sidewalk extensions
Vision Zero: safe intersections, simulation of phase 2 project in
‘Uptown Streetscape Vision’ document
Micromobility: Bike-share and e-scooter stations adjacent to
bus stops
“Blue Group”

Vehicular New Mobility

PU-DO: parklet area for passenger waiting + designated 3min
zone / 1 location on 6th St / 1 location on 6th Ave
E-commerce: parklet with unloading zone + delivery bike
parking + designated 15min zone / 3 locations on 6th St / 1
location on 6th Ave
Car share: designated zone / 2 locations on 6th St / 1 location
on Belmont St

“Yellow Group”

Transit + Active +
Activation + Micromobility

Transit + Micromobility: Pilot integration possibilities, for
example through compass card or MaaS Pilots
Micromobility: Trial of e-bike and e-scooter integration through
single booking and payment system.
Civic space to promote community engagement through
business district and municipal website and social media,
enabling booking location for community activities.
Mobile street commerce: Testing of e-permits for street
vendors and food trucks for booking locations
Vision Zero – analytics from sensors for studying vehiclepedestrian conflicts in intersections
“Blue Group”

Vehicular New Mobility

PU-DO: Trial of Geofencing for ride-hail TNCs pick-up drop off
to redirect to parklet within apps, integration of booking system
E-com - trial of reservation of slots with booking apps, testing
last-mile delivery technologies in e-com parklet
E-Fleet – testing of grouping of different car-share services
to single booking system / trial of dynamic curb space rent or
contract between the existing and new fleet companies / testing
of integration of parking and EV-charging apps with fleets
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2

Phase 2 | Concretization | 5–10 years

Uptown
6th & 6th

PHYSICAL

VIRTUAL
“Yellow Group”
“Yellow Group”

Transit + Active +
Activation + Micromobility

Transit: Concretization of bus bulbs in streetscape design
Follow streetscape redesign as indicated in ‘Uptown
Streetscape Vision’ document
Mobility Hub station totems at 6th & 6th plaza and Belmont
plaza / totems with check-in stations, wayfinding integrated in
streetscape
Vision Zero: safe curbless intersections on 6th St.
Implementation of safe intersections with sensors and V2I
(Vehicle to Infrastructure) technology
Micromobility: Expansion of bike-share and e-scooter
stations adjacent to bus stops
“Blue Group”

Vehicular New Mobility

PU-DO: several locations, each including terminal with service
kiosk and shelter, Mobility Hub wayfinding + designated 3min
zone of several curb spaces
E-commerce: several locations, each includes parklet with
new uses (such as lockers or delivery bike facilities), 15min
zone of designated curb space
E-Fleet: several locations, each with designated 15+mins
stopping zone for registered fleets, wayfinding, curbside EV
charging docks

Transit + Active +
Activation + Micromobility

Mobility Hub integration in city wide network
Transit: MaaS ready transit integration with other connected
modes
Civic space: E-permits and scheduling for local community
activities
Mobile street commerce: E-permits for street vendors, food
trucks and commercial public space use through booking of
designated locations
Vision Zero - Geofencing at intersection integrated with V2I
real-time data and analytics
Vision Zero - Geofencing along corridor coded with road
regulations of speed limit and congestion charge.
Congestion charge, LEZ (Low Emissions Zone), ZEZ (Zero
Emissions Zone) enforcement through geofencing as well as
sensors
“Blue Group”

Vehicular New Mobility

Network integration of the different siloed groups from previous
phases into a MaaS enabled system
PU-DO: Redirect ride-hail activity within corridor geofence to
terminal location, terminal integrated within Mobility Hub
E-com: redirect e-com to parklet to dispatch last mile delivery
E-Fleet: redirect fleets to designated areas
Integrated EV charging and storage of vehicles mapped
throughout the area
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Overview

PHYSICAL

The maps below show how the curb space can be holistically reconfigured within a specific defined zone, with transit as an anchor.
There is consideration for different uses of new mobility, public space activation and vision zero initiatives for pedestrian safety.
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For this stage with a time frame of around 30 years (2050 for 2020), a Vision Statement document will be created and
updated yearly (see chapter 3.2) with the following points of attention:

Adaptable infrastructure for Autonomous transit, shuttles, vans and ride hail, to create equilibrium
between PU-DO Terminal and Transit terminal. Explore options in median strip of avenue.
Introduction of low-speed e-cargo bike lanes and cycle infrastructure
Curbless zones for flexible and dynamic allocation of uses throughout the 24h period
Deployment of communication infrastructure (5G, 6G, etc to accommodate IoT

25–35 years
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Covid curbs
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Overview

VIRTUAL

The maps below illustrate diagrammatically the virtual realm and connected new mobility elements as well as special
virtual zoning and geofenced areas with special provisions. These measures are proposed to increase in time.
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For this stage with a time frame of around 30 years (2050 for 2020), a Vision Statement document will be created and
updated yearly (see chapter 3.2) with the following points of attention:

?

MaaS integrated network within an eco-sytem platform of mobility management and ground traffic control
Geofencing and geo-zoning as a city-wide / region-wide strategy
EV charging integrated as part of energy internet to manage surcharge and electricity grid
Data exhaust and data management within a cohesive integrated policy framework under federal and municipal oversight
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Phase 3 - Ecosystem
25–35 years
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5.2.5

Case Five

5

Coquitlam
City Centre

Mobility Hub Typology
See Chapter 4.2 for more information on Mobility
Hub typologies
As part of a city-wide network of interconnected
Mobility Hubs, ‘Coquitlam City Centre’ has the
potential to be categorized as an Urban Centre
Zone (see 4.2) with transit through a direct Skytrain
connections to Vancouver, Burnaby and elsewhere
in the transit network. Eventually this zone can
include 3 Skytrain stations (Coquitlam Central,
Lincoln, Lafarge Lake-Douglas), each with a Mass
Transit Mobility Hub, as well as a Shopping Centre
Mobility Hub at Coquitlam Centre.

Glen Drive

Image: Y Fogelson (Aug 2020)
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3

The second phase represents the mid
range (5-10 years) concretization of pilots
done in the first phase. Here we can
imagine the expansion of the test area
to become a functioning Urban Centre
Zone that included 3 Skytrain stations
(Coquitlam Central, Lincoln, Lafarge
Lake-Douglas), each with a Mass Transit
Mobility Hub, as well as a Shopping
Centre Mobility Hub at Coquitlam Centre.
In this phase, the redevelopment plans
of Coquitlam City Centre indicated in the
‘Draft City Centre Plan (Sept 14, 2020)’
are taken into account. The new street
network, replacing parts of Coquitlam
Centre and its parking lot areas, can be
constructed with new mobility solutions
incorporated in the streetscape design.
In this phase, new mobility services can
be integrated within a MaaS enabled
network.
In this visionary phase, in the timeframe of around 30 years, Coquitlam
City Centre can be consolidated and
expanded as an Urban Centre Zone. It
can become an integral part of the city
network of connected mobility hubs,
adjacent to Port Moody Transport
Oriented Development Mobility Hub (See
4.2). The network functions like a rapid
transit system, portrayed by a subway
system style map as its user interface.
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see next page
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The first phase being the immediate
action in the time frame of 1-2 years.
Here, two typologies can be tested,
namely the Mass Transit Mobility Hub
(see 4.2) at Lincoln station and a
Shopping Centre Mobility Hub (see 4.2)
at Coquitlam Centre. Other Mass Transit
Mobility Hubs along the SkyTrain line
(Inlet Centre, Moody Centre, etc.) are
trialed. At this point each location is a
separate test site and new geofencing
and connectivity technologies can be
trialed at a local level. New mobility uses
and services can be tested and expanded
within this pilot.

Guilford Way
Lafarge
Lake–Douglas
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The vision of a city-wide network of
interconnected Mobility Hubs can be
achieved in an incremental gradual
progression. Using the Transitional
Design Methodology (from Chapter 3), we
can imagine three phases in the timeline:
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Current Situation

Guildford Wa

Coquitlam Today
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Over the past two decades, Coquitlam
City Centre has transformed from a
suburban North American typology of
a regional mall, into a transit-oriented
development with an urban typology of
built form and streetscape. Currently, this
is most evident around Glen Drive and
the area north of Northern Way. However,
over the next decade, according to the
‘Draft City Centre Plan (Sept 14, 2020)’
document, the Coquitlam Centre will be
eventually transformed into an urban
typology, built in phases occupying the
parking lots around the shopping centre,
as well as reconfiguration of large parts of
the shopping centre. This area is unique,
as it is served by three SkyTrain stations
and has the potential to justify the use of
shared mobility, currently largely absent.
Furthermore, the use of Covid curbs is
also absent, compared to some of the
other case studies.
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Image: Y Fogelson (Aug 2020)

Glen Dr (at Pacific St, curb space parking, cycle
path, facing east
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In this study, there is an investigation
into how small scale local new mobility
initiatives in curb spaces and parking lot
area can serve as a testing ground for
future implementation of a new street
network which already incorporates some
of the ideas of new mobility provisions
towards a connected, shared and more
sustainable modes. The advantage
here lies in the fact that a complete new
infrastructure can be designed from the
ground up, welcoming future residents
and businesses of the proposed new city
centre.

2

3

5
Proposal of new streetscape, Character streets and street frontage types.
Draft City Centre Area Plan - Sept 14, 2020

Image: Y Fogelson (Aug 2020)

The High St, curbless curb space, paid parking,
facing north

4

Image: Y Fogelson (Aug 2020)

Image: Y Fogelson (Aug 2020)

Northern Ave, curb space (top), Lincoln Station
approach (bottom) facing east
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0

Phase 0 | Current Situation | September 2020

PHYSICAL

VIRTUAL

“Yellow Group”

Transit + Active +
Activation + Micromobility

Transit: Lincoln SkyTrain station, Buses: 160, 183, 186, 188, 191,
N9
Vision Zero: Safe intersection (Atlantic Ave / Baldwin St)
Covid curbs / patios: none
Food-trucks: ?
Bike-share: None
“Blue Group”

Vehicular New Mobility

PU-DO: currently no area allocated
Delivery of goods direct to addressee or at Canada post location
Car-share: 3 location – Modo, Evo not available in area

“Yellow Group”

Transit + Active +
Activation + Micromobility

Transit: real time Skytrain and bus times in various trip planner /
navigation apps
Bike-share: None
“Blue Group”

Vehicular New Mobility

PU-DO – Apps: Uber, Lyft, taxi apps. No ride-hail pick-up drop off
restrictions or geofencing within area
E-com / delivery: e-commerce and delivery services in silos.
Food delivery apps available.
Car-share – Apps: Modo - 3 connected locations, Evo – not
available in the area
Parking Apps: Some integration between fleets and individual
parking apps (PayByPhone Business for fleets).
Parking apps and EV-charging apps in silos
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1

Phase 1 | Piloting | 1–2 years

PHYSICAL

VIRTUAL

“Yellow Group”

“Yellow Group”

Transit + Active +
Activation + Micromobility

Transit + micromobility: Bike-share and e-scooter facilities in
Lincoln station
Plaza: Pop-up plaza connecting Skytrain station and entrance to
Coquitlam Centre with food trucks and micromobility facilities
Vision Zero: Safe intersection (Atlantic Ave / Baldwin St)
“Blue Group”

Vehicular New Mobility

PU-DO: parklet area for passenger waiting + designated 3min
zone / 1 location on Northern Ave
E-commerce: parklet with unloading zone + delivery bike
parking + designated 15min zone / 2 locations
Car share: designated zone / 4 locations

Transit + Active +
Activation + Micromobility

Transit + Micromobility: Pilot integration possibilities, for example
through compass card or MaaS Pilots
Micromobility: Trial of e-bike and e-scooter integration through
single booking and payment system.
Civic space to promote community engagement through business
district and municipal website and social media, enabling booking
location for community activities.
Mobile street commerce: Testing of e-permits for street vendors
and food trucks for booking locations
Vision Zero – analytics from sensors for studying vehiclepedestrian conflicts in intersections
“Blue Group”

Vehicular New Mobility

PU-DO: Trial of Geofencing for ride-hail TNCs pick-up drop off to
redirect to parklet within apps, integration of booking system
E-com - trial of reservation of slots with booking apps, testing lastmile delivery technologies in e-com parklet
E-Fleet – testing of grouping of different car-share services
to single booking system / trial of dynamic curb space rent or
contract between the existing and new fleet companies / testing of
integration of parking and EV-charging apps with fleets
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2

Phase 2 | Concretization | 5–10 years

Coquitlam Centre
Lincoln

PHYSICAL

VIRTUAL
“Yellow Group”

Transit + Active +
Activation + Micromobility

Redevelopment of Coquitlam Centre area with new configuration
of street network following ‘Draft City Area Plan – Sept 14 2020’
document
Mobility Hub station totems at Lincoln Station and mall entrance
plaza / totems with check-in stations, wayfinding integrated in
streetscape
Vision Zero: safe curbless intersections along The High St.
Implementation of safe intersections with sensors and V2I (Vehicle
to Infrastructure) technology
Micromobility: Cycle infrastructure network connecting Lincoln
station. Expansion of bike-share and e-scooter stations
“Blue Group”

Vehicular New Mobility

Lonsdale Ave redesign to include one-way vehicular access road
southbound with curb space bulbs for new mobility uses (see
below)
PU-DO: several locations, each including terminal with service
kiosk and shelter, Mobility Hub wayfinding + designated 3min zone
of several curb spaces
E-commerce: several locations, each includes parklet with new
uses (such as lockers or delivery bike facilities in correlation with
adjacent cycle infrastructure), 15min zone of designated curb
space
E-Fleet: several locations, each with designated 15+mins stopping
zone for registered fleets, wayfinding, curbside EV charging docks

“Yellow Group”

Transit + Active +
Activation + Micromobility

Mobility Hub integration in city wide network
Transit: MaaS ready transit integration with other connected
modes
Civic space: E-permits and scheduling for local community
activities
Mobile street commerce: E-permits for street vendors, food
trucks and commercial public space use through booking of
designated locations
Vision Zero - Geofencing at intersection integrated with V2I realtime data and analytics
Vision Zero - Geofencing along corridor coded with road
regulations of speed limit and congestion charge.
Congestion charge, LEZ (Low Emissions Zone), ZEZ (Zero
Emissions Zone) enforcement through geofencing as well as
sensors
“Blue Group”

Vehicular New Mobility

Network integration of the different siloed groups from previous
phases into a MaaS enabled system
PU-DO: Redirect ride-hail activity within corridor geofence to
terminal location, terminal integrated within Mobility Hub
E-com: redirect e-com to parklet to dispatch last mile delivery
E-Fleet: redirect fleets to designated areas
Integrated EV charging and storage of vehicles mapped
throughout the area
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Overview

PHYSICAL

The maps below show how the curb space can be holistically reconfigured within a specific defined zone, with transit as an anchor.
There is consideration for different uses of new mobility, public space activation and vision zero initiatives for pedestrian safety.
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Current situation
(September 2020)

Phase 1 - Piloting

Phase 2 - Concretization

Today

1–2 years

5–10 years

3
Phase 3 - Autonomous

?

For this stage with a time frame of around 30 years (2050 for 2020), a Vision Statement document will be created and
updated yearly (see chapter 3.2) with the following points of attention:

Adaptable infrastructure for Autonomous transit, shuttles, vans and ride hail, to create equilibrium
between PU-DO Terminal and Transit terminal. Explore options in median strip of avenue.
Introduction of low-speed e-cargo bike lanes and cycle infrastructure
Curbless zones for flexible and dynamic allocation of uses throughout the 24h period
Deployment of communication infrastructure (5G, 6G, etc to accommodate IoT

25–35 years

Transit

Covid curbs

Food-truck

Vision Zero

Micromobility

Covid Patios

Totem
Plaza

PU-DO

E-commerce
Car-share
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Overview

VIRTUAL

The maps below illustrate diagrammatically the virtual realm and connected new mobility elements as well as special
virtual zoning and geofenced areas with special provisions. These measures are proposed to increase in time.
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For this stage with a time frame of around 30 years (2050 for 2020), a Vision Statement document will be created and
updated yearly (see chapter 3.2) with the following points of attention:

?

MaaS integrated network within an eco-sytem platform of mobility management and ground traffic control
Geofencing and geo-zoning as a city-wide / region-wide strategy
EV charging integrated as part of energy internet to manage surcharge and electricity grid
Data exhaust and data management within a cohesive integrated policy framework under federal and municipal oversight

3
Phase 3 - Ecosystem
25–35 years
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Micromobility
Food-trucks
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5.2.6

Case Six

6

UBC

Campus Gateway

Mobility Hub Typology
See Chapter 4.2 for more information on Mobility
Hub typologies
As part of a city-wide network of interconnected
Mobility Hubs, the UBC campus has the potential to
be categorized as a Campus Mobility Hub typology
(see 4.2). Initially served by rapid bus lines, as it is
today, while eventually it can be anchored around
a Skytrain station as part of the possible second
phase of the Broadway subway project. UBC is
a suitable location to test the idea of the Campus
Mobility Hub typology, as UBC has considerable
planning autonomy as the municipal authority
having jurisdiction over its own lands. Here,
potential decisions on both payment and integration
of services (such as U-Pass) can be integrated
with physical space provision for infrastructure
pertaining new mobility.

UBC Exchange

Image: Y Fogelson (Oct 2020)
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Macro Vision

The vision of a city-wide network of
interconnected Mobility Hubs can be
achieved in an incremental gradual
progression. Using the Transitional
Design Methodology (from Chapter 3), we
can imagine three phases in the timeline:
1

2

3

The first phase being the immediate
action in the time frame of 1-2 years.
Here, the Campus Mobility Hub (see
4.2) can be tested. At this point the
UBC area is a separate test site and not
yet connected to other test sites in the
city. New geofencing and connectivity
technologies can be trialed at a local
level. New mobility uses and services can
be tested and expanded within this pilot,
with a focus on last-mile micromobility
options and AV shuttles.
The second phase represents the mid
range (5-10 years) concretization of pilots
done in the first phase. Here we can
imagine the expansion of the test area to
become a functioning Campus Mobility
Hub built around the existing UBC
Exchange Bus terminal. We can imagine
the expansion of the AV shuttle network.
In this phase, new mobility services can
be integrated within a MaaS enabled
network.
In this visionary phase, in the time-frame
of around 30 years, the Campus Mobility
Hub can be expanded to include the main
campus area. Here it is anticipated that
the Broadway subway will continue until
UBC with a station at UBC Exchange and
a potential station at Wesbrook Village,
which can function as a New TOD
Mobility Hub. The UBC area can become
an integral part of the city network of
connected mobility hubs. The network
functions like a rapid transit system,
portrayed by a subway system style map
as its user interface.

see next page
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Current Situation
Crescent Rd

UBC Today
Currently UBC is a university related hub
for employment, education, as well as
a growing residential area. It is located
at a distance of approximately 10km
from Vancouver’s city centre and can
be characterized as an isolated endof-the-line hub, within the metropolitan
area, due to its geographic enclosure
between the Straight of Georgia and
Pacific Spirit Park. The campus is well
served by express buses to the rest of the
city, transit terminates around the UBC
Exchange which is located in a centrally
accessible area within the campus.
Although in the past decade the internal
area has become increasingly more
pedestrian oriented, large parts of the
campus lie beyond a 5-10min walkable
distance from the transit services (beyond
500m radius). Micromobility options such
as the dockless HOPR bike-share system
is not integrated with provisions such as
the U-Pass or Compass card. Currently,
separated dedicated cycle paths
throughout campus are limited, especially
internally in the heart of campus west of
Wesbrook Mall.

Student Union Blvd

1

Image: Y Fogelson (Oct 2020)

Car-share designated spaces - East Mall
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UBC Bus Loop
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East Mall
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Image: Y Fogelson (Oct 2020)

PU-DO zone, East Mall
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7

Agronomy Rd

Image: Google Earth

3

Image: Y Fogelson (Oct 2020)

Loading zone, University Blvd

4

Image: Y Fogelson (Oct 2020)

5

Image: Y Fogelson (Oct 2020)

HOPR bike-share designated dockless parking area

On-street parking, University Blvd

6

7

Image: Y Fogelson (Oct 2020)

Curb lane on University Blvd - bus end/start journey

8
UBC Exchange Bus loop

Image: Y Fogelson (Oct 2020)

Loading zone, bike lane, bus lane, Wesbrook Mall

Image: Y Fogelson (Oct 2020)
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0

Phase 0 | Current Situation | September 2020

0

100 m

200 m

PHYSICAL

VIRTUAL
“Yellow Group”

Transit + Active +
Activation + Micromobility

Transit: UBC Exchange: 99, R4, 49, 84, 44, 33, 68, 25 / University
Blvd: 4, 14 N17
Bus curb
Bike-share: About 200 HOPR bikes through-out the campus with
80+ designated dockless parking location
“Blue Group”

Vehicular New Mobility

PU-DO: 3min drop-off zones throughout campus
15min loading zones, delivery of goods direct to addressee
Car-share: Modo and Evo, several locations throughout campus

“Yellow Group”

Transit + Active +
Activation + Micromobility

Transit: real time bus times in various trip planner / navigation
apps
Bike-share: HOPR isolated app
“Blue Group”

Vehicular New Mobility

PU-DO – Apps: Uber, Lyft, taxi apps. Ride-hail restrictions on
drop off locations being tested through geofencing within the area,
E-com / delivery: e-commerce and delivery services in silos. Food
delivery apps available.
Car-share – Apps: Modo & Evo - several connected locations,
available in the area
Parking Apps: Parking apps and EV-charging apps in silos
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1

Phase 1 | Piloting | 1–2 years

UBC
Gateway

0

PHYSICAL
“Yellow Group”

100 m

200 m

Transit + Active +
Activation + Micromobility

Isolated pilot locations: UBC Exchange, University Blvd, East Mall
Wayfinding and visual identity to be expanded in this phase to unify
visual identity of UBC Exchange with other new mobility services
through campus
UBC Exchange with real-time transit info screens, testing transit
totems prototyping
Transit+ Micromobility: UBC Exchange, University Blvd, more
direct physical integration of micromobility docking stations, bikeshare adjacent to bus loop
Micromobility infrastructure: piloting tactical physical
segregation in pedestrian areas for pedestrian and cyclist safety,
piloting of additional micromobility services.
AV Shuttle: Testing of AV shuttle services in pilot area on East
Mall
Vision Zero: implementation of road safety/monitoring
technologies on East Mall as test site.
“Blue Group”

Vehicular New Mobility

PU-DO (within pilot zone): parklet area for passenger waiting +
designated 3min zone / 1 location on University Blvd (westbound) /
several locations on East Mall
parklet area for passenger waiting + designated 3min zone / 1
location on University Blvd (westbound) / several locations on East
Mall
E-commerce (within pilot zone): unloading zone + delivery bike
parking + designated 15min zone / 1 location on University Blvd
(westbound) / several locations on East Mall
Car- share (within pilot zone): designated zones / several locations
along East Mall. Additional locations in parkades and building
parking garages (not indicated in map)

VIRTUAL
“Yellow Group”

Transit + Active +
Activation + Micromobility

Transit + Micromobility: Pilot integration possibilities, for example
through compass card or MaaS Pilots
Micromobility: Trial of HOPR bike integration in current programs
such as U-Pass or Compass card. Trail of new e-bike and
e-scooter integration through single booking and payment system.
Civic space to promote community/student engagement on
campus through campus website/social media, enabling booking
location for communal or non-profit activities.
Mobile street commerce: Testing of e-permits for street vendors
and food trucks for booking locations
Vision Zero: analytics from sensors for studying vehiclepedestrian conflicts and counts in intersections and designated test
zones
“Blue Group”

Vehicular New Mobility

PU-DO: Trial of Geofencing for ride-hail TNCs pick-up drop off to
redirect to parklet within apps, integration of booking system
E-com - trial of reservation of slots with booking apps, testing lastmile delivery technologies in e-com parklet
E-Fleet – testing of grouping of different car-share services
to single booking system / trial of dynamic curb space rent or
contract between the existing and new fleet companies / testing of
integration of parking and EV-charging apps with fleets
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2

Phase 2 | Concretization | 5–10 years

UBC
Gateway

0

100 m

200 m

PHYSICAL

VIRTUAL
“Yellow Group”

Transit + Active +
Activation + Micromobility

Connected Campus Mobility Hub pilot area: Between Wesbrook
Mall (NE), Agronomy Rd (SE), West Mall (SW), Crescent Rd (NW).
Mobility Hub station totems at UBC Exchange, University Blvd &
East Mall / totems with check-in stations, wayfinding integrated in
streetscape
Transit: consolidation of transit and integration options with other
modes
Vision Zero: safe, low-speed streets and intersections within MH
area. Implementation of safe intersections with sensors and V2I
(Vehicle to Infrastructure) technology
Micromobility: Concretization of separated cycle paths in campus
tested in phase 1. Incorporation of city-wide/regional programs
(with focus on e-bike share)
AV Shuttle: Concretization of shuttle services and testing of AV
shuttle services: East Mall Line, Wesbrook Line, Cross Campus
Line
“Blue Group”

Vehicular New Mobility

PU-DO: several locations, each including terminal with service
kiosk and shelter, Mobility Hub wayfinding + designated 3min zone
of several curb spaces
E-commerce: several locations, each includes parklet with new
uses (such as lockers or delivery bike facilities), 15min zone of
designated curb space
E-Fleet: several locations, each with designated 15+mins stopping
zone for registered fleets, wayfinding, curbside EV charging
docks. Additional locations in parkades and building parking
garages (not indicated in the map)

“Yellow Group”

Transit + Active +
Activation + Micromobility

Mobility Hub integration in city wide network
Transit: MaaS ready transit integration with other connected
modes
Civic space: E-permits and scheduling and allocating local
community activities on campus
Mobile street commerce: E-permits for street vendors, food
trucks and commercial public space use through booking of
designated locations
Vision Zero - Geofencing at intersection integrated with V2I realtime data and analytics
Vision Zero - Geofencing in test zone coded with road regulations
of speed limit and congestion charge.
Congestion charge, LEZ (Low Emissions Zone), ZEZ (Zero
Emissions Zone) enforcement through geofencing as well as
sensors
“Blue Group”

Vehicular New Mobility

Network integration of the different siloed groups from previous
phases into a MaaS enabled system
PU-DO: Redirect ride-hail activity within corridor geofence to
terminal location, terminal integrated within Mobility Hub
E-com: redirect e-com to parklet to dispatch last mile delivery
E-Fleet: redirect fleets to designated areas
Integrated EV charging and storage of vehicles mapped throughout
the area
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Overview

PHYSICAL

The maps below show how the curb space can be holistically reconfigured within a specific defined zone, with transit as an anchor.
There is consideration for different uses of new mobility, public space activation and vision zero initiatives for pedestrian safety.
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For this stage with a time frame of around 30 years (2050 for 2020), a Vision Statement document will be created and
updated yearly (see chapter 3.2) with the following points of attention:

Adaptable infrastructure for Autonomous transit, shuttles, vans and ride hail, to create equilibrium
between PU-DO Terminal and Transit terminal. Explore options in median strip of avenue.
Introduction of low-speed e-cargo bike lanes and cycle infrastructure
Curbless zones for flexible and dynamic allocation of uses throughout the 24h period
Deployment of communication infrastructure (5G, 6G, etc to accommodate IoT

Micromobility
AV Shuttle

Piloting Micromobility
Micromobility

PU-DO

E-commerce

E-Fleet

Car-share
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Overview

VIRTUAL

The maps below illustrate diagrammatically the virtual realm and connected new mobility elements as well as special
virtual zoning and geofenced areas with special provisions. These measures are proposed to increase in time.
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For this stage with a time frame of around 30 years (2050 for 2020), a Vision Statement document will be created and
updated yearly (see chapter 3.2) with the following points of attention:

?

MaaS integrated network within an eco-sytem platform of mobility management and ground traffic control
Geofencing and geo-zoning as a city-wide / region-wide strategy
EV charging integrated as part of energy internet to manage surcharge and electricity grid
Data exhaust and data management within a cohesive integrated policy framework under federal and municipal oversight
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3
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5.2.7

Case Seven

7

Surrey – Langley
Fraser Highway Corridor

Mobility Hub Typology
See Chapter 4.2 for more information on Mobility
Hub typologies
As part of a city-wide network of interconnected Mobility Hubs, this case study investigates the possible
implementation strategy for testing the Suburban
Gateway Mobility Hub (See 4.2) typology along
the Fraser Hwy between Surrey and Langley. This
location is in a particularly interesting setting for this
typology, as the mobility hub can evolve to include
rapid transit in the mid-term future, as the SkyTrain
extension gets implemented.

Fraser Highway

Image: Y Fogelson (Oct 2020)
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Phase 0

Fraser Highway is located in a predominantly
suburban setting, the highway corridor
crosses diagonally a grid-like road system
of arterial roads. Although there are
conventional bike lanes in many of these
main roads, there is no network of separated
cycle tracks, or bikeways along greenways
connecting to transit. The 502, 503 routes
serve this corridor and there is pedestrian
access to surroundings, although little
dedicated pedestrian greenways separate
from the road system. The immediate
environment around transit is frequently
surrounded by strip mall typology and
other uses with large parking lots. These
commercial areas are most prone to change
due to the impact of the new SkyTrain
stations. As part of the case study analysis,
the immediate vicinity of future SkyTrain
station locations were investigated. In
this page we can see images from the
surroundings of the future 160 St Station.
It is noticeable that there appear to be
conventional cycle lanes in major roads,
however, in a very automobile dominant
environment these unseparated cycle lanes
appear less safe and utilized.
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Images 1,2,3 – Bus stop direction northwest,
looking northwest
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In contrast to other case studies, this case
study stayed at a higher level without
focusing on the street scale. This case
study is meant as a start an investigation
into the applicability or relevance of the
Suburban Gateway Mobility Hub typology.
As such, a conceptual phasing plan was
laid out to simulate how this process may
occur, leveraging on existing plans and
scheduling of the future SkyTrain extension
to Langley. It is worth mentioning, that the
understanding of this typology would require
further investigations beyond the scope of
this research.

0

158 St

In general, there is no provision or perceived
demand for new mobility services such as
car-share or bike-share seen as largely
unfeasible in suburban settings. However,
solving the problem of attending the need
for last-mile trips from transit may become
feasible if explored in the context of the
Suburban Gateway Mobility Hub typology in
combination with Local Community Mobility
Hub typology. This is due to the integrational
aspect of the mobility hub relating to MaaS
concepts of entire journey paid within a single
system. This could include city-wide transit
combined with local micromobility solutions or
on-demand shuttle service to transit.
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Location of proposed future Skytrain Station
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Image: Google Streetview (Jul 2019)

160 St looking North, unseparated bike lane
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Image: Google Streetview (Jul 2019)

160 St looking south, unseparated bike lanes
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5.2.7 Case 7 - Surrey – Langley - Fraser Highway Corridor

1&2

Phase 1&2

Phase 1 (Pre SkyTrain Extension)
The first phase being the immediate action
in the time frame of 1-2 years. Phase 1 acts
as a preparative stage, pre-empting and
simulating transit, last mile and new mobility
options before the SkyTrain stations become
operational, before and during construction
period. A tactical BRT system can be tested
in the form of dedicated lanes on Fraser
Hwy to simulate a large capacity rapid transit
service. The locations of future stations can
provide car-share locations, which may be
located in commercial parking areas adjacent
to the bus stops. Micromobility infrastructure
can be piloted, more importantly a shared
micromobility service which may not be
economically feasible at this point, may be
tested as a pilot. This can be done in order
to ‘prepare the ground’ for the future change
in land use and with it change in mobility
patterns. The Suburban Gateway Mobility
Hub typology can be tested here, at various
locations of future stations (152 St, 160
St, 166 St). At this point each location is a
separate test site and new geofencing and
connectivity technologies can be trialed at a
local level.

1
0

1 km

2 km

0

1 km

2 km

Phase 2 (SkyTrain Extension Stage 1)
The second phase represents the mid
range (5-10 years), the assumption is that
the first stage of the SkyTrain extension
to Fleetwood (166 St Station) is complete.
The pilots of Suburban Gateway Mobility
Hub typology components done in the first
phase receive a connection to transit and
with it a more permanent configuration. New
mobility options such as fleets, car-share
and local shuttles can be further expanded
and justified through the connection with
the stations. Micromobility (shared and
non-shared) can learn from piloting done in
the first phase to expand the prioritization
of cycle infrastructure within the ‘last mile’.
As the diagram of phase 2 shows, within
a catchment area of 2km distance from
corridor, a large extent of the built-up areas
are covered by the suburban typology of the
Local Community Mobility Hub. In this phase,
new mobility services can be integrated within
a MaaS enabled network.

2
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5.2.7 Case 7 - Surrey – Langley - Fraser Highway Corridor

3

Phase 3

Phase 3 (SkyTrain Extension Stage 2)
In this visionary phase, in the time-frame of
around 30 years, the SkyTrain is anticipated
to serve Langley. It is anticipated to cause
a significant change in land-use along the
corridor, with more high-dense residential
and commercial areas in proximity to the
new SkyTrain stations. This can eventually
lead to the possible implementation of
New TOD Mobility Hub typologies around
each new station, as an additional layer to
the transit connected Suburban Gateway
Mobility Hub piloted in the previous stage.
In this stage, the suburban typology of the
Local Community Mobility Hub can become
functional in a series of areas possibly
resembling districts whose ideal catchment
area is yet to be studied. This area of the
Lower Mainland can become an integral
part of the city network of connected mobility
hubs. The network functions like a rapid
transit system, portrayed by a subway
system style map as its user interface.

3

0

1 km

2 km
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6 CONCLUSION
Chapter 6 concludes this research by reflecting on the thesis. Section 6.1.1.
reflects on how the outcomes met the objectives posed in the beginning of the thesis, in
section 1.2.1. The major findings of the research are listed in section 6.1.2 as eight key
points for the reader to take away from this research. Novelty of the research and areas
of further study which this thesis opens up to, are explored next. Finally,
recommendations aimed principally at municipalities and transit authorities are explored
in section 6.2

6.1

Conclusions

The process of digital transformation is anticipated to have a large effect on many
aspects of daily life, affecting individual and societal behaviour, increasingly in a
disruptive manner. It is also anticipated to affect different disciplines and restructure the
systems and structures built upon 20th century legacy. In this thesis, the scope was
narrowed down to the effect of the digital transformation on the public space and the
urban mobility system.
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The assumption that a digital future is as an inevitable one, makes it possible to accept
this notion. This can be done by: challenging the shape it may take; by harnessing its
potential positive outcomes; by being aware of its threats and dangers and building
built-in alert systems; but also, by providing room for exploration by taking advantage of
the opportunities it may bring with it.

The digital transformation of citizenry and municipal services may also be inevitable. In
this context, innovation should be used to give agency for the municipalities to direct its
outcomes for the collective good. In turn, this should be used to give agency to the
people occupying and utilizing spaces of the city, whether residents or visitors.

Signaling awareness of what can happen when technology companies overstep their
role is crucial. Responsibilities needs to be clearly defined in terms of governing, usage
and ownership of data. The setting up of a framework is necessary within which
technology companies act under a pre-defined gameplay. The variables of this
framework should be pegged to sustainability and equity targets set by policies.

This thesis focuses its attention on a narrower field of study, namely urban design and
planning. It is valuable in that it contributes to the debate of how to design cities today
for a future with anticipated digital disruption. It does this by way of speculative design
and the exploration of a transitional phasing strategy.

Reflecting back on the structure of the thesis and how knowledge was built, leads to a
reverse scan of its components. The case studies investigated in Chapter 5 rely on
knowledge accumulated over the proceeding chapters. The case studies in Metro
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Vancouver serve as a proof of concept to exemplify the speculative design presented in
Chapter 4. They follow the ‘Transitional Design Methodology’ laid out in Chapter 3, with
its phasing strategy. All locations analyzed in all phases are represented in two parallel
realms, the virtual and physical, a concept explained in Chapter 2. Finally, the design
choices made in the case studies regarding curb space use, respond to questions that
are laid out in Chapter 1. These reflect the desire of municipalities to achieve a more
sustainable modal split with an increased share of transit, cycling and walking. They
also reflect the need to transition into new mobility and dedicating space for new uses
within the public realm.

6.1.1 Outcomes
As stated in section 1.1.1, the scholarly objective of this thesis was to first of all better
understand the digital transformation of public space. Secondly, to test a design
methodology that allows for a process of transitioning into automation and digital
transformation in the urban realm.

The first objective was met through exploration of different themes relating digital
transformation and planning, the data economy, connected mobility network and virtual
curb space, all explored in Chapter 2. This chapter contributed to the understanding of
the digital transformation of public space by exploring a framework from which to
visualize and understand the Digital Twin of the urban realm. This is done through two
lenses: the physical and the virtual. Here it is understood that designers and planner
need to consider both urban realms and understand the power and working relation
between the two spheres.
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The second objective was met through the investigation and testing of the ‘Transitional
Design Methodology’ created in this thesis. This was explored in Chapter 3 theoretically;
tested hypothetically in Chapter 4 through a speculative design, and tested again in
Chapter 5 through the phasing strategy of the case studies in Metro Vancouver as a
proof of concept for this design methodology.

The ‘Transitional Design Methodology’ is used in this thesis to explore the process of
transitioning into ‘new mobility’ and the ‘urban mobility network’ as its choice of an urban
network. However, it is possible that other design problems associated with complex
urban networks that are transitioning into a process of automation or digital
transformation, may also benefit from this methodology and its design approach. Other
prospective areas could potentially include: urban freight, energy grid and charging of
vehicles, waste collection and management, or the integration of communications
technologies within the urban fabric.

The objective to design an urban mobility network is met through the speculative design
proposal of the ‘Urban Mobility Hub Network’.

The following section explains how objectives regarding the urban mobility network
mentioned in section 1.1.1 were met. It is divided into three categories: Sustainability,
Transition, and Innovation.
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Sustainability

Sustainability Objective 1: Design an urban mobility network that prioritizes
sustainable modes of transportation and is anchored around transit.



This objective was met through a speculative design for a ‘Mobility Hub Network’
explored in Chapter 4. In this design, the design of each mobility hub is
anchored around high-capacity transit in locations with potential high demand of
curb space use. The design investigates the re-allocation of dedicated public
space to sustainable modes, strategically and incrementally. For example, space
has been allocated to sidewalk extensions, plazas, cycle infrastructure, in a
progressively increasing way from each phase to phase.

Sustainability Objective 2: Leverage new technologies and advances in
automation in order to help achieve the cities’ sustainability targets.



The design of the ‘Mobility Hub Network’ prioritizes sustainable modes of
transport as mentioned above, it requires leveraging of new technologies of
automation and network managing and operation systems, to make the concept
of the mobility hub possible.



The network that is conceived in this thesis links the sustainability targets of
cities to the optimization strategy of (re)allocation of public space (with a focus
on curb space) to more sustainable modes.



Increasing the reliability of transit service and other mobility services can
increase the use of more sustainable modes of transportation. New automation
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technologies can be leveraged to increase connectivity within the investigated
urban Mobility Hub Network explored in Chapter 4. The more connected,
systematized, and responsive the network is, the more it can be automated and
uncertainty reduced. Uncertainty can be reduced in a closed system, this is
explored through the idea of ‘Airportization’ in section 2.3. Reliability can be
achieved by reducing uncertainties. This can be done by managing the
availability and quality of mobility service in origins and destinations of desired
trips between the mobility hubs within the network.


Increased road safety has the potential to increase the use of active modes of
transportation. Geofencing technology is leveraged for road safety, some
features are included in section 4.4.3 Vision Zero.

Transition

Transition Objective 1: Design an urban mobility network that is adaptable to
rapid changes and uncertain outcomes associated with digital innovation and
disruption.



Through the use of a strategical phasing methodology, the ‘Transitional Design
Methodology’ explored in chapter 3, the design is optimized to adapt to frequent
change and facilitate pivoting when piloting is unsuccessful.



The methodology explored uses a holistic and incremental approach to
transitioning which is believed to avoid abrupt change associated with disruption.
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Through a continuous design influx approach, the design process is constant
and therefore able to potentially better respond to urging needs during the
process, such as concerns around data privacy or the use of innovation in a way
that harms the collective good.



Reduction in uncertainty in the implementation of future technology is achieved
by focusing on incremental steps which can be taken in the immediate time
frame, following the ‘Transitional Design Methodology’

Transition Objective 2: Design an urban mobility network that can be
reconfigured frequently and respond to real-time demand of movement of people
and goods across the city.



The design methodology, proposes the use of tactical urbanism and piloting
strategies to reduce the time it takes to reconfigure physical space, therefore
increase frequency of update. This is needed to match physical and virtual
infrastructure, as discussed in section 3.3.



Optimization of operation and management for Transport Demand
Management (TDM) can be achieved through the use of connected ‘Virtual
Curb Space’ as explored in section 2.4. This can help to test and see how
the mobility network responds to real-time demand, through continuous realtime analytics of data on curb space stock city-wide.
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Innovation

Innovation Objective: Increase collaboration in innovation between the public and
private sectors with regards to infrastructure, shared mobility, and civic
entrepreneurship.



The explored design solutions of the mobility hub, leverage the use of public
space real estate with high demand of use in a strategic way to test out
innovation. In such a way the public sector can offer its physical space as a
valuable resource. The corresponding space which this thesis looks at is
strategically located curb space associated with location of high accessibility and
connectivity to the rest of the city.



New technologies can be tested through the idea of dedicating space for
incubation, this is explored in section 3.3.3. This can allow increased
collaboration between the public and private, as the space provided (by the
public sector) could provide a more systemic and standardized framework on
which to work. Limitation of the problem to be solved can increase certainty in
innovation (by the private sector). On the other hand, the public sector can better
control these spaces as they are defined and can increase in accordance to a
strategic plan.



Civic entrepreneurship can be promoted through initiatives proposed in this
thesis regarding use of civic space, explored in section 4.4.2.
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6.1.2 Major findings of the research
There are eight key takeaways from this research: Holistic approach towards ‘Value’;
Future Curb Space (as ‘building block’ of Urban Mobility Hub Network); Inventing the
‘Digital Twin’; Inventing the ‘rules of the game’; Bridging the Virtual-Physical divide; The
Transition into Automation; Incubation and Pre-Automation; and From Silos to Networks
to an Ecosystem. Each is explained as follows:

Holistic approach towards ‘Value’

The research argues that there is a ‘conflict of values’ (monetary value, coding
values, value system) playing out in curb space. Therefore, a holistic approach is
proposed, which can be used to evaluate, categorize and systematize all the
different activities utilizing curb space real-estate, both physically and virtually.
This holistic approach means goals are set by the government, visioning the best
possible outcome for all members of society. As such, this sets the direction and
the desired vision. The challenge here is for decision makers to set values that
are agreeable with the public in a way that serves the collective public good.

Future Curb Space (as ‘building block’ of Urban Mobility Hub Network).

The curb space of the future can be seen as a network of shared monetizable
public space, used for the movement of people and goods in a city-wide network,
favouring sustainable mobility modes. As such, it can be seen as the building
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block for the ‘Urban Mobility Hub Network’, a network which can be managed
and operated to a large extent remotely.

‘Inventing’ the Digital Twin

There arises a need to ‘invent’ (rather than create) Digital Twins of the urban
realm, connecting between physical and digital infrastructure. Initially it can be
used for management and optimization, later for operation, enforcement and
charging for usage of urban infrastructure. This research proposes a conceptual
ideation of one of such Digital Twins, namely the ‘Urban Mobility Digital Twin’,
which can be initiated through building blocks in the form of curb space virtual
real estate and physical public space. The collection of these spaces form the
‘Urban Mobility Hub Network’ which is explored in this research.

Inventing the ‘rules of the game’

In order for the Digital Twin to be functional, it needs to adhere to a clear set of
rules, as algorithms cannot be ambiguous (even though they can be biased). The
research argues that the ‘rules of the game’ need to be defined and
consequentially coded based on a set of values (defined in the first point). This
task is to be confined in the hands of the public sector, as it can define the equity
and sustainability values it wants to attribute to. In turn, these values need to
then be translated to a coding value system.
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Bridging the Virtual-Physical divide

The research recommends that designing and planning activities of the urban
physical realm should consider digital infrastructure and its related activities, both
at the local and the macro scale. Likewise, when designing digital infrastructure
and its reliant services and activities, there is a need to design in unison with the
physical implications of use and implementation in the urban realm. For these
considerations, the research proposes to match the virtual and physical update
frequency rates. This can be done in the physical realm through the use of
tactical urbanism and modularity, which shorten the time it takes to reconfigure
space. On the contrary in the virtual realm, there is a need to slow down the
update rate by coupling its activities with on-ground testing (in the physical realm)
before pivoting or rolling out services on a wider scale.

The Transition into Automation

Bridging the gap between unpredictability and predictability, the research argues
that there is a conflict between the unpredictable outcomes of disruptive
innovations and the need for predictability inherent in automation.
Unpredictability is a part of complex systems like cities, it plays out in disruptions
associated with technological advances, along with uncertainty associated with
geo-politics, economy and other crises such as Covid-19. On the other hand,
greater predictability can be achieved in a ‘closed system’, explained by the idea
of ‘Airportization’ which the research explores. This can be applied to the mobility
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network system and realized through the ‘Mobility Hub Network’. However, in
order to deal with unpredictability, a ‘Transitional Design Methodology’ is
proposed, which favours the incremental, scalable and iterative that is in a
constant state of re-design or update, a design in-flux.

Incubation and Pre-Automation

The transition explained above, follows an incremental design approach using
tactical urbanism and the idea of a Minimum Viable Product (MVP) to experiment
and pilot mobility solutions in parallel on-ground and digitally. The idea raised in
this research is the creation of an incubation space, physically and digitally.
Physically, designated selected curb space segments in the city can take that
role, as they can expand easily if necessary. Digitally, the incubation will allow to
test the functioning of urban and user interfaces, as well as back-end
technological, logistical and regulatory solutions. In that sense, in preparation for
autonomous urbanism, one is simulating design solutions in a pre-automated
context. Some of the solutions tested may therefore become successfully
functional and applicable prior to automation and therefore reduce the need to
depend on the full automation of fleets or other devices.

From Silos to Networks to an Ecosystem

The incremental approach used in the ‘Transitional Design Methodology’ builds
upon a scalable expansion of change which is a characteristic of disruptions. In
the virtual realm, it recognizes the importance of starting off with silos, which is
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the current situation of many applications deployed in the urban realm. From
isolated silos it proposes a process of grouping of similar silos (for example of
competing apps providing the same service), these can then correspond to a
dedicated physical space. These grouped silos evolve into simple,
interconnected networks. This, in turn, creates the ‘network effect’ of selforganization and scalability of an ecosystem.

6.1.3 Novelty

In this research, novelty is shown through the integration of different concepts in a way
that is not obvious, this is done in three main ways:

Holistic Approach

Favouring a new holistic approach which, this research believes, gives a solid
approach to speculative city building. The idea of the ‘Urban Mobility Network’ is
more than the simple addition of the ‘sum of its parts’, namely meterage/footage
of connected curb space stock. The network relies on new holistic framework
which provides a new lens from which to observe and contemplate any change in
the public domain. This holistic approach allows for all the design components to
be taken into account, as temporal use of public space can go through a process
of systematizing and standardization.
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Visualization of the Virtual and Physical

The holistic lens of systematically including the virtual realm when redesigning
the physical realm, and vice versa, provides a point of view which makes sure
one of the realms is not overlooked or prioritized in the design process. In this
research, an attempt was made to visually represent the virtual realm alongside
the physical realm. This was done in a consistent manner in chapters 2,3,4 and
5, which is a key innovation of this research. Throughout the research process,
complexed concepts could be more readily understood and explained through
the use of splitting diagrams into two realms. By visualizing the intangible (the
virtual realm), a process of ‘naming’ and standardization of its agreed upon
components can begin to occur.

Transitioning Strategy

Another decisive innovation of this research is the focus on the transition, rather
than a final outcome. Although much effort has been put into conceptualizing the
visionary phase (Phase 3 – sections 3.1, 3.2, 4.3, 4.4), this research
acknowledges that this visionary phase serves as an inspiration and as a goal
that helps shape earlier phases in the process. This is reflected in the ‘A to B via
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Z’177 approach. The transition strategy on how to get from today to this uncertain
future visionary phase is an important contribution that this research provides.

6.1.4 Further study
A broader overview on the current state of digital transformation, shows that it is
currently prevalent in all aspects of life of members of society. This brings the
understanding that a new body of knowledge relating the digital and any field of study is
necessary. This thesis explores the fields of study related to urban design and planning
and their intersection with the digital realm, within the context of a transition into
automation and the process of digital transformation.

As the discussion on the contribution to knowledge in section 1.2.4 show, a selection of
concepts with new terminology have been investigated in the scope of this research.
Each of the terms laid out in section 1.2.4 is a potential area of further study. Here we
can imagine the testing of the original assumption, the providing of alternative concepts
and their comparisons can reveal more avenues of exploration.

This thesis cuts across a wide array of fields. This choice was made to cover breadth
within this new area, rather that gain depth in a narrow area of choice. Due to this, most
areas discussed in this research require further study.

177

Radzikowska, Milena. Speculative Design: A to B through Z. 2020. Vimeo,
https://vimeo.com/448099933.
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The following areas for further study are discussed: Ethical concerns, Digital
Transformation, Accessibility & Equity; Design Vision; Transition.

Ethical Concerns



In the author’s opinion, the highest order of magnitude requiring further research,
is the area that deals with the ethical concerns related to the process of
automation and digitization, characterizing the second quarter of the 21st
Century.



The process of transitioning into automation has the potential to bring with it a
shift in power in authority and decision making from the physical to the virtual, as
authority is automated, this is described in section 3.2. Here, further study is
needed to evaluate the ethical implications of technologies of surveillance which
may be implemented in the urban realm. These technologies may not be
designed for the purpose of surveillance, but through the mechanisms of the
Data Economy, personal data may be valuable for private interest, as described
in section 2.2. This area is a strong candidate for further study.



The surveillance spectrum of new technologies can be visualized as Surveillance
Capitalism (where corporations have asymmetric power over data and
knowledge of the population) on one extreme and State Surveillance on the other
extreme (where governments have asymmetric power needed to control the
rights of the population). Moving too far to any of the extremes may cause
potential serious and irreversible consequences on society. Further study is
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needed to assess more equitable and ethical models of deployment of
surveillance technology in the context of the urban realm.

Digital Transformation



In terms of the digital transformation of public space, further research is
necessary to develop conceptual frameworks for the topic discussed in Chapter
2, as well as other relevant areas which were not discussed in this research.



Mobility as a Service is explored in this research both in terms of its seamless
integration of transportation modes through the digital services, as well as in the
physical configuration of urban design. This was identified as a potential area of
further studies in a study about MaaS done by TIPSLAB178 which the author was
part of. That research also identified the need to further study how MaaS can be
leveraged to prioritize and incentivize the use of healthier and more sustainable
transportation modes. This research further emphasizes the need for further
study in this area, which is a crucial element for the success of the speculative
design proposal laid out in Chapter 4.



The economic model of the Virtual Curb Space Real Estate concept discussed in
section 2.4 requires further study in the fields of real estate and economic
feasibility and regulation. What is the legal feasibility of such a construct, what

178

Meyboom, Annalisa, et al. Mobility as a Service (MAAS) – TIPSlab. Sept. 2019,
https://blogs.ubc.ca/tipslab/projects/mobility-as-a-service/.
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are the regulatory limitations which stand in the way of implementation of this
concept?


The testing of a booking system of public space, as laid out in section 2.4,
requires further studies, regarding the legal and regulatory feasibility and
implications of this concept. This may include the equitable allocation of a
booking and reservation system for temporal use of a defined space within the
civic space.



The concept of Airportization is a metaphor used to understand the multi-layered
operational logistics required to manage the virtual mobility system, this is
discussed in section 2.3. The exploration of how this concept adds to the
conversation on mobility requires further study, in terms of expanding on this
analogy and seeking the value of this model for an urban mobility system. The
control over freedom of movement of individuals within the physical context of an
airport design may be impossible to implement within the context of public space
design.

Accessibility & Equity



Access to mobility services may be drastically different than its current state in
the context of the design vision which is laid out in this research. The
accessibility needs of different groups from different socio-economic
demographical background needs to be further studied.



The user interface both physical (through wayfinding and urban design) and
digital (through digital accessibility and digital literacy) needs to be designed to
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be accessible for a wide range of the population and age groups. Alternatives for
non-virtual payment need to be further explored.


Accessibility, consideration of needs of the elderly or disabled who require
mobility solutions that offer door-to-door services is another opportunity for
further consideration. For example, the PU-DO terminal proposed in phase 3 of
the design vision (Chapter 4) does not offer a clear solution for door-to-door
needs. This needs to be studied further and additional alternatives built in the
system for those that require these services.



The shift towards digital currencies and mobile pay fall in line with seamless
Mobility as a Service technology. However, the move towards a cashless society
may leave those without access to banking, or those not willing to transition to
digital currencies, behind. This means that accessibility to commonplace mobility
services, may eventually exclude a part of the population. Further research is
needed to explore the introduction of mechanisms in the system that will prevent
this, or find equitable alternatives.

Design Vision



The visionary phase (Phase 3) was conceived for the purpose of this
research. However, alternative designs and approaches should be
encouraged to be used and compared.



Exploration of different urban contexts in different geographies and
demographics should be explored, in order to challenge the designer’s bias of
this research.
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The Mobility Hub typologies explored in 4.2 could be further broken down into
their specific designs, categorizations and levels of service. The design
solution explored in 4.3 for the case of a ‘Community Mobility Hub’ could be
emulated to represent the typologies which were not explored to the same
extent.



The components of the Mobility Hub design have been grouped in a particular
way (4.4). Further study can explore different groupings of uses and different
configurations which may better respond to different demands or physical
configurations

Transition



Hypothetical speculative design proposals, like the one laid out in this thesis, can
assist in decision making and choices of approaches to planning. However, the
sharpening and adapting of transitioning strategies is only possible through the
generation of data and knowledge through a real-life implementation of urban
pilot project. This research identifies an essential need for trial and error to occur
as part of the transition design process. As the large number of variables in
complex urban environments create a ‘wicked problem’179, it can be beneficial to
conduct non-hypothetical piloting and testing to learn by doing.

179

‘Wicked Problem’. Wikipedia, 23 Mar. 2021. Wikipedia,
https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Wicked_problem&oldid=1013760651.
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6.2

Recommendations

Recommendations aimed at municipalities, transit authorities and the industry are laid
out as considerations in this section. These respond to the snapshot regarding where
cities stand in the challenges of incorporating new mobility and the digital
transformation. These were perceived through interactions with municipalities and the
transit authority as part of the case studies investigated in Chapter 5

The recommendations explored in this section have been divided into two orders of
magnitude. The higher level, relevant to city or region wide challenges, and the local
level, dealing with smaller scaled design and implementation features.

6.2.1 Higher Level
In the higher level, concepts that are looked at include: City-wide integration of new
mobility; Insertion into the Data Economy, Innovation Incubator, Municipal challenges
associated with the digital transformation; Virtual zoning and geofencing technology.

New mobility as a regional mobility issue



New mobility services cross municipal boundaries, as origins and destinations of
trips often span various jurisdictions. Ideally, it should be dealt with through a
regional lens, in the same way that transit is considered a regional, crossmunicipal boundary issue, and is dealt with by regional transportation authorities
(such as TransLink in the case of Metro Vancouver).
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Although the physical allocation of road space and curb space is considered a
municipal issue, different municipalities are facing similar challenges and apply
similar solutions. Often small municipalities feel unequipped to implement
anticipated large-scale changes and prefer to follow suit of larger municipalities
with more capabilities.



It is recommended to explore a more regional approach to the dedication of
space for new mobility uses. Similar to the way road space is allocated for transit
stops, bus and HOV lanes, regardless of the municipal jurisdiction boundaries.
For example, transit corridors of regional significance may pass through several
municipal areas, each with their own local needs (for example Case 2).



A regional approach is recommended to oversee and initiate digitization
standards of the coding of public space and operation of its digital infrastructure.
Data management related to urban mobility would also benefit from regional
oversight and administration.



While physical allocation and collection of revenue may remain within the
municipal authority, the management, digital infrastructure and payment
mechanisms may benefit from consolidation by a regional authority.

Insertion into the Data Economy / Revenue model



Revenue based models derived from the temporary usage of public space need
to be tested and rolled out in a strategic, incremental and conscious manner. The
transition from a ‘parking meter’ model (whether physical or through an app) to a
data-economy model, will require an overlap period where multiple incompatible
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models coexist. In this context, it is important to frame and limit the trialed models
in a separate context in order to avoid users taking advantage of potential loopholes caused by the parallel double system use.

Innovation incubator



Municipalities should seek to incentivize innovation within a framework in order to
allow greater freedom for new entrants, while guaranteeing a set of rules and
predefined limitations.



The idea of a physical urban public space dedicated to testing innovative
solutions may be perceived by the public as a form of privatization. In order to
avoid this, it needs to be clearly defined and communicated. Public engagement
is crucial.



Working in partnership with provincial and federal levels of government is
recommended to respond to the greater demand that the digital transformation is
presenting. It is also important for guaranteeing additional access to funding for
the purpose of innovation incubators, which can be deployed in different cities
and provinces or states. This is crucial as it also creates a learning network and
exchange of expertise sharing data over the testing conducted.

Municipalities and digital transformations



Often municipal government separates its internal departments responsible for
"technology", in its various outlets, from the other various business units. For
example, units like planning and engineering, which are the ones that are
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responsible for the actual building of cities, are not well integrated with its
technology departments. The divisions in the organizational structure can be
reflected in the outcomes of implementation of digital infrastructure in the urban
realm. Better integration between ‘physical’ and ‘virtual’ responsibility within the
organizational structure of a municipality is needed in order to narrow this gap.


Municipalities can benefit from the integration of goals pertaining to digital
transformation with municipal strategic business/corporate planning cycles. In
this way, it can be independent of changes in council, or changes in funding
positions from the provincial or federal government.



Municipalities can benefit from the integration of the operational business
processes in technology services and physical development processes. Cities
have really long planning/development/rezoning processes that can span years.
The challenge is to tie the digital transformation processes to those processes so
that they both evolve simultaneously in order to deliver the expected
technologies and business value at the same time. The ‘Transitional Design
Methodology’ proposed in section 3.1, as well as the ‘virtual-physical matching’
explored in section 3.3, can be used as a guideline to achieve this goal.



Municipal staff often lacks the capacity or mandate to deal with challenges
brought up by the broader effects of organizational digital transformation. In this
context, dealing with digital transformation of public space and mobility is loosely
taken up by staff with expertise in fields of urban and transport planning, GIS and
IT departments. This could be improved by setting a clear political mandate to
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address the needs of the digital transformation, which can then be allocated to
dedicated staff.


Ever increasing demands from technology companies and mobility service
providers will eventually only be met through a proactive action plan, rather than
a reactive case-by-case approach.



Municipalities, especially smaller ones, often prefer to wait for larger ones to lead
the way in changing policies. In response to this attitude, most of the changes
which new mobility brings with it are regional and can be addressed in a similar
way across jurisdictions.

E-zones



Congestion charge, LEZ (Low Emissions Zone) and ZEZ (Zero Emissions Zone)
zones, are currently discussed as municipal imposed restrictions. However,
these affect the region as a whole and often affect commuters from outside
municipalities more than the local municipality (as in the case of the City of
Vancouver’s proposal to impose a central core congestion charge).



Geofencing technology can be used as a tool for increasing road safety, charging
E-zone fees, and eventually enforcing road rules for connected private vehicles
and public transportation. This can be seen for example in the Swedish proposal
of nationwide geofencing deployment in vehicles.180 Congestion charge and

180

The Swedish Transport Administration. Comprehensive Action Plan: Joint Mobilization on Digitalization
for Secure and Smart Urban Environments, 2017.
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other low emission zones may be geofenced in a more fine-grained manner, to
the level of individual curb spaces which experience high demand.


This can be done in a dynamic way and respond to real time use, resulting in
dynamic pricing fluctuation. Fine grained data can lead to potential optimization
and maximization of congestion charge in some areas, while incentivizing other
areas through artificially lowering the surcharge.

Geofencing for innovation rather than restriction



Geofencing in its initial deployment is mainly used for restrictive purposes, for
example for imposing pickup drop-off fees on ride hail services in a specific
district of a city where there is more congestion and curb space contention.



Geofencing in a more advanced form may eventually be used as a mechanism to
book, reserve, check-in and check-out of curb space use in a virtual setting. This
activity may be inevitably linked to a usage service fee where additional taxing
may be included (for example for non-electric vehicles or for low occupancy). In
such a way, the fee currently imposed can be an integral part of the integration of
usage, rather than a toll or surcharge fee.

6.2.2 Local Level
In the local level, micromobility stands out as a key feature as an area of
recommendation. Civic space is also looked at. Vehicular new mobility services such as
ride-hail and car share are also considered in this section.
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Micromobility local yet integrated



The deployment of a micromobility system such as bike-share, e-bikes or escooter, dockless or docked, all have their geographical constraints and may
require allocation of stations in a continuous geographical area. Therefore,
having multiple local providers in geographically contingent areas and providing
usage of different modes is logical.



While multiple micromobility providers may populate adjacent or overlapping
zones, the business model of small scaled providers is challenging, unless it is
integrated within a MaaS-like metropolitan system. Here it is important that while
contracts with micromobility service providers are done with municipalities, they
should feed into a regional framework of users and predefined mechanism of
space allocation, in order for new entrants and small-scale companies to have
access to the regional customer base.



While the space allocation is a municipal responsibility, its business and
operations model should fall under a regional umbrella. Regional policy can
secure the standardization of a framework in which new and existing companies
can plug in and out. This in turn allows for lowering the threshold for innovation
and piloting of new modes and new business models.

Robust micromobility infrastructure



The integration of micromobility and transit is essential to providing (near) doorto-door solutions for last mile trips from transit to destinations or origins. As such,
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an infrastructure whose aim is to connect transit, rather than provide longitudinal
and latitudinal cross city connections, is important to take into account in the
implementation of new cycle infrastructure.


The inclusion of ample parking facilities for private bicycles and docking stations
for shared micromobility is crucial in this context. The locations of these facilities
need to be pegged to transit and be adaptable towards changing real time
demand, which can be gathered from bike-share usage data.



The increase in use of e-cargo bikes can mitigate the increase in demand for ecommerce and delivery of goods and fresh local produce. Here, robust bike-ways
are crucial to accommodate these uses, redundancy of cycling infrastructure can
be seen as preferable in this context (i.e., bike-ways on both sides of a large
avenue in a commercial corridor).



The deployment of delivery bots of various sizes are facing various challenges,
regarding sidewalk use (sharing space with pedestrians) or road space use
(sharing space with automobiles). Depending on the speeds of these
autonomous devices, the cycling infrastructure can prove a valuable network, as
it is marked in a consistent way and is generally free of obstacles.

Civic space



Encouraging gatherings and public community activity can be achieved through
linking the online public space, such as social media, official municipal and nonprofit organizations websites. The reclaimed pop-up plazas and other public
spaces adequate for small gatherings can be used for experimentation with new
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initiatives, which can evolve into more robust policies to be implemented on a
wider scale.


Street vendors, food trucks and other public space related commerce can be
encouraged through a space allocation system, similar to the curb space
allocation approach. In this way, municipalities can incentivize certain uses and
users (for example local small-scale entrepreneurs with a one-off food truck
business) over other corporate users (such as a global coffee chain fleet seeking
a similar use of space).



Public space allocation to different uses can benefit from a universal e-permit
system to unify permit for food truck, temporary patios, street vendors or other
activities. This will facilitate the systemization of booking / allocation system and
can be scaled up to a wider policy.

From Ride-hail to PU-DO Zones



In order to facilitate the spread of designated pick-up drop-off (PU-DO) zones
through-out the city, a systematization process should be used. These zones
should be treated as small terminals, which can start off as a simple parklet / bus
shelter hybrid and evolve into a multi-functional point of start or end of journey,
urban interface.

From Car share to E-Fleets



Currently shared individual vehicular mobility is categorized as car-share, either
one-way use or two-way use. One-way use may be more suitable for on-street
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deployment as it is based on a more on-demand and location sensitive usage.
Two-way use can be more suitable for off-street deployment in condos and
parking lots, as a monthly rental system can be incorporated and a booking
system may benefit recurring users.


As car-share moves towards a fully electric fleet, the charging of these car-share
fleets can be integrated with EV charging in both on-street and off-street options.
Here the cost of usage and energy can be used as a means to charge for usage
of occupying public curb space real estate, or alternatively parking garages in
private condos.



The physical allocation of designated curb space for E-Fleets instead of specific
car-share providers, can facilitate the entrants of new small- and large-scale
fleets with various business models suitable for one- or two-way usage. These
fleets can potentially be of different corporations, car companies or organizations.
It is suggested that these would potentially be able to occupy any fleet
designated public or private charging space as the framework of regulation of
usage.

6.2.3 Challenges Ahead
The research lays out conceptually a framework within which it possible to rethink the
way that the public space is used for mobility, by incorporating the virtual realm within
the planning and design process. This naturally lends itself to great challenges, as the
framework requires systemic change to evolve.
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Implementation is seen as the natural progression of this research. The case studies
explored in Chapter 5, highlight a phasing strategy which can be used to set a
framework by municipal and transit authorities. In particular the initial phase (Phase 1),
provides an imaginable step towards possible short-term experimentation with
technologies and practices available today. However, the solutions shown are only
hypothetical within the scope of this research project, and essentially require real-world
experimentation. Herein lies the challenge of starting off with experimentation without a
clearly defined framework and without clear communication to the public. Clear and
accurate communication with the public about what is being tested, proposed and
envisioned, can mitigate the risk for a digital backlash (a techlash). It is also necessary
to communicate how this is done, and in lieu of a clearly defined framework, it may be
challenging to gain support of the constituencies.

Major challenges need to be faced to realize the vision proposed in this thesis. With
regards to municipal and transit authorities, the obstacles that need to be overcome can
be separated into external (the population) and internal (the organization).

Externally, the general population needs to be addressed, there may be a
communication obstacle, as the ideas of digital transformation are complex and difficult
to communicate, often they deal with intangible infrastructure. Therefore, there is a need
for a strong communications channel with the population, one that can engage with the
population’s daily use of the city in an accessible way. This can be done virtually,
through online information and application, and physically, through wayfinding
responding to its user experience.
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Societal changes are ongoing affecting the mobility needs of the population, which
adjust accordingly. The challenge is to find a balance between responding to these
needs and shaping mobility behaviour patterns of the population towards achieving
desired public health and sustainability outcomes. Increased digital connectivity has
caused a major change in behaviour, and increased the time people are connected and
utilize on-line services. Civil society and the public sector need to participate in the
shaping of public behaviour and fill the void currently taken up predominantly by private
corporations.

With the monopolistic position of tech-giants to enter field of innovation in urban
mobility, comes the challenge of how to lower the bar in order to allow for greater
innovation and foster local entrepreneurship. For this the research mentions the need to
‘invent the rules of the game’ (section 6.1.2), in this way, innovation that the public
decides to promote can be allowed to the level playing field.

The questions around data privacy and unethical use of user data are a major challenge
which may have the tendency to become increasingly universal and in more spheres of
our lives. To address this challenge, the type of user data that these companies may
obtain and use needs to be clearly defined and regulated to address ethical concerns.

The data economy incentivizing surveillance capitalism on the one hand, and tighter
control over the population incentivizing forms of state surveillance on the other hand.
The reality of surveillance is a major challenge and area of high risk. It is arising to the
public debate and this research encourages the further study of its possible effects on
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the right to the city181, the right to public space use and the right to the virtual layer of
the city and its public space.

It is crucial to clearly define where the responsibility of one sphere starts and where the
other ends. The obstacle here is for policy and decision makers to define these clear
limitations which today are often lacking or unclear. In order to overcome this challenge,
there is a need for the private and public spheres to sit around the same table, which
may be challenging in itself.

Internally, in municipal and transit authorities, organizational restructuring needs to
occur to integrate the technology and digital infrastructure related responsibilities, within
traditional departments such as planning and engineering. The restructure process is an
obstacle which needs to be dealt with, as it requires the possible formation of new
departments or responsibilities. This obstacle can be dealt with through taking a holistic
approach and looking at the greater benefits for the population.

Organizations that do not address current challenges with sufficient agility, may not
have the capacity to respond to changing demands and innovations that have not yet
been regulated, as precedents are formed.

As mentioned in recommendations, section 6.2.1, municipal responsibility over new
mobility services can benefit from being dealt with on a regional level. This can also be
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Harvey, David. ‘The Right to the City’. International Journal of Urban and Regional Research, vol. 27,
no. 4, 2003, pp. 939–41. Wiley Online Library, doi:https://doi.org/10.1111/j.0309-1317.2003.00492.x.
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beneficial for the implementation of a city-wide mobility network that crosses municipal
jurisdictions. The obstacle here is in the transfer of responsibilities and in what format
will these be housed in the regional level, by whom? This obstacle may be overcome by
starting a pilot project initiated by a regional body, which coordinates between
municipalities but may use specific selected areas as testing zones, or zones for
incubation of mobility and civic innovation. Even if this is just a few parking spaces in
each municipality to begin with.

Where should one ultimately start? The findings of this thesis highlight that the curb
space is an ideal contender, it is widely available as a mutable infrastructure which is
overlooked by the public sector. This space can be used for the testing of civic and
mobility related innovation. It can be done in different municipalities simultaneously.

However, no matter how small the scale, even a single parking space, there is still the
need to define its value, as explored in section 1.3.5. The value of the virtual curb space
real estate can be defined as a combination of societal value, monetary value, and
coded value. Ultimately, the societal value needs to be quantified in order to be coded
which is the first challenge this thesis recommend to tackle. Ideally, this should be
initiated by the public sector and happen as early on as possible.

Finally, the digital – physical divide is elastic; however, one must be aware of widening
the gap to a point where a new reality is set, before one can address it. The recognition
of these multiple realities, the virtual and physical realms, is perhaps the clearest
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contribution that this research is offering, and it is the most important first step that
needs to occur in order to move forward and transition into new mobility.
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